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Distinguished Guests Will Attend Rockland’s National Defense Party

Volume 96.. .. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 48.

TWIXT BALPPATE AND OLD SPEC
With Screwauger Fails Adding Its
Charm To a Maine Glory Spot
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Gov. Sumner Sewall

las she stood on the stocks

lhing. Photographed bow
kppcarance.

cle, Roscoe Chandler, was
gowned in white em:h;ffon cut princess style,
L full train. Her veil of
Ision was fingertip length
I ifht to a coronet of
cssoms She carried an
I • : white carnations and
Jjnragofts Her only orna|a white gold cross,
met A Kelley was attracblmon pink embroidered
|u: princess style with
heart shaped hat. She
Ink carnations and pink
In,. Mrs. Roscoe Chand[»l the bride, was in orchid
[il grey accessories. Her
usage was yellow talisman
[bert Kelley, mother of the
]n. wore lavender with
essories. Her corsage was
hr. an roses.
ng the ceremony, 50 relaIintimate friends attended
| breakfast and reception at
of the bridegroom's parlonroe. Flowers and white
berated the table.

Assist-

king were Mrs. Maud Web.
bnioe. Miss Madeline Lang
Irport, Miss Helen Plerr.e
I.Margaret Burns of Bristol,
tl Mrs. Kelley left for a
[trip to Bar Harbor and
The bride traveled in a
tan ensemble with which
a brown hat and acces-

|ir return they will be at
friends in Thomaston,
ide was graduated from
high School and since
been employed in Newton
:ass. and Bristol, Conn,
idrgroom was graduated
roe High School After atniversity of Maine for one
was graduated from Car501 of Air Conditioning and
ion He ls now employ^
iston. Conn.
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1 Mr». Sidney V. Stinson
weekend with relatives
le Mr. and Mrs Hawk10 were guests of the
for a week have returned
ax y has been greeting
nd neighbo s this
his home after a Winter
n hi> son in Winthropubara Waldron. Bernard
Cnarles Hare and Wariws left Friday morning
Rockport senior class on
► Washington. D. C A
id gathered at the Post
give them a happy send-

National Committeeman Edward J.
Quinn

A National Defense and , teeman of the American Le
Governor’s Reception party gion, from Portland; Depart
will be held in Rockland ment Commander Paul JuUien
Thursday,
sponsored
by
of WaterviUe, Department
Winslow-Holbrook Post, No.
1, American Legion. Gov. Adjutant James Boyle of
Sumner Sewall will speak on WaterviUe, Department Ser
the State’s Program of Na geant at Arms Peter Thaational Defense, which is up num of Winthrop, and Mayor I
permost in every American’s Edward R. Veazie.
AU Patriotic, Fraternal
mind.
Other prominent speakers and Civic organizations are
will include Edward Quinn, invited to attend this recep
National Executive Commit- tion at Community BuUding,
OLD AGE PENSIONS

White-Oliver Bill

James Mulloy Suggests LendLease Now That Aliens Are
Caied For

Maine Men Making Good
Progress On Proposed

‘Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—

Lobster Measure

i

Our State lawmakers are having

Senator White and Representa
tive Oliver cf Maine said after a
conference with officials of the
Fisheries Service cf the Depart
ment of Commerce, that they
found a spirit of co-operation
with the White-Oliver Bill to Emit
minimum, length of lobsters sold
ln interstate commerce or impor
ted The work of the North At
lantic Fisheries Conference dove
tails with what White and Oliver
are seeking to do. and the report
of the conference will be favorable
to the minimum limits, which are
ln the interest of conservation.
This conference works with
Canadian fisheries and White and
Oliver are hoping for co-operation
from Canada. They will take this
up with the State Department and
Canadian officials. They expect de
velopments on the bill in the next
few weeks. The State Depart
ment has. in the past, objected
because the Department thought
the limitation would encroach on
the trade agreement with Canada

trouble finding a satisfactory way ,
| in which to raise funds for old age
’ assistance. May I suggest that they
i follow the lead of the needy people
! of some of the foreign countries, and
I ask the F'ederal Government of the
United States for a lend-lease now
1 that the needs cf the people of
foreign countries have been taken
care of. Perhaps our Federal Gov
ernment might be able to spare a
few billions to help our own needy
people.
There can be no question about
the need of our own people because
our President in a fireside chat not
so long ago told us that one-third
cf the people of the United States
are undernourished, poorly clothed
and poorly house. The Governor of
cur State has said, and many other
great minds agree with him: “The
final solution of old age security
must be a Federal old age pension.”
Would it not be wise for our State
lawmakers to tell our Federal Gov
ernment through our United States
Congressmen and Senators that we
want a lend-lease in the way of a
Federal Old-age Pension, and that
we want it now.
which does not include size limits
If our Federal Government can
on imports.
not spare the money they might
adept the plan, cf Dr. Townsend
Mrs. Mattie Powell, heme from and collect a 2 percent income tax
Florida is making early prepara frem people Who have an income in
tions for the opening of the Sweet excess cf $3000 per year. Thus the
bills would be paid by those who
Shop at South Hope.
could afford to pay them and those
who pay the bills would be re-imbubrsed by the profits of the in
“KNOX COUNTY
creased business created by spend
ON PARADE”
ing the old age pension money.
Will Be Shown At The
James W Mulloy,
West Rockport, April 18.
Camden Opera House

Thursday Evg at 8.15
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Eecausc of the extremely dry conditions now pre
vailing a serious fire hazard exists in Rockland and
vicinity. Therefore it becomes necessary for me to
deny permits for all rubbish and grass fires, in the

Chief Engineer.
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EVERYBODY’S GOING TO

FENTON BROTHERS’ DANCE

TONIGHT
At Community Building, Rockland
DANCING 9.00 TO 1.00
BENEFIT CAMDEN HIGH SCHOOL BAND

48-lt

pictorial history

Maine’s Pioneer School of Electric Welding

look will be pub$3.50.

CENTRAL WELDING SCHOOL

AU per

tly aid the work

Courier-Gazette

We guarantee to teach you Electric Welding regardless of
length of time. You pay as yon learn.
Our placement service Is unexcelled, ©ur graduates go o
work. This is the only electric welding school in Maine that offers
you this guarantee.

CALL. PHONE OR WRITE

85 WATER ST., RANDOLPH, ME.
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Post Commander Gilman Seabury

General Cliaii inan Austin P. Brewer

as weU as the several Legion; Mr. and Mrs. Albert Green-1 program wiU include the|ecutive Committeeman EdPosts in Knox County.
! law, Department AuxiUary Rockland City Band, the Sons ward J. Quinn, Past Departof the Legion Drum Corps, ment Commander and Mrs.
Winslow - Holbrook Post President Mary C. MiUiken,
and weU known local singers. Lew C. Fortier, Sergeant at
wishes to better inform the Adjutant General George M.
Dancing wiU foUow the Arms and Mrs. Peter A.
public as to the work of the Carter, Lew C. Fortier, Past program and a buffet lunch Thaanum, Department Presiorganization and the prin Department Commander M*"3- will be served by Winslow- dent Mrs. Mary I. MiUiken,
ciples of National Defense. Mary Dinsmore, President of Holbrook Unit of the Aux- Department Adjutant and
Mrs. James L. Boyle, AdjuThe American Legion and the Winslow-Holbrook AuxUiary, iliary.
The out of town guests taut General and Mrs. George
part it plays in this program and members of Governor
will include Governor and M. Carter, Col. and Mrs. Al
wiU be explained by Depart- Sewall’s staff,
The public should be in-1 Mrs. Sumner SewaU, Depart bert Greenlaw, Mr. and Mrs.
ment Commander Paul Jullien.
terested in attending this ment Commander and Mrs. Jerry Wade and Thomas Mc
Other invited guests are National Defense party. The Paul JuUie n, National Ex- Phail.
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Honorary Editor, WM. O. FULLER
Editor-in-Chief, FRANK A. WINSLOW
Subscriptions $3.00 per year payable in advance; single copies three
cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and very reasonable.
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
was established in 1855 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

[EDITORIAL]
CATHOLIC ADVANCE

The official Catholic Directory, published last week In
New York, shows that the denomination has made a mem
bership gain of nearly 900,COO in the United States, Alaska
and the Hawaiian Islands in the past year, the total registra
tion being 23,293,101.
CREPE INSTEAD OF CANDLES

Adolf Hitler's birthday cake was entitled to 52 candles
Sunday, but his jubilant followers forgot all about the candles
in their ecstacy over recent victories. From their stand
point the Germans may well feel elated for things have been
going their way with a vengeance, but we cannot help think
ing that many Germans along with the supporters of the
Allies see the spectre of misery and grief along with the alluminated candles marking a leader's birthday. Death, disaster,
dispair! Cest la guerre!
ITALY’S SECOND WIND

One of the features in connection with the present Axis
victories is the elation of the Mussolini forces, who, licked
to a frazzle by the little Greek nation, while they fought alone,
are now shining by reflected light, and bid fair to get a
good-sized slice when the melon is cut. They made a cowardly
advent into the war when they thought the enemy was already
licked, and the showing they made left them forever dis
graced in the eyes of tlie world. Saved by big brother Adolf
at the eleventh hour they now claim a winner’s seat at the
feast. Perish the thought!
WHAT THE RETREAT IS WINNING
(Herald Tribune)

though yielding steadily, have nowhere been pierced.

EMERGENCY!
Build No More Rubbish Fires!

VANE. RUSSELL,

son

Mayor Edward R. Veazie

Tlie terrible tide of battle is surging ever deeper into
Greece. But the Greeks and British insist that their lines,

interest of public safety.

|scot Waters, by

Dept. Commander Paul Jullien

This yielding defense may crack. The reported Nazi
lasses may in part be discounted as no more than the exagger
ations of this kind which invariably accompany all retreat
ing armies. But putting them aside, the timetable alone is
enough to suggest that in the last week Hitler's mechanical
hordes have met the hardest fighting in their whole history.
They have destroyed each of their other victims, even France,
mainly by the paralyzing suddenness of their violent ma
neuvers. Here, against a Greek army desperately poor in
equipment and a British force of perhaps one armored and a
couple of infantry divisions, they have had to fight every
foot of the way. and have made markedly slow going of it.
This is not a retreat made in the spirit of muddle and
surrender. It is a retreat made in the spirit of last-ditch
battle. If everything is lost now it may still be saved in the
end; to save it now by surrender is to lose it forever.
These people—the Greeks with the immolation of their
country, the British troops with their own lives—are buying
hope and they are buying time, the most precious of all com
modities. They are buying time for the great citadel of
Britain, on which the whole future of Europe now hangs.
And they are buying time for this country—this country with
its half-formed armies, its half-built planes and tanks and
ships, its still only half-awakened understanding of the world
in which it finds itself. That is the meaning of the appalling
battle rolling down through those ancient hills; and how
ever exorbitant the price, it will still be worth it to mankind
if the democratic world can only rouse itself to use the price
less gift which Greeks and British, even in defeat, are
winning.
MORNING’S NEWS IN A NUTSHELL

Five fully loaded British transports were reported sunk
yesterday in Grecian coastal waters.
"The war in Greece is not over.” says a British spokes
man. “but whatever the outcome we will fight elsewhere.”
The Germans bombed Athens last night, while British
Naval forces were pounding Tripoli
The Italians are said to have penetrated Greek territory.
Forest fires swept over one and one-half square miles of
territory in Marshfield. Mass., yesterday, causing a loss of
$1,000,000. Hundreds of residents have only the clothing in
which they stand.
The Maine House of Representatives voted 76 to 55 ye«terday to levy a tax of two cents a pack on cigarette#.

GRANITE QUARRIES START

When Bcb Webster and I set
forth Sunday morning it was with
a well defined purpase to visit
Umbagog Lake, that straggling body
of water which stretches between
the upper part of Maine and
New Hampshire. Not comparable
in size to Moosehead and tlie
Rangeleys, but still making a con
siderable blue spot on the State
map. The trip took us into one of
the very few corners of the State
which we had not explored, and
was productive of a surprise—three
of them, in fact—but if the readers
are at all curious they must wait
until I have indulged in my usual
preliminary ramblings.
Early Sunday morning was noth
ing to write home about, for the
skies were cloudy and the fog lent
a distinct chill which made of tlie
topcoat a necessity. Fresh from a
Patriot's Day fishing expedition
Bob gazed mournfully at tlie trout
streams which we passed during
the day as he recalled tliat the
brooks which he had whipped still
contained all the fish they had be

The welcome word comes up the line this morning
that granite operations have been resumed in the
quarries of John Meehan & Son at Clark Island and
in the St. George Granite Company at Wildcat. The
total number of men employed at the start is about 300
and the forces may be increased somewhat as the sea
son progresses. Paving for the New York market will
be cut. A bill of prices satisfactory to the parties con
cerned has been signed for the period of one year.

ORGANIZE FOR FIRE DEFENSE
Chief Russell Seeks Volunteer Corps Of

Fifty Men—Red Cross Also Seeks
Workers For Disaster Relief
BUILD NO MORE FIRES
Because of the highly danger
ous conditions which exist in
this section, Chief Engineer Van
E. Russell bans all out-of-doors
fires of any sort and will refuse
permits to build such fires until
conditions improve.

i signed up last night. A ten weeks’
'course of training is proposed, one
‘meeting weekly, in which the men
will be trained by the regular fire
men and fire police. A signal corps
and other sections will be among
• the trainees. An operating organi
sation will be effected to carry for
ward the interests of the auxiliary.

Ail ages were represented at last
night’s meeting showing the general
The plea of Chief Engineer Van appreciation of the seriousness of

E. Russell, published in these ' the situation, high school boys, the
columns Thursday, brought 46 citi- I young and middle aged men who
zens to the City Building last night will bear the burden of the work
interested in the formation of an of the new corps and older business
auxiliary fire fighting and fire po men for support and counsel. Re
lice group to supplement the regu freshments were served by the
lar fire department in emergencies. Paramount Restaurant staff, spon
John M. Pomeroy, chairman of sored by a group of business men.
Next week's meeting, time and
the disaster relief committee of
Knox County Chapter, American place to be announced, will hear
Red Cross, supported Chief Rus discussions by Chief Russell on the
sell’s plea and made a plea of his various types of war hazards, fire
own for additional men for the Red i bombs etc. and of the methods
Cross Disaster Committee which which have been found effective in
protects the community not only in England to combat the menace,
war, but in the many disasters of Actual training will begin. Men in
peace time.
; terested in joining up should comChief Russell seeks 50 men for his municate with Chief Russell or be
new auxiliary fire fighters and 30 on hand at next week’s meeting.

Long Voyage In a
Woven Reed Basket

rying the wives and children of
several Navy men. Allan made the
land and sea voyage in a woven
reed basket.
Mrs. Hyland, the wife of a former
Rcckland boy who is chief quar
termaster of the subumarine U.S.S.
Permit, plans to make her home
with Mr. Hyland’s parents.Mr. and
Mrs. O. B. Hyland, South Main
street.

ALMON COOPER SPOKE
Almon B. Cooper was guest
speaker at the Y.P.C.U, meeting
Sunday evening at the Universal
ist Church. His subject was “For
estry in General’’ and was along
the line of the present Vocational
Guidance Series. His talk was
most interesting and informative
and was very well received. Ber
tha Coombs was the leader of the
Devotions which centered on the
theme. “The Uplifting of Youth.”
Assistants at this portion of the
program were Dudley Harvey,
Robert Smalley, John Storer, Vir
Mrs. Raymond Hyland
ginia Bowley and Lucille Stanley.
Mrs. Raymond O. Hyland and three- This union is joining with the
months-old son Allan, arrived yes- Epworth League of the Methodist
terday after a lo'ooo miTe trip from CTlurch and the Comrades of the
the Philippine Islands. The journey Way of the Congregational Church
was the result of Navy Department
an inter-church social to be
orders for the families of Naval hold at the Universalist Church
men to leave the islands.
| Wednesday at 7.30 p. m. It Is
The baby was only two-months hoped that this may be the beold when Mrs. Hyland left Manila,j ginning of many such events and
aboard the government transport I may help in cementing friendships
Chaumont March 10, the boat car- of these churches.

fore he visited them. Discouraged?
Not so. for while Bob’s string is yet
to be started he found his reward in
the ozone he inhaled and the de
light of enjoying a Spring day in
the open. So when you meet him,
don’t indulge in commisseration; it

would all be lost.
Nature’s Green Carpets
We never pass that complex
crossing formed by Broadway,
North Main, Cedar and Birch
streets, without expressing tlie
opinion that it probably has no
equal in the country, and the
thought of rotary traffic occurs.
A study of eppasites Ls furnished
wherever the grass has been burned
and where last Summer’s crop has
remained undisturbed. On the one
side is a beautiful new growth of
a green tint that has no rival, while
on the other is a sere and discon
solate carpet. But more burning
has been done this Spring than I
have ever witnessed before.
The sun broke through the
clouds as we followed the winding
road in Rockville, where at 8.30
a. m. we saw a solitary person—a
young woman engaged in raking a
lawn. If she reads these lines she
will know that her Sabbath morn
ing industry was applauded by the
two occupants of the Pontiac.
Bob's attention was attracted by
what he declared to be four loons
in Macy’s Pond. To me they were

just plain ducks, but I don’t claim
to have Bob’s knowledge of bird
life. I think I know just as much
about fishing as he does, and it has
been years since I wet a line.
North Knox Memories

The lakes—and do you know that
you pass five of them between
Rockland and South Hope—were all
free of the ice which has had a
stranglehold on them the past four
months. When we reached Um
bagog Lake it was quite a different
story, but that, too, will wait. The
snow fences are neatly rolled by
the roadside, their Season’s labor
over—we trust.
Are picket fences coming back
into vogue. Probably not, but we
did see a tiny one in Union, and
concede that it was ornamental to
the lawn which it protected.
The entrance to the North Knox
Fair Grounds always recalls happy
days spent there in the course of
the 30 years I have been going
there without a miss. (Small m).
It also recalls some exciting inci
dents, such, for instance, as the
day when indignant customers
threw a useless airplane into the
river. The late Ethel E. Thurston
was president of the Association in
those turbulent days, and he was
very insistent that contracts were
made to be kept. The wrecked
plane remained in the loft of the
exhibition hall, if I remember
rightly.
Where Spring Comes Earlier

Listening to the 13 Class service
over WCSH we learned that Rock
land and Friendship were repre
sented in the large gathering.
From Rockland to Togus is not
a far cry. but Spring had come to
the latter region much sooner
than it has to Knox County as
evidenced by the fact that many
of the trees, especially maples,
were in bud, whereas in this sec
tion we saw only a few pussy wil
lows, which had stolen their usual
march on other shrubbery. At
West Gardiner we called at the at
tractive cottage home of Bud Mar
tin. who contributes “fact detective
stories” to several detective maga
zines. and who is now awaiting
publication of his story on the Joss
murder case at Richmond. I was
Bud's guest while speaking before

the Gardiner Rotary Club a year
or so ago, and later Bud spoke to
the Rockland Lions Club, an event
which is still remembered witli
much pleasure by the members.
Passing throught the town of
Wales, we saw a farmer plowing,
the day's first evidence that the
planting season is almost upon us.
Later in Oxford County we saw
considerable of this activity, the
plowing being done with tractors
and the good old “hoss.”
Eighty-Six In the Shade
Lxicke’s Mills has a lumber mill
which pretty nearly overflows
the entire town. Never saw so
much lumber in one place.
While we were lunching in
Bethel a townsman came ln to say
that it was 86 ln the shade. We
had been conscious of the Increas
ing warmth from the time we ar
rived in Lewiston, and the top
coats so necessary in the Rockland
fog, had long since been discarded.
Leaving Bethel we carefully con
sulted the map for we had come
upon pastures new to us. Instead
of heading for the New Hamp
shire line between Gilead and Shelbourne we set our course due
north for Newry. Tlie hills of
western Oxford were now much ln
evidence and the map showed that
we would soon be passing between
Baldpate and Old Spec. Not car
ing to miss anything we stopped
at a farmhouse, and the owner gave
us some pointers which proved
valuable.
“Keep on going for about two
miles,” said he, “and you will come
to Screwauger Falls.”
“How do you spell it?” said I.
The farmer expectorated pro
fusely and allowed I had him
stumped. So I have spelled the
word as it sounded.
Umbagrg Still Ice Locked
We came to the falls in a few
minutes, and they didn’t seem to
be any great shakes. So on we
went through the town of Grafton,
admiring the rugged Baldpate, on
the starboard side while the lofty
tree-clad “Old Spec” on the port
bow surmounted by a lookout sta
tion was equally picturesque .
Baldpate had the appearance of
an enormous ledge, almost perpen
dicular where lt faced the highway.
Appalachian trails lead to the
summit of both mountains, and
from the signs we learned that
“Old Spec” is 4250 feet high. For
those who make the ascent it wa.s
pointed out that the Speck Pond
Leanto is 2.79 miles, while to North
Peak Gooseye” Ls 872 miles.
We crossed the New Hampshire
line at Cambridge, flrst passing
through the Maine town of Upton
which is located on the shores of
Umbagog Lake. The surface had a
peculiar appearance, and as we
drew nearer we discovered that the
ice had not gone out, although it
was breaking up around the edges.
It is a picturesque body of water,
only a portion of which can be
seen without penetrating deeper
into the Granite State.
But it was on our return Journey
that we got our greatest thrill, Just
as the farmer in Newry had
promised.
Screwauger Falls Gives Real Thrill

It was from the western angle
that the best views of Baldpate and
Old Spec could be obtained, and it
was also from this angle that we
discovered that Screwauger Falla
is in reality a cascade which comes
tumbling from the very top of Old
Spec gathering volume and velocity
as it courses down through the
foot-hills.

I have seen Niagara Falls from
the American side and the Can
adian side, and marveled as mil
lions of others have done at the
vastness of me flood which for
(Continued on Page Three)

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again I
would have made a rule to read aoma
poetry and listen to some music at
least once a week The loss oi these
tastes ls a loaa of happlne— —Charite
Darwin

THE POPLAR FIELD
The poplars are fell'd; farewell to the
shade
And the whbperlng sound of the cool
colonnade;
The winds play no longer and sing ln
the leaves.
Nor Ouse on his bosom their Image
receives.
Twelve vears have elapsed since I
flrst took a view
Of my favourite field, and the bank
where they grew:
And now ln the grass behold they are
laid.
And the tree ls my seat that once
lent me a shade!
Tlie blackbird has fled to another re
treat
Where the hazels afford him a screen
from the heat;
And the scene where hla melody
charm'd me before
Resounds with his sweet-flowing ditty
no more.
My fugitive years are all hasting away.
And I must ere long lie as lowly aa
they.
With a turf on my breast and a stone
at my head.
Ere another such grove shaU arise
ln Its etead.
The change both my heart and my
fancy employs;
I reflect on the fri
frailty oi man and
his Joys;

8hort-llved as we are, yet our plea
sure* we see.
Have a still shorter date, and die
sooner than we

—William Cowp«j

Every-Other-Day'
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Tlie Courier-Gazette The Memory Man
As the mountains are round
about Jerusalem, so the Lord is
round about his people from hence
forth even for ever —Psalms 125: 2.

JOINT
BIRTHDAY
PARTIES
Stowed Lime In His Youth
When He Weighed 130
and the Barrels 200

(by Iree Member >
Seeing a lime barge in the har
bor recently caused me to hark
back to the days when I worked in
(By K. S. F.)
the stevedore business. My Dad
iccntracted to see to it that all ves
-Suzanna And The Elders,” by sels used fn the lime carrying busi
Lawrence Langner and Armina Mar. ness of A F. Crockett. G. L. Far
shall. Random House, publishers. rand and Joseph Abbott companies
were loaded as fast as they returned
New York.
from delivering a cargo to New
This play, clearly told, deals with York where mest of the lime was
plural marriage as it was practiced shipped.
Sometimes part of a fleet arrived
in certain Amerioan communities ln
for one of the three companies at
the latter part of the 19th centurv. the same time one or more vesIt deals also with the ’•show” type, ‘se's were leading for one of the
who have attempted to found a So other ccmpan es. When this hap
cialistic community in New England, pened extra men had to be hired
in which all goods are owned ir. Time ar.d wharfage cost money and
common and in which the prime each vessel had to be leaded and
evil is possessiveness, not only of started on another voyage as quick
property but of people.
ly as passible. Several men had to
This play attempts to show that be kept on call all the time. The
the old Adam in human beings will late Eugene Brewster was one of
always prevent men from being these, his brother, William was an
regimented, even though the dicta other and Herman Cassens, Otis
tor may have the highest motives Day, Cy Larrabee and Will Robin
as is the case in this play. It makes son w’ere others.
of the subject rather a joke and it
For several years I worked in
is done deliberately.
the lime sheds, on the wharf and
Random House publishes many as ‘'lime roller.” and. at times, as
plays by the modem writers and it's stevedore. I weighed only about
a good idea to read them and see 130 pounds then and learned by bit
for one’s self whether he wishes t5 ter experience that a barrel of lime
see the play on the stage.
was heavy and that it took muscle
and. er. let's call it "intestinal for
titude” to toss barrels of lime
about all day. Lump lime weighed
around 180 pounds, common lime
Open Season On Pheasants I about 225 pounds and Providence
lime about 250 to 300 pounds to the
With 12-Bird Season
barrel.
Limit—Other Matters
Try playing ball with those babies
for a while and you will under
As the 90th Legislature neared stand quite clearly’ what w-o-r-k
adjournment a majority of the fish • spells. No fooling.
and game bills destined to become
I had an old fiddle that I used to
law had been signed by Governor take along, and I would crawl into
‘some dark corner and practice
Sewall.
Under the revision of the deer when I had seme time to wait be
damage law the State will not be tween heats but I soon gave it up.
liable for payment, through the Handling lime was quite enough
fish and game department of work for one man. Handle lime all
claims filed by persons who sus 'day and I’ll guarantee that you
tain property damage such a hav won't stand on the street and watch
ing a motor vehicle hit a deer. The ' the pretty girls parade. Ydu will
revision, however, gives the Com go home, tumble in bed and sleep
missioner authority to make settle like a dead man all night—and
ments for both fruit and crop wish the night was miHh longer
damages. Under the old law there I used to laugh when I tried to get
was no clause authorizing payment out of bed some mornings. Had to
of claims, although the practice roll out cn the floor as a first step
, in tlie process of getting so I could
was carried on for many years.
I get into my clothes. Yep. and when
The revision provides also that I struck the floor I would crack and
orchardists or bonaflde crop rais snap like a dry stick. I don’t know
ers may dispose of deer found de anything about loading a lime
stroying either fruit or crops Notice barge as it is now done but I can
of any such destruction of deer testify that in my day it was no
must be made with the warden's job for & ‘‘sissy.’’
department within 12 hours, while
How did we “stow lime” In those
in the case of damage, a warden days? Well. I can tell you every
must be notified within three days detail. Let's take a large vessel—
after such damage has been dis the Alfred Keene, or the Georgia
covered.
Berry, or tne John S Beacham
Originally sought by Cumber Eitner of these vessels carried
land and York counties, an open around 3C99 barrels of lime—if a
season on pheasant from Nov. 1 good stevedore loaded her. If my
to Nov. 14 has been provided on j memory is not at fault the Alfred
a state-wide basis, the Commission , Keene carried 3100 barrels. If a
er being directed to grant such a ‘ stevedore failed to stow a full quota
season. The daily limit is to be ln the hold the air became thick
two birds and the season total 12 j with naughty words. Even a dozen
Hunting while intoxicated also barrels short of the known capacity
is barred under a new law. with of the vessel was cause for unpleas
possession of firearms in the fields ant mouthings on the part of the
or forests to sene as prima facie captain and the owners. To hold
evidence.
The penalty includes his job a stevedore had to deliver
j the goods in full measure and
fines of from $10 to $300 and im
' count.
prisonment from 30 days to six
Whether the barrels were loaded
months.
from the forward, the middle or tlie
Other measures enacted include: after hatch the procedure was the
Removing raccoon as legal game same Each stevedore took one side
under the junior non-resident ot the vessel, one on the port and
hunting license fcr birds, rabbits one on the starboard. The roller
and foxes.
caught the barrel as It swung
Authority to build a fish screen through the hatchway, placed it
on Senncbec Lake at Union with where he wanted it and unheoked
out State liability.
the cant hooks and sent the barrel
Establishing April 1 as opening spinning, on a runway, to the steve
fishing date for Waldo County.
dore. The next barrel was sent in
Granting commissioner authority to the man on the opposite side
to issue permits to agents of Fed
The stevedores laid rows pretty
eral and Wildlife service and to well up into the wings (toward the
fruit growers to use poisons for deck) and proceeded to cover the
the destruction of rodents.
bottom of tlie vessel with one layer
Establishing the fish limit on of barrels, working nearer the
roller with every tier. When the
Peters Pond in Waldoboro
Establishing April 1 as opening first layer was completed a runway
was made for the roller. This was
fishing date for Lincoln County
Opening Alford’s and Lermond's done by placing two casks side by
side and continuing the whole
Ponds to ice fishing
Establishing three fish per per length of the vessel. The roller
son a day at Rangelev. Mooseluc- placed tlie barrel on this track and
megutic and Cupsuptic lakes, started all over again, kicking with
an upward rolling motion which
Frariklln county.
,
sped
tlie barrel the whole length of
Establishing five bass limit on
the track provided it didn't “go off
Damariscotta Laite
the alley” same as the ball semeProviding for fly fishing only in
times does in a bowling alley
Hasting Pond in Bristol with five
Like everything else, practice
fish limit, and the same bag limit makes perfect and a good roller had
for Ross Pond in Bristol which is very few ’‘spills” even on a long
not confined to fly fishing
track. The hardest work of all was
usually started after the first layer
HAD RE.ADY ANSWERS
of barrels was down. This was
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
called "checking off" and "winging
My fnend Rcy was out W’est a up." In plain language it means
few years ago speaking in the in that the barrels were piled up in
terests cf lobstering. At the end of rows clear to the deck and. with
one of his lectures, he gave the peo the aid cf a “stowing bar” (a steel
bar about 30 inches long with one
ple permission to ask qu^Lons end very pointed and sharp* and
about lobsters. One person asked: plenty cf beef and muscle the last
"Are lobsters red when caught?'' barrel in each tier were sometimes
Roy said. "No. not all. Most of fcrced into a space that looked
them are black, but once in a while much too small for any self respect
a red one is caught which is ready ing barrel to enter.
Some time was lost in jamming
to -at.”
that
last barrel into the tier, it is
Another person asked. "How are
true,
but, enough of those unfilled
these lobsters cooked to make them
spaces
meant the loss of a great
red?”
number of barrels. and that
Roy said. "They are belled in a wouldn't do If she takes 3091 bar
mixture of beet juice and water, rels one trip she must take that
very hot. Boil a half hour for each number, or mere, every trip Not
one. Put them in a large tea kettle one barrel less More if possible
and when done, serve them in the Even stevedores have their troubles!
And thus, tier after tier, the ves
beet juice. The traps they are
caught in are made six feet long sel is loaded and the hatch filled
and four feet wide made of 6x6 Leading a vessel in these days
meant hustle, hustle, sweat and
timber and covered with two-inch heart
breaking work Now that she
plank. Meeting is closed.”
is loaded we may as well cast off
Elmer E Allen
and leave port.

ADVENTURES IN THE ANDES

Veteran At The Fairs

Smooth-striding Dave Ma«eo
of Rockland hit the bull's-eye in
his second attempt and returned
to his Houlton Aviation Unit with
the top honors in the annual re
newal of the Portland Bovs’ Club
five-mile modified marathon Sat
urday.
Chunk Dave shock, off the crip
pling jinx of cramps which hamp
ered his effort in 1940 to take a

(Second Installment)

Our first thought was the sick
man. I opened the door between
the pilot’s cockpit and the main (
cabin. Very' much to my surprise
the sick man looked me in the face

—Photos by Cullen.

Fish And Game Laws

The heme of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Whitehill, Hill street, saw a double
birthday party Saturday afternoon
with more than 20 guests celebrat
ing the birthdays cf Patricia, age 9.
and Barbara, age 3.
Barbara’s
birthday took place in January, but
the celebration was held over so
that she and her older sister could
have a joint party.
Upper picture: Left to right.
Betty Crozier. Evelyn Pendleton.
Donna Gardner, Janice Koster,

Cynthia Barbour, Marvlyn Spear,
Avery Eaton; back row. Phyllis
Shute, Joan Chisholm, Claire
Brickley, Rhea Gardner, Patricia
Whitehill, the hostess', Virginia
Economy. Jean Hunt.
Lower picture: Yvonne Salmincn,
Eugene Snow. Ronald Jameson,
Austin Sylvester, Carolyn Kalloch,
Joan Philbrook. Donna Sylvester.
Freddie Cullen and Ronald Rackliffe were present, but could not be
persuaded to pose.
■ this meeting was to raise funds to

■ give in a measure the necessary so, cial pleasures for our most worthy
enlisted men, from this vicinity. O
R Hamlin was a guest speakeer and
j in his inimitable manner propound
ed the spirit and practice of real
! Americanism, ably assisted by
Commander A J. Brickley, Law! rence Hamlin and others.

Sunday the 13th, the Post held a
Cheerio! Comrades and friends! Public installation and a goodly
'crowd attended.
Due to the multitudinous duties of
Huntley-Hill Post and AuxiliaryOliver R Hamlin as National Dep held a joint installation. Officers
uty Chief of Staff V.FW. his activi of the Auxiliary for the ensuing
ties as general chairman of the year are: President. Ethel Leonard;
V.F.W’• State Encampment it has j senior vice, Julia Warren; junior
become necessary that Comrade vice, Lenora Cousins; treasurer.
Hamlin be relieved from writing Lora Boynton; conductress, Edna
this, his former column. To carry Hill; chaplain Ellura Hamlin; sec
on. as Oliver left off is more than retary'. Shirley Torrey; guard. Annie
"this one" even hopes for But in Leonard; senior trustee Gladys
my humble and mediocre manner I Hamlin. Many patriotic bodies were
shall try to keep the V.FW. activi represented, including a delegation
ties before you, my comrades and from the American Legion; also
the public.
many department officers. A eo
* * a *
lation was served and a good time
Huntley-Hill Post, during a re was enjoyed.
cent meeting held its election of
officers: Commander, A J. Brick
ley: senior vice ccmmander. Charles
Hill; junior vice commander. Ralph
x*n xn xn
Cline: quartermaster. Vernon Giles;
adjutant. E. J. Roark; chaplain. G.
News items from all of the Pa
Leonard; surgeon. Lawrence Ham
trons of Husbaadry are welcomed
lin; officer of day. Percy McCusick;
here.
guard, J Williams; patriotic in
Ocean View Grange conferred
structor. Fred Horn; Serg. Major,
Prank McDonnell. And very grati the third and fourth degrees on
fying to the veterans is the fact, six candidates Monday night.
• • • •
Oliver R Hamlin in spite of his
many arduous duties, has again ac
Acorn Grange hall is to be the
cepted the office of service officer meeting place for the Sewing Circle
in which capacity he has been of j of that organization tomorrow, each
incalculable value to the needy member to provide her own lunch.
and sick veterans.
A box social will be enjoyed in the
After a hurried meeting, the evening, and a kitchen shower given
Post "as a body” adjourned, for ' to replace the depleted stock of
the purpose of visiting South j utensils used when serving supThcmaston Grange, the purpose of pers at the hall.

GRANGE CORNER

I

TALK OF Tl

Dave Mazzeo of Rockland
Gets First Place; Kenneth
Low of Rockland Third

Capt “BUI” Wincapaw Ries High To
Take Patient To a Strange Airport

Book

Wins Boys’ Marathon

' Every-Other

around. I could not believe that
it was the Bolivian Air Corps, as
without a doubt they are the poorest
pilots in the world. And I knew
that they would never dare fly
around
in this valley which is about
and smiled I fully expected to find
10.000 feet deen The air currents
that he had died on the trip, as it are nothing to be playing around
certainly had not been a pleasant with. As we got nearer to what I
i thought were planes they turned out
one for anyone.
I started to apologize for the de- ’ to be Condors It was mating sealay in finding the airport. But. son and they were very bold. Tn
much to my surprise the passengers ' stead of dodging us we had to dodee |
thought the entire flight was part, them These Condors have from 12
of the routine. Ignorance is bliss to 14 foot wing spread. And when
they come at you they are not a
sometimes.
The government official in charge pleasant sight’ to look at.
One of the airlines planes hit one
of the field treated us with great
courtesy. Wanted to know where cf these birds and it like to have
we had come from and why. Whv wrecked the plane.
When I first started to fly for the
hadn't we notified him that we were
coming and he would have had the, Aramayo company here they had
field lighted up. I told him that one so-called airport at Tipuani
both he and our agents had been mine It was built along the Tipu

commanding lead about mid-way.
after setting the pace from the

start, and won with little difficulty.
His time was 27 minutes and 50
seconds.
Kenneth Low of Rockland, home
town of Mazzeo. took over second
' place shortly after passing the onemile mark and held, it to within
59 yards of the worsted when Phil
Plante of the Auburn Young Men’s
Athletic Club broke from his
third place spot to stage a stirring
spurt which nipped Low at the
tape for second honors. Plantes
time was 28 minutes, 38 3-5
seconds. Low was clocked ln 29 06
The field kept well bunched un! til it reached the Forest avenue
notified that we were coming; that ani river, as that is about the only
side of the postefflee and the
a telegram had been sent to botn. level piece of ground that can be
stronger men. including Manzec
He then said that the telegrams found. The only runway is 175 feet
Low, Plante and last year’s winner
would come along in a day or so wide and 1800 feet long. On one
Ed. Shepard, took advantage of
as telegrams were rot very fast down 1 side there is a high bank and on
I the down-grade to shake the group
in this country This is very true the other is the river The Tipuani
into a straggling string with Maz
as I found out many times later on. river in its present course makes
zeo in the lead.
After they had taken care of the sharp angle bends on both ends of
Lew’ was content with third place
‘Charlie” Cock has been chasing
sick man and got him to the hotel, the airport.
Maine fairs an even half century.»until he turned into Baxter Boulethe officer in charge told us that as
When we first started to fly in and and will observe his 50th anniver- vard and then he made his bid anc.
soon as they heard us over the town cut of here we could only land one
took over the second spot. Mazzeo
they tried to contact us by radio. way. That was from east to west sary this year, along with the Blue had to 50-yard lead at this point
Fair, which he has attended
It seemed that they could hear our up hill after passing through a river Hill
regularly. His novelty stand is a and plugged along with his shifconversation with our home office in gorge washed away by many years
well known feature, and patrons fling stride eating up the yards but
La Paz. They could not find our of wear by the river. In order to
always get value received. Good net opening the gap. Shepard
wave lesgth any more than we could get down cn the end of the run
started falling back abcut the twofind theirs.
way you have to pass through this luck, Charlie boy!
mile mank and was joined by Ellis
When we did not fly over the air gorge which is about 2800 feet high,
Simmons of Damariscotta.
pany
by
getting
the
gold
from
the
port at all they knew then that we as low as possible. The wings seem
This rating was held until the
did not know where it was. So to miss each side by inches to the sluice box operations
leaders hit the foot of the hill off
William
H
Wincapaw.
they started to light up the airport. people who make the trip the first
Tukeys Bridge on Washington
(To be continued)
In order to do so they have to start time But they do miss it by four
avenue. Here Mazzeo started to
up an old type diesel engine whicn or five feet. It looks much more
falter and Low and Plante nar
ln turn generates their own current. dangerous than it is as there is
rowed hs margin to about 25
In order to start this engine they most always an updraft to keep you
yards. Once ever the top of the
have to heat up the iron ball on the from dropping.
however. Dave found a new
List of Business Concerns hill,
Most every one who makes this
engine for 20 minutes before it can
strength
and stepped up the pace
be started It was no wonder we trip holds his breath, expecting to
In Late 60’s—Many Drug until he moved nearly 100 yard.-,
could not locate the airport
be killed. When they get out the
from his pursuers. From then to
and Jewelry Stores
The officer drove us to the one plane they always ask. How you do
the finish it was just a question
and only hotel in Arica called the it? They forget that we do this
The Courier-Gazette is indebted of who would take second money
Pacifico. I understand that this ' four or five times a nay and it is an to a long-time contributor. Mrs. j
—Portland Sunday Telegram
hotel was built for the time when old thing to the pilots Of course Carrie Waltz of Broadway for a
General Pershing came down here the pilot can make only one mistake. list cf stores which were dcing
The passengers or passenger, business on the west side of Main Stewart. successor to A. I. Mather;
to settle the dispute on boundaries
between Chile and Peru. It is very after getting out the plane, just street from Pleasant to Lindsey in I C. D. Smalley, successor to C. G
much superior to any other hotel in stand around with their mouth open the late 60s—compiled from the Moffitt, tailor.
H. S Moore, jewelry. Miss Jennie
and marvel at the scenery. They author’s memoiy:
a town of this size.
Rich, gift shop; Job P. Ingraham,
It is a free port of entry for Bo are in a valley that is all green, sur-; H
Keen, shoes; Abner Bills, market; A J. SmaJl; Etta and Celia
livia. It was once part of Bolivia rounded by hills, except for the river ccbbler; Smith & Lucwig. market; Bcyd. millinery.
During the conflict between Bolivia valleys, that are about 6909 feet Charles E Havener. W. A McLain,
W. O. Hewett, successor to Hew
and Chile it was taken away from high. The roar of the Tipuani successor to Robert C. Wcoster; ett & Jackson, dry goods; Juiia
Bolivia, leaving Bolivia without a river as it rushes by on its way from Fred Rising, bakery; Charles A Riley Sullivan, millinery; W M
seaport.
the tep of the Andes to the Atlantic Haskell confectionery and fruit; Furington. Jewelry; William 6.
We stayed there over night. Next Ocean over 3009 miles away. This William S. Hemenway, confection Hovey, clothing store; C. M. Tib
morning we departed for La Paz. water is ice cold at this point as It ery and fruit; Al. Hahn, successor betts. fruit and confectionery; A
Before starting we stocked up with has come from the melting glaciers to G. A. Safford: Fred F Burpee, T. Wentworth, shoe store; Fem■ successor to Edwin and Fred Mer- ald & Blethen, shoe store; Cyrus
fresh fish and clams to take back off the Andes Mountains.
The next thing you notice the, rill, drugs; C. F Kittredge, dry C. Chandler, dry goods; J. L. Breck
This is one place that you can buy
swordfish very cheap. If you buy passengers doing is taking off their gcods; W. H Hyde, dry goods; variety store; Moore <fc Hanrahan,
half a swordfish you get it for 1’4 clothes. The lack of any breeze, Joseph Wiggin. drug store; Thcmas dug store; W H Kittredge, drug
cents a pound Less than half a fish plus the terrible heat, drives you al- Dsrmcnt. jewelry; T W. Hix. jew- store.
most crazv for a time. The heat elry; Manley Genthner, jewelry;
it is 2*4 cents a pound.
Samuel Tibbetts
Son, Henry,
There are no such things as re down here averages from 95 to 110 Frances Hurley, shces; E W. and market; Fuller <Sc Cobb dry goods;
Arthur Berry, shoes;
frigerators of any size. Neither are degrees about all day.
Isabel Bailey, millinery’; Bryant &
F J. Bicknell, tea store; Scctt's Cobb, marble shop; C. E. Rising,
During the rainy season it rains
there any refrigerator trucks or
Copeland's Variety bake shep; Flint Bros, bake shop;
railroad cars. So the only place abcut every day and night and until tea store;
Store;
Wiliam
H
Harrington, William H. Blood, jewelry; O B
they can sell their fish is at the you get used to it you about go nuts
fruit
and
confectionery;
Simonton Files, general; Henry Flint, mar
docks.
There is very seldom any wind with
Before we left I found out that the the rain. It just comes down in a Bos., F J. & Theodore, dry ket; Oliver P Hix. market; White
goods; Achorn A Hastings, dry & Case Cokon & Rhoades> shoc
sick man was doing very well.
steady downpour.
Cur flight back to La Paz was un
It has been decided, now that they goods; Spear, May <5c Stover, book store
I----------------------------------------------eventful. although we did find some have found gold in large quantities, store.
E
B
Mayo,
dry
good.?;
Walter
J.
-t
low passes, as low as 14,500 feet. ] to bring in vast quantities of mateWas very glad to find these as we rial, such as a hydro-el^tric ‘powar' Wocd- hardware; Willard C Pooler.
H:x *
have some very heavy pieces of a plant and a knocked down gold
m.kinery;
Albert
gold dredge that 'we can load at dredge for air transportation in or- [ WUoughby
Arica and fly it straight through to der to produce geld on a large scale Smlth' music store; N A Packard.
our mines at Guanay in the Jungle.
The question now is. can I make ' successor to R M Pillsbury^ J R
If these large pieces were loaded the airport large enough to land
on the plane at the airport at La larger planes to bring in larger
Paz we could not get off the ground pieces of machinery. This enlarg
with such a load When you are in ing the airport we start to do by
the air it is not so hard to climb a using a very large sluice box a mill
little higher.
long to bring the dirt and water
On our arrival at La Paz we again down from the side of a hill Fill
started our regular flights into the ing up some ol the holes dug by
jungle. On these trips it is not un the early Spaniards and filling up
common to see the largest bird in part of the river and changin’ its
the world, the Condor. On one of course. By doing this we made the
’40 Pontiac Coupe
our trip6 through the pass I thought airport 1200 feet longer. At the
I saw a formation of planes flying same time made money for the ccm’40 Ford Tudor

As Main Street Was

GOOD
USED CARS

April 23—"HappliJ
cal comedy at
Church vestry.
April 23 —Thomn i
meeting
Apr'1 24 Nation il
ernor's party at C
April 24—Camden
nurade" at Opera 1
April 24—Thomas
ing of Garden ClM
■ward El.lots.
April 25 Warren
“Aaron 8llck Iron
April 25— Knox cd
stltute meets at i I
Thomaston.
April 27—Daylight
April 28 Women i
at Hotel Rockland
April 29- Knox t'
sociation (place to
May 2 Annual nr
Educational Club
Mav 5—Lincoln it
In West Rockport
May 10—American
(n Rockland.
May 13—Lincoln
Women's Club mec
al Church ln WIm
May 19 Knox Con
ventlon (n Rocklai
May 27 — Camo
School of Dancing
Opera House.
June
12—Rocklin:

Commencement.

the weather

The cold wave ■]
terdfcy’s radio-bid
last night on i
March gale, and
lamenting the uni
Sunday were chaq
this morning, f
due to continue
peratures aroun
point. Don't tak
doors, and don t
cigarettes into di
ber Marshfield.
Golden Rod Cl.
meet Friday m
Spaulding will be
6 o’clock supper

Past King I
w.ll entertain the
morrow with colc|
tures descriptive
Southern trip.
Tlie

Park Theatre, Today, Wednesday, Thursday

Strand Theatre Wednesday-Thursday

’40
’39
’39
’39
’38
’38
’38
’36
’36
’36
’35
’35

Plymouth Sedan
Mercury Coupe
Chev. Sport Sedan
Buick Sedan
Chev. Sport Sedan
Ford Tudor
Studebaker Tn. Sedan
Pontiac Sedan
Chevrolet Coupe
Ford Tudor
Chrysler Sedan
Ford Coupe
BARGAIN BOX

Tootin' the trombone is that merry i in one of her most effective ve
gentleman of swing. Tommy Dorsey, hicles—in which she plays the role
surrounded by three lovely ladies of a glamorous pursuer of eligible
and a handsome lad whose singing men. with the full intention of
is familiar to radio and movie fans. boosting her income. It is a comedy
Phil Regan The three damsels are punctuated by many poignant mo
left to right, Constance Moore. Vir ments, with James Ellison at the
ginia Dale and Lillian Cornell, all head of the featured supporting
of whom are featured with Dorsey cast, which also includes Nigel Bruce.
and Regan in Paramount’s gay new Mlargaret Hamilton. Mildred Coles
ALso
William Gargan and Martha Scott compose the starring duo in the swing comedy "Las Vegas Nights.” and Katherine Alexander
The
second
attraction
at
the
Park
shown
Ls
the
latest
world
headlines
Richard A. Rowland production. “dicers For MLss Bishop." (he stirring
i$ "Play Girl,” starring Kay Francis j in the news of the day.
dramatic romance.

’33 Ford Tudor
’32 Plymouth Sedan
’32 Nash Sedan
/31 Ford Coupe
’31 Chev. Conv. Coupe
’30 Wi Hys Knight Sedan
’29 Ford Conv. Coupe
'27 Buick Coupe

old hat a minute?
We want to show you some

new tricks you’ve never seen.
Five minutes before our ha1
mirror with these hats will
change your mind inside and
out.

Don't mind the men who are

ahead of you . . . They're simph
using the heads in buying their

anni

A Rockland
I
home from South I
stopped their car
a huge form loon J
in the shadows. |
moose, and it
|
the woods without
blitzkrieging.

Samuel Regers i
sistant paymaster i
Works Corp., was
well party at the
Thursday night b\
associates in the
shipbuilding plan
went yesterday tc
duties as paymas
Todd-Bath Iron £
at South Portland,
bers of the office
ent in the priva
where a turkey ai
was served. Mr. 1
sented a pen anc
his friends with S
assistant treasure!
plant, acting as toi
Times.
White Elephant
gational Church
Dames after Circle
day April 23.—adv

Rummage sale at
list vestry Saturda\
open at 9 a. m.—ad.
“Happiness Aheai
J>lcal comedy, at I.
rial Church vestry
23. Public invited

For flying instruc
Treat, 68 Grace 6
adv.

Can wc borrow your

BIG DOUBLE FEATURE SHOW AT

120th

Fellowship will bq
Sunday night in
J
street. Tlie add] I
livered by Rev. IJ
Lowe.

WAN
HOUSEKI
•'lust be able to take

Or Ca

RADIO Sti
ALL MAKES—.(
Repaired, Adjua

MAINE Ml

TKI* 708,

H

Easter hats.

Were busy selling hats and
suggest you get bu y trying them
on.

SPRING HATS
$2.95, $4.00. $5.00

DAVID G.F
OPTO
336 MAIN ST.,
T
Office Hours: 9
Evenings F

Wilson, Burton. Taylor. Mallon.
Knox
A wonderful Lne of

SPORT JACKETS
in most attractive coloring

BURPE
FUNERAL

MANY OTHERS

GREGORYS
TEL. 294

41$ MAIN ST, ROCKLAND. MF
nor XL AN t> ' IWItlM

Ambulance

TELEPIIO’I
$90 or 781-1 oil

J

110-112 LIMEKOf
ROCKLANIi]

Every-Other-Day

>ys’ Marathon

Every-Ottier-Daf

jI

OF THE TOWN
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uccessor to A. I. Mather;
illey, successor to C. O.
lilor.
ooie. jewelry. Miss Jennie
shop; Job P. Ingraham.
J. Small; Etta and Celia
llnery.
lewett. successor to Hewckson.
llivan.

dry goods; Julia
millinery; W. M.

jewelry; William S.
jthing store; C. M. Tiblt and confectionery; A.
Forth. shoe store; Femlethen, shoe store;

Cyrus

er, dry goods; J. L. Breck
are; Moore & Hanrahan,
?; W. H Kittredge, drug

Tibbetts & Son, Henry,
tiler Ac Cobb, dry goods;
ilev, millinery; Bryant &
irble shep; C. E. Rising,
f); Flint Bros, bake shop;
Blood, jewelry; O. B
neral; Henry Flint, marer P Hix, market; White
Colson Ac Rhoades, shoe

ioril 23—‘ Happiness Ahead,” musli comedy at Littlefield Memorial
rhurch vestry.
1 Aprli 23 —Thomaston— Special town

’’icri’ 24 National Defense and GovX . party at Community Building,
ar.ril 24—Camden—"Knox County on
*Xe*' at Opera House.
.1, i 24 Thcmaston Annual meetmi of Garden Club at Mrs. J. Ed

ward Elliot's.

inrll 25 Warren Senior class play,
-i.ron -Slick from Pumpkin Creek.”
\nril 25- Knox County W.C.T.U. In
stitute meets at Federated vestry ln
I TAnn-'i' 2?" Daylight Raving begins.
Apr.) 28 Women's bowling banquet
, jjutel Rockland, 8 o'clock
Ap'i! 29 Knox County Poultry As.J-iation (place to be announced I.
' jjb 2 Annual meeting of Woman's
gl.j,- ,t.nal Club at Grand Army hall.
Ma'- 5- Lincoln Baptist Ass'n meets
West Rockport
Mav lb American Legion Poppy Day
)n Rockland.
"via. 13—Lincoln County Union of
ttemen - Club meets at Congregation

al church in Wiscasset.

Mav 19 Knox County W.C.T.U. con..ntion in Rockland.
May 27 — Camden — Doris Heald
jcni-.il of Dancing Annual Recital at
opera House.
June 12—Rockland
High
School
Commencement.

THE WEATHER
Tlie cold wave promised in yes
terday's radio-broadcasts arrived
last night on the wings of a
March gale, and those who were
lamenting the unseasonal heat of
Sunday were changing their tune
this

morning.

Cold

weather

is

There will be no circle supper
at the Congregational Church
point. Don't take off the sterm
Wednesday, as previously an
doers and don't throw lighted nounced.
cigarettes into dry grass. Remem
ber Marshfield.
Ralph Ulimer Camp and Auxili
ary meet Wednesday night at Le
G< Iden Rod Chapter. O.E.S., will gion hall. Supper served at 6
meet Friday night. Mrs. Matie oclock with Comrades in charge.
Spauldin® will be chairman of the Take prizes.
6 o'clock supper.
peratures

around

the

freezing

Past King Lion Wilbur Senter
w 11 entertain the Lions Clu-b to
morrow with colored motion pic
tures descriptive of his latest
Southern trip.
The

120th

anniversary of Odd
observed next

Representative Sleeper of Rock
land was one of the 76 Republi
cans voting for the 2 cent cigarette
tax. Opposed were Crockett of
North Haven. Dwinal of Camden,
Smith of Thomaston and Star
A Rockland couple motoring rett of Warren, absent, Jones of
home from South Hope last night Rockland.
stopped their car abruptly when
a huge form loomed ahead of it
BORN
in the shadows. Yes, it was a
Hallowell—At Rockland, April 16, to
Mr and Mrs Edgar Hallowell, a daugh
moose, and it soon departed into terMartha Clough.
the woods without attempting any
blitzkrieging.
MARRIED
Sunday night in the hall on School
street. Tlie address will be de
livered by Rev. Dr. John Smith
Lowe.

Samuel Regers of Rockland, as-istant paymaster at the Bath Iron
Works Corp., was tendered a fare

well party at the Hotel Sedgwick
Thursday night by a group of his
associates in the office of the
shipbuilding plant.
Mr. Rogers
went yesterday to take over his
duties as paymaster of the new
Todd-Bath Iron Shipbuilding Co.,
a; South Portland. Some 23 mem
ber-- cf the office staff were pres
ent in tlie private dining room
where a turkey and steak dinner
was served. Mr. Rogers was pre*
sented a pen and pencil set by
his friends with Sidney L. Eaton,
assistant treasurer of the Bath
plant, acting as toastmaster.—Bath
Times.

Rummage sale at the Universaiist vestry Saturday April 26. Doors
open at 9 a. m.—adv.
47-49

"Happiness Ahead.” joyous mu‘ tl comedy, at Littlefield Memo
rial Church vestry, night of April
-3. Public invited.
42, 44-48
For flying instruction see Charlie
Treat, 68 Grace St., Rockland.—
adv.
2-tf
re borrow your

WANTED
HOUSEKEEPER
Must be able to take care of children

TEL. 44. THOMASTON
Or tall at 30 Knox St., Thomaston

ninutes before our
with

these

hats

****

your mind inside »,,(1
mind the men who *rf
you . . . They’re simply

r heads in buying their
ats.
busy selling hats
you get bu -y trying them

[SPRING HATS
|-95, $4.00, $5.00

A large, appreciative audience
enjoyed the High School minstrel
show Friday night, the excellent
songs and dancing scoring a hit
each time. Frank Young was un
able to play in the orchestra, due
to a previous engagement.

Fellowship will be

White Elephant sale at Congre
Church by the Diligent
Dames after Circle Supper Wednes
day April 23.—adv.

*nt to show you some
k.s you've never seen.

Memory of America's war dead in
the first World War will be honored
here Saturday May io when every
one will be asked to wear a mem
orial poppy in tribute to their serv
ice and sacrifice.
Plans for the observance of PoppyDay are being completed by the
Winslow-Holbrook Unit of the
American Legion Auxiliary under
the leadership of Mrs. Susie Lamb,
Poppy Day Chairman. The mem
orial flowers, made by disabled war
veterans will be offered on the
streets throughout the day by the
auxiliary women.
This year, with the threatening
shadow of a new World War falling
across America, the memorial poppy
has new significance," said (Mrs.
Lamb. “It shows that America still
remembers and honors those who
fell in its defense 23 years ago.
"The popples which the Auxiliary
will distribute here have been made
by disabled veterans at Veterans
Facilities at Togus, Me. All PoppyDay workers will serve as volun
teers and all of the money con
tributed to them for the flowers
will go into the welfare funds nf
the Auxiliary to carry forward the
Auxiliary's work for the disabled,
their families and the families of
the dead during the year ahead.”

due to continue today with tem

gational

^at a minute?

POPPY DAY ANNOUNCED

America’s War Dead Will Again
Be Honored May 10—Susie
Lamb Chairman

lazzeo of Rockland
irst Place; Kenneth
f Rockland Third
itnding Dave Maztzpo
id hit the bull's-eye in
attempt and returned
lton Aviation Unit with
mors in the annual rehe Portland Boys' Chib
nodified marathon Sat

RADIO SERVICE
ILL MAKES—ALL MODELS
Repaired, Adjusted, Installed

McLain-Munro- At Rockland. April
18. Alpheus McLain ot Thomaston,
and Miss Bernice Munro of Rockland.

— By Rev. J Charles MacDonald
Heath-Rowe At Waldoboro. AprU 19.

Wilson Heath of Dorchester Mass, and
MLss Virginia Rowe of Waldoboro.—
By Rev. Harold W. Nutter.

DIED
Berry—At Togus. April 18. Nicholas
Luther Berry, resident of Camden,
aged 94 years. 6 months, 9 days.
Taber—At Rockland. April 21. Fran
ces E,. widow of Charles D Taber,
aged 74 years. 7 months. 28 days. Fu
neral Wednesday at 2 o’clock from
the A W. Foss residence
Davis—At Thomaston. April 20. Susie
E . widow of Raymond Davis, aged 74
years. 11 months. 16 days. Funeral
Wednesday at 2 o'clock from the resi
dence. 4 Mechanic street. Interment
ln Thomaston cemetery.
Pease—At El Segundo, Calif.. April
18. Harrison C. Pease, formerly of
Appleton.
_ __ ,
Lamb—At Rockland, April 20. Frank
lin D Lamb, aged 89 years. 2 months.
27 days. Funeral Tuesday at 2 p. m.
at 100 Limerock street.
Perry - At Appleton. April 19. Mary
E., widow of Elbridge Perry, aged 79
years. 5 days. Funeral Monday at 2
p m from Baptlat Church.

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Arlena E. Kos
suth who died April 22. 1933.
Her Mother
Vinalhaven, AprU 22. 1941.
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express my sincere thanks
and appreciation to Dr Fogg and to
Dr and Mrs Frohock. each of the
nur-.es, the First Baptist Church, all
my friends and neighbors for all the
nice cards, letters, plants, bouquets of
all kinds, tokens of sympathy, while
I was at Knox Hospital, and many
Easter cards since my arrival home
and beautiful Easter lily sent to me
from the class, presented to me by
the kindness of Dr. Frohock.
Mrs. Charles Studley
Glen Cove.

CARD OF THANKS
May we express our sincere grati
tude and appreciation to each and
all. for every kind word and deed ex
tended us ln our recent bereavement;
for all the lovely flowers and es
pecially to those who loaned cars, etc.,
we say thank you
Mrs Etta Andersen. Robert Rackllffe. Richard Andersen.

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
LIBERTY fisherman 14-ft. for sale:
16-ft. canoe, also sponson; 21-ft. In
board boat; new dory 13 ft.: two lad
ders, 16 and 20 ft.; cook stove; two
parlor heaters; two heifers, two and
one year. KENNETH KNIGHT, Rnck_
port
48 50

MAINE MUSIC CO.

U.L. 708,

ROCKLAND, ME.
40-tf

DAVID G. HODGKINS,JR.
OPTOMETRIST
*36 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.
TEL 26
Ofliee Hours: 9 to 12.30—1.30 to 5.30
Evenings By Appointment
28-25

BEANO
I. O. O. F. HALL
WEDNESDAY at 2.00 F- M.
GOOD PRIZES
Ice Cream and Cookies Served Free
48*lt

|<»st attractive colorings

TEL. 294

UN ST., ROCKLAND.

Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets
Forest Karl has moved' frem
Thursday night, with supper at 6.
High street to the Saville house.
15 Ocean street.
The Black Cat column makes way
today for the Roving Reporter's
That popular shore resort known
jeurneyings.
Several interesting as "The Lobster Pot, ’ at Friend
items intended for it will appear in ship got away to an early start
Thursday’s issue.
Sunday and entertained many
warm weather visitors.
Effective Sunday with the change
to Daylight Saving Time the
News has been received in this
Strand Theatre show times will be ' city of the death of H. C. Pease,
as follows: Sundays 3, 6.45 and 8.45 ! a former Appleton resident, who
p. m.; weekdays 2, 6 45 and 8.45 p. m. has been making his home in El
Segundo, Calif., for seme years.
A popular city official became a
human mousetrap Sunday. To on
Mrs. Horatio C. Cowan. Mrs.
lookers it was very evident that it
William
Ellingwocd and Mrs. Herwas no choice of his own. He final
ly managed to get a half-Nelson on vey C. Allen of this city, Mrs.
the mouse, and one of his pet cats Loma Swears of Vinalhaven and
Mrs. J. R. Proctor of Camden
tinished the job.
were the Knox County women re
ceiving
a certificate signifying dis
Miss Caroline H. Stanley of 104
North 'Main street offers a correc tinguished service in working for
tion to the "Tablet Erected” article Cancer Control in Maine.
which appeared in Saturday's issue.
The log cabin was built on the site A bull moose was seen early Mon
of Sidney M. Bird's residence, not day morning strolling southward on
Elmer S. Bird's.
Main steet by Officer Harold Philbrook, his unhastened route taking
A representative of the Augusta him up School street, across the
Field Office of the Social Security Court House lawn, then back to
Board will be at the Rockland Main street and down Winter street.
Deputy Collector’s Office, Post Patrolmen Roland Sukeforth and
Office Building. April 30. at 12 Edward Ingraham made a search
noon. He will be pleased to as for the animal, but failed to find
sist applicants who may wish to him, and it is thought that the
file claims or to assist them in moose may have swum across the
other matters pertaining to old- Harbor to Owls Head or to the Sam
oset Hotel area.
age and survivors insurance.
Up to press time this morning
Rockland had been spared any

property loss from the prevailing
grass fires, though yesterday and
thus far this morning the song of
the sirens has been continuous and
the motors in Central Fire Station
have scarcely had time to become
cold. The extremely dry conditions
which prevail have led Chief Russell
to ban all out-of-doors fires until
the hazard is ended.
A well tanned Thomastonian.
identified as Horatio D. Crie. ar
rived in the city last night from
San Diego. Calif., where, with Mrs.
Crie, he has been rusticating since
early last November. He tells of
extensive war preparations, es
pecially in the line of airplane
construction, and confesses that
he was awestricken as he viewed
one of the huge bembing planes
with its 212-foot wing spread,
weighing! 82 tons when it takes
off laden with bombs.

Samuel J. Pease cf Hope was
before Judge Zelma M. Dwinal in
Municipal Court yesterday, on
two statutory charges. He en
tered a pica of innocence, but was
bound ever the May term of Su
perior Court, probable cause be
ing found. He was held in bonds
of $1,000.
The courtroom was
cleared of all spectators, only rela
tives. bondsmen, attorneys and
members of the press allowed to
stay. The defendents wife and
two daughters were questioned by
the defense counsel and state
counsel, Jerome C. Burrows serv
ing as prosecutor and Frank A.
Tirrell representing Pease.
The Twentieth Anniversary Sale
is going stronger than ever at
Gonia s. A special lot of 2300 rolls
of paper extra high quality, has
been added this morning to the
"$1 room lot' offer. Better come
in early. Gonia's, 467 Main St.—
adv.

RUMMAGE SALE
AT THE

Congregational Church

48*T*57

Ambulance Servict

Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
890 or 781-1 or 781-11
119-118 LIMEROCK ST*«ET
ROCKLAND, MB.
ll»-tf

, RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME
• CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. M2
ROCKLAND. ME.
h-m

Maine had any scenery as spec
Continued from Page One)
centuries has been sweeping down tacular as that, and in closing I
from two of the Great Lakes—Erie want to suggest that any readers
and Ontario.
who have not seen it, and who are
Yet I don't think I experienced 1 casting about for a Sunday itin
the thrill there which came upon erary, should by all means visit the
me Sunday afternoon, as I s^tw the region I have so feebly described.
cascade which raced from the
Our trip covered 286 miles, and
summit dewn the side of Old Spec was made in leisurely fashion be
Mountain. I did not know that tween 8.30 a. m. and 6 30 p. m.

Howard Edwards
Virginia Bowley
Above, are the winners in local race for the widely publicized Elks' National Essay Contest on ‘‘Peace ”
The local club offered prizes of $15, $10 and $5 for three Rockland winners and tlieir essays were entered in the
national contest with a top prize of $1000. Miss Virginia Bowley, daughter of Mr, and Mrs. Clinton J.
Bowley, won first honors; Howard, son of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin R. Edwards, second, and Roger, son cf Mr and
Mrs. Ralph P. Conont. third. The prizes and certificate« will be awarded at the Defense Meeting Thursday
night at Community Building. Joseph E. Blaisdell was chairman of the judges, T. E. McInnis and John M.
Richardson.

SUBMARINE DIVING
WEIR WORK
AND SALVAGING
291 LIMEROCK ST., ROCKLAND

BURPEE’S

TWIXT BALDPATE AND OLD SPEC

Roger Conant

ARTHUR D. OGILVIE

FUNERAL HOME

:egorys

In The Elks’ Essay Contest '

46“51

Knox

[PORT JACKETS

Winners

Saturday, May 3—9 o’clock

Burton, Taylor, Mallory.

wonderful Lne of

Page Thru’

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, April 22, 1941

BINGO
TONIGHT 7.30. SPEAR HALL
To be given away. Dinner. Sheet and
Pillow Cases Set orchid lined, and
$2. Big Prizes. Come and get your
ticket on Three Piece Lawn Se.L
48* U

The Junior Y.P.C.U. will hold a
social in the Universalist vestry to
night at 7 o’clock. There will be
a small admission charge to cover
the cost of refreshments.

The roll-off match for the cham
pionship in the Women's Communi’ty bowling league will be held Wed
nesday night at 7.30. It will be a
five-string match between Sylves
ter’s and High School teams.

The Post Office bcwling team,
Theodore Perry, Winfield Chatto,
Dick Perry'. Roland Rackliff and
Gerald McPhee, will go to Bangor
Saturday to roll in the annual
tournament, in Class A division.
The many friends of 'Mrs.
Frances E. Taber, widow of
Charles D. Taber will be saddened
to hear of her death Monday
morning at the heme of her
daughter Mrs. A. W. Foss, with
whom she had made her home the
past fodr years. Private funeral
services will be held at the Foss
home Wednesday at 2 o'clock.
Friends are requested not to
send flowers.

CLOSE CROPPING HARMFUL
»
------Some Timely Hints In
Regard To the Handling of
the Lawn

A NEW WHITE LOAF

Contains 450 International Units
of “Morale-Building” Vitamin

In response to recommendations
of government health authorities
and the National Research Coun
cil for new white bread nutrition
standards Tlie Great Atlantic As
i Pacific Tea Company today an[ r.ounced a new white loaf for this
area, enriched with Vitamin B-1
and other mineral factors which
provide the nutritional value of
whole wheat bread.
J. S. K, Hunt, general suporintenjlent of the food chain’s opera
tions in this section, said the action
"is in line with intensified govern
ment interest ln making these es
sential food elements more widely
available on the national defense
effort's civilian front.” The new
loaf will 'be available in A & P
Stores at the same price as the old
loaf, he said.
Each pound of the company's
"Marvel” bread. Mr. Hunt ex
plained. will contain 450 Interna
tional Units of the "morale-build
ing'' vitamin generally known as
B-1 as well as added quantities of
iron and nicotinic acid, the pell
agra preventative vitamin found in
such foods as liver, kidney and
other wholesome meats. Use of a
large proportion of milk also pro
vides calcium and riboflabin—Vita
min B-2—which are essential to
normal growth. These vitamin and
mineral additions not only meet
standards proposed by the National
Research Council's Committee on
food and nutritional needs, but
make this white bread the equal of
average whole wheat bread in these
vitamin and mineral factors, he
said.
Heretofore much of the vitamin
and mineral value of wheat has
been lost in the milling process dua
to Americans’ preference for deli
cate white bread, it was explained.
The result has been that although
white bread has been an important
staple food, it has been relatively
low in certain minerals and vita
mins of the "B" complex.” Re
storation of these elements to
"Enriched" standards, according to
nutrition experts, makes white
bread one of the richest sources ot
these essential items.

Wills allowed: Helen Keep Hub sented fcr notice: Benjamin C.
bard. late cf Middletown. Conn., Perry, Jr., late of Rockland, de
deceased, E. Kent Hubbard of ceased. Margaret Kalloch Perry of
Middletown, Conn, and Otis L. Rockland, named exx ; Harry W.
Hubbard, of Lake Forest, Ill., ap Libby, late of Camden, deceased,
Maoel A. Libby, otherwise known
pointed exrs.; John L. Thomas, late as M. Anna Libby of Camden,
of Rockland, deceased, Sadie L. named exx.; Carrie Olsen, late of
Thomas of Rockland, appointed Rockland, deceased, Carl G. Olsen,
exx.; Alice M. Thurston, late of cf Rockland, named exr.; Albion G.
Union, deceased. Belle E. Kennis Caddy, late of South Thomaston,
deceased, Minnie I.. Caddy, of South
ton. of Union, appointed exx.; Thomaston, named exx.; Willard
Ellis H. Lawry, late of Friendship, P. Sleeper, late of South Thomas
deceased, Josephine Lawry of ton. deceased, Helen E. Sleeper and
Friendship, appointed exx.; Annie i Susie C. Sleeper, of South Thom
aston, named exxs.
M. Merrlfied, late of Rockland, de ( Petition for Administration pre
ceased, Clarence H. Merrifield, of
sented for notice: Estate Lallia A
Rockland, appointed exr.; Elden M. Alden, late of Union, deceased. Ed
Cook, late of Friendship, deceased, ward A. Alden, of Union, named
Orris C. Cook ,of Friendship, ap admr.
pointed exr.
Petition for change of nam? pre
Petitions
for
administration sented
fcr notice, asking that the
granted: Estates, Flavilla Warren, name of Maud Garber CraTl, of
late cf Vinalhaven. deceased. Ly Union, be changed to Maud Garber
ford Warren of Vinalhaven, admr.; Wolcott presented by said Maud
Andrew Darrow Schermerhorn, late Garber Crali.
of Union, deceased, Eda F. Law, of
Accounts presented for notice:
Rockland, admx.; Grafton Smith, Elden P. Lamb, late of Camden, de
late cf Rockport, deceased. Clif ceased. first and fural account,
ford Smith of Rockport, admr.; presented by E. H. Lamb, admr.;
d.b.n.; Isaac W. Poland, late of Cora P. Laimb, late of Camden, de
Friendship, deceased, Laura E. ceased. first and final account, pre
Poland, of Friendship, admx.; sented by Elden H. Lamb, admr;
Willis K Jordan, late cf Warren, Clara R Spear, late of Camden,
deceased. Fred C. Jordan of Rock deceased, first and final account
land, admr.; Eubertus A. Clark, late presented by Charles C. Wood.
of St. George .deceased, Gilbert Exr.; Gracie H. Cooper, late of
Harmon, of Camden, admr.
Rockport, deceased, first and final
Petition fcr License to sell real [ account, presented by Charles R.
estate granted: Estate Sylvia E. Magee admr
Hooper, of Rockland, presented by
Ina M. Hooper, of Rockland, gdn.
Two ardent fishermen got a little
Petition for confirmation of trus more
they bargained for Sat
tee granted: Estate Dudley F. urday,than
when they spent a half-hour
Wolfe, late of Rockport, deceased. in the cold water at Alford Lake,
Guaranty Trust Company of New
after their boat tipped over. Close
York, trustee.
friends plan to take up a collection
Petition for Commission to take for diving helmets to present tlie
Deposition of Witness, to Will
granted: Mollie Miller, late of Rock two adventurers.
land. deceased, preseiter by Law
In the near future there will start
rence Miller, cf Rockland.
India has banned the shipment
a series of pictures of the battle
Petitions for change of name
of
diamonds to other countries ex
granted: Sherwin James Forbus ,of ships of the famous old "white cept by government permit.
Rockland, name changed to Sher fleet” in the days of "Fighting
win James Bleeper; Catherine A Bob” Evans. These pictures are
Smith, of St. George, name changed available for readers cf The Cou
NOTR E TO V. F. W.
AUX. MEMBERS, POST 8499
to Catherine A. Simmons.
rier-Gazette through the courtesy
Due to Installation of other Posts
Accounts Allowed: Matti John of Alton Hall Blackington, pho and
Auxiliaries coming the rest ol tills
son, late of Rockport, deceased, tographer extraordinary.
month the meeting ol April 25th will
be postponed. The next regular meet

One mistake so frequently made
is the too early mowing of lawns in
There comes to this office The Spring before the grass has become
Fisherman’s Guide to New Eng properly established for the year; first and final account presented
ing to be held Mav 9. Per order:
land; being published for the New another is the too close cutting of by Alan L. Bird, exr.; William E.
ETHEL LEONARD
England Council, Boston. This is grass during the hot Summer Brown, late of Rockland, deceased,
President, Huntley Hill Auxiliary 2499
k
an interesting and comprehensive months. Actually such procedure first and final account presented
I v p e w r 11 e r s
guide with a handy rule printed increases the problems incident to by Carrie B. Brcwn. exx ; W. J.
on the cover envelope for check the establishment of a good lawn. Coakley, late cf Rockland, de
“KNOX COUNTY
ing the lengths cf fishes. The
Experts of O. H. Scott and Sons ceased, third trust account, pre
All Makes—New and Used
little booklet is well illustrated,
ON PARADE’’
sented by Alan L Bird and A
New Portables,
and full of excellent advice and Co., who have had years of experi Walker Brewster, trustees; Irving
Will Be Shown At The
$29.50, $34.50, $39.50, $51.50
some verses that delight the ence in dealing with all lawn prob A. Grant, late of North Haven, de
Camden Opera House
lems,
recommend
that
the
height
of
reader. Altogether it's a fine bit of
ceased, first and final account, pre
Rockland
Typewriter
Co.
Thursday Evg at 8.15
compilation that every fisherman cut, measured by the distance from sented by Bessie L. Grant, admx.;
Park St. Rockland Tel. 297-t
the bed knife to the ground, should Thomas Walker, late of Warren,
will want.
never be less than
to 2 inches. deceased, fourth trust account pre
All members of Miriam Rebekah Such cutting results in a stronger, sented by George W. Walker, trus
tableaux staff and floor team are deeper rooted turf which is more tee; Alice J. Walter, late of War
requested to be at the hall bv 7.30 able to withstand weed competi den, deceased, first and final ac
tonight for a rehearsal. This is to tion and the ill effects of heat and count presented by Ernest J. Payprepare for the official visitation drought as the larger grass blades son, exr.; Ceha J. Hurd, late of
South Thomaston, deceased, first
of Mrs. Melissa Brackett, president
of the Rebekah Assembly of Maine, protect both roots and stems from and final account presented by
which takes place at a special the burning rays of the sun and Sidney O. Hurd exr.; Elizabeth A.
meeting, Thursday. There will be conserves soil moisture by reducing Wiggin, late of South Thomaston,
deceased, first and final account,
no supper, but the President, Mrs. surface evaporation.
Brackett, will be the guest of the
Exceptions to high cutting, presented by dilford B. Butler, exr.
Noble Grand and Vice Grand, and though, are Creeping Bent which Ada Byron Bampton Tremaine late
all members wishing to attend will on account of its lateral growth of Rockport, deceased, tenth Trust
call Mrs. Rana Robinson.
habit thrives under close cropping, account, presented by Rhode Island
Hospital Trust Company, trustee,
Mrs. Bernice Jackson, vice presi lawns infested with Crab-grass Elden M. Cock, of Friendship, first
dent of Third District. American which should be close cropped as and final account, presented by
Legion Auxiliary, attended the scon as the Crabgra&s starts to pro Orris C. Cook, gdn.;James T. Rob
SLIGHTLY USED—VERY LOW PRICES
luncheon Thursday at the Augusta duce seedheads, and in the renova inson, late of Warren, deceased,
House, honoring the National vice tion of old lawns for then all thin first and final account, presented
president. Mrs. Eben Keene of spots would be revealed and speedier by Katherine L. Linscott. admx.. d b.
CAN BE SEEN AT OUR STORE
Pennsylvania. Mrs. Jackson was growth of new grass would be as n, c.t.a.; Willis D. Knowlton, late of
Camden, deceased, first Trust ac
presented with a corsage by Mrs. sured.
count, presented by Charles C.
Keene. A conference was held in
Wood, trustee; Marietta Stone, late
the legion rooms, followed by aft
of North Haven, deceased, first and
ernoon tea at the Blaine Mansion
final trust account, presented by
with Mrs. Sumner Sewall. Mrs.
E
Russell Davis, trustee; Sarah E
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
Jackson was accompanied by Mrs.
Linden,
of Rockland, first and final
TEL.
WALDOBORO
100
Joseph DiNapoli and Mrs. Mary
POWERxCOMPANY
account, presented by Grace L. RobWellman of Waldoboro.
i bins, conservator.
•w
SHOW TIMES
Petitions for Probate of Will pre
Single
Evening
Show
at
8.00
R. Wyman Foster of 57 Exeter
Mats.: Saturday 2.30; Sunday 3.00
steet, Portland. Is the assistant
manager of Cock Ac Company.
TUES.-WED., APRIL 22-23
Amibica-N HEATING EQUIPMENT for Coal, Oil or Gas: Amebkan Boilers and
Portland, dealers of transit mixed
WALLACE BEERY
concrete, washed sand and gravel,
Radiator Heat — SUNBEAM Warm-Air Furnaces and Winter Air Condition
as Pancho Lopez
crushed stone and cement. Mr.
ers
— "Standard" PLUMBING fixtures in white and 11 attractive colon.
in
Foster who has been with a fer
tilizer company in Bangor for
“THE BAD MAN”
the past year, was called to take
with
this responsible jeb because of h.’s
Lionel Barrymore. Laraine Day
high executive ability as an en
gineer and all around master of
THURS.-FRI., APRIL 24-25
men in the field of endeavor. Mrs
M. G. M. Presents
Foster (Lucy Fuller), his wife is
the daughter of the Frank W.
“THE PENALTY”
Fuller’s and both are well knewn
with
and popular here, where friends
EDWARD ARNOLD
LIONEL BARRYMORE
are watching with pleasure this
advancement.

Clearance Sale
MODERN INDIRECT AND
DIRECT INCANDESCENT

Store Lighting Fixtures

WALDO THEATRE

+4-5-++++-J. -J.
i

American

heating equipment

^taitdavd

"plumbing fixtures
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LET ME DO YOUR LANDSCAPING ! !

♦

SPECIALIZING ON LAWNS

<6
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CHAPTER XX
A plane from the 21st Reconnais
sance Squadron had brought Benning from Washington two days be
fore as Flagwill observer of the in
evitable invasion. Captain Hawtry,
pilot, was on the lookout for bis pasrenger.
“Hear the news, Major?” Hawfry qulred. Hawtry. a lanky Vir
ginian with clear gray eyes and the
relaxed features of a man who takes
life as lt comes, added In a laconic
drawl: “It just come in a minute
ago over the radio. They’ve cracked
u.» up pretty bad off the Jersey
coast with their ships. There’s hell
opping on the Atlantic. It looks like
A ntic City was In for a shelling
before the day’s over.”

Benning merely stared at his pilot
out of hollow eyes and said: "We’re
pulling out of here, Hawtry. I want
to get to the Puget Sound country
as soon as possible.”
They took off at once for San
F-ancisco. Below them they saw
the roads massed black with flee
ing thousands from Los Angeles,
Pasadena, and towns along the path
of impending invasion.
At San Francisco they put down
for the night because of heavy fogs.
The city was in a panic. Steady
streams of people were pouring out
of the city on all roads. The Mint
was being emptied, money and se
curities from banks being shipped
by train and truck.
A new terror fed the panic. Fog
had engulfed most of the coastline
from Seattle to San Francisco. Vis
ibility had been stripped from the
sea bv vast blankets of fog. Air ob
servers were land-bound. If the fog
held out through the next few days,
the invader would be able to put
ashore irt whaleboats and establish
a foothold unhampered by Ameri
can fighting planes.
With nightfall word came to San
Francisco that the Fourth Army was
retreating north from San Diego.
General Brunn refused to make any
announcement, but the secret leaked
that his divisions were headed into
the region of Sacramento. News of
this retreat converted panic into
frenzy.
In the morning Hawtry took a
chance against the fog. He found a
hole at Medford and put down to re
fuel. Four hours later, Hawtry
nosed about in the fleecy sky over
Fort Lewis until he found a rift
and dived to a landing.
Here on Puget Sound, some two
thousand miles north of Brunn’s re
treating divisions, was the northern
most element of his Fourth Army.
For defense of the Northwest were
two National Guard Divisions and
part of the Third Regulars.
Benning reported to Lieutenant
Colonel Marsh, G-2, at Fort Lewis
headquarters, whence operations in
the field were being directed.
Marsh’s bloodless, drawn face re
flected stunned hopelessness; his
voice was a contained but colorless
monotone as he sketched over the
operations map with Benning.
"This fog has us stumped,” he
groaned. "We know enemy trans
ports are not far off shore—they
may make a landing tonight. But
hey can land anywhere from Gray
Harbor on down the coast Into Oreg n All we can do ts watch and
w. it, keeping our reserves massed
and mobile. When they do land,
all we can do is flght them in suc
cessive positions for a day gr two
and then pull out for the Cascades!”
Astride his machine gun on the
randy beach south of Aberdeen. Pri
vate John Rand, 161st Infantry,
thought he heard a rift in the mo
notonous splash of the incoming
tide. The gun crew held its breath
to strain into the washing waves.
"There’s men moving,” someone
hoarsely whispered.
Private Rand knew that friendly
patrols were not allowed in front of
his own position. His heart pdtinded
so hard he heard nothing else.
A stab of flame leaped from the
muzzle of Rand’s gun. A succes
sion of sharp flames followed as he
poured the murderous might of his
machine gun into the night. A shrill
cry rang out in front
Rand did not live to hear the
howling, maddening storm that
s viftly grew out of that first bark
of his machine gun. Shadows loomed
out of the fog and bore in on his
crew. The long steel fang of a bay
onet bit into his breast
From a mile behind the shoreline
the commander of a battalion of
howitzers barked an order. Muzzle
flashes cut the night momentarily
to ribbons. The earth rocked from
the force of the explosion that sent
, high-explosive shells screaming to
,the unseen shoreline.
From the sea came now the roar
of thunder as heavy naval guns
picked up the brawl to mock the
puny defiance of the howitzers. The
violence spread in length and depth.
ySwffSy £?•*
(urZ until lt became

a ceaseless roar of mighty thunder.
There was no such thing in this
foggy night as observation, no such
thing as gauging the tidal wave of
invasion, or co-ordinating resist
ance. Only by sound could the in
vader be estimated. Ten thousand
men, the staff decided at dawn,
must have landed on the beach un
der cover of darkness. Men enough
to force a human bridgehead for an
army to follow under the savage
protection of naval guns.
Through the stricken, sodden day
that followed, Benning remained at
Fort Lewis while the Fourth Army’s
Puget Sound divisions slowly
dropped back. They fought the in
vader from successive line* of
ridges, but the die was cast, the
command given The Forty-First
was to cover the withdrawal to the
Cascade passes. The conquest of
the Northwest waited only consoli
dation by the n?w victorious divi
sions of the invader.
Benning took off to the east in
late afternoon.
He decided on
Boise as the point of vantage from
which to observe final developments
in the occupation of the Pacific
coast. There he would And no diffi
culty in making his daily wire re
ports to Flagwill.
Enemy divisions had landed at the
mouth of the Columbia River on the
Oregon coast, taken the antiquated
coast forts from the rear with a
few platoons of infantry, and were
proceeding up the river toward Port
land. A submarine base was report
ed established at Tongue Point at
the mouth of the Columbia.
Other invader divisions had land
ed on the undefended coast north
of San Francisco and were march
ing into the Sacramento Valley. Van
Hassek's Guaymas motorized col
umns had taken Los Angeles and
were well north toward San Fran
cisco to effect a junction with their
Oriental allies. By tomorrow all
coast naval bases would be in the
hands of the enemy.
(Continued In Raturdav’s Issue)

WASHINGTON
Mrs. Leslie White and son Leslie
were recent visitors at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Edson Wellman.
Recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Irving Powell were their daughter
and son-in-law of New York.
Miss Arlene Jones recently spent
a few days with Miss Celia Well
man.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Wellman were
recent hosts to Mr. and Mrs. Perly
Brocker and children William and
Richard, Mr. and Mrs. Maynard
Marriner and son Vincent, Ernest
Wellman and Owen Wellman.
Mrs. Royal Hibbert recently visi
ted her aunt, Mrs. Georgia Grotton
of Somerville.
Mrs Katherine Wellman and
daughter Evelyn are guests of Mrs.
Perley Brooker of Millinocket.
Mr. and Mrs. William Smith and
Wilfred Turner of South Portland
recently visited Mrs. Granville
Turner.
Mr and Mrs. “Teddy” Weaver of
Jefferson have been recent callers
on Mrs. Maud Hibbert.

SPRUCE HEAD
Mr. and Mrs. Gordon Simmons
and two children have moved to
Pleasant Island for the Summer.
Miss Eleanor Morton of L. I. N. Y.
and Mrs. Archie Plaisted and son
John of Camden were in town Fri
day calling on friends.
James Elwell of Rockland is visit
ing his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
George Snow.
Mr. and Mrs. Forrest Maynard
and friend James Maloney and Mr.
and Mrs. Stanley Maynard, all of
East Milton, Mass., spent the holi
day weekend at their cottages on
Spruce Head Island.
Easter services and concert were
held in Union Chapel. Services
were by Rev. Ernest Smith of Rxx:kport and concert arranged and con
ducted by Mrs. Margaret Elwell.
This program was presented: Hymn,
“Christ Arose;” hymn, “Where He
Leads Me.” Easter greeting, Donna
Burch; Easter Banners, Norman
Ames, Donna Burch, and Herbert
Elwell, Jr.; Easter Story, Norman
Drinkwater, Jr.; ‘The Carpenter,”
Norman Ames; “Easter Time," song.
Lucy and Amy Rackliff; “New Life,”
Walter Drinkwater, Jr.; Easter
Puzzle, Oram Barnes; Easter, Irene
Barnes, Ruth Elwell and June
Mann; hymn, “Old Rugged Cross,”
"He Is Risen,” four girls; Scripture
reading, “Easter Bells” Seth Batty;
“Easter Lilies,” Jean Elwell; “Easter
Morning,” Elbert Burton Jr.;
“Spring Song," Theodore Allard;
"Hasten to the Garden." Ruth El
well; ‘ ’Spring.” by June Mann;
Springtime verses by boys and girls;
closing hymn; benediction.

Miss Thelma Nutter has returned
from several weeks’ visit with her
brother in New York.
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Miller and
daughters. Mary and Nancy visited
Sunday with Mrs. Miller's aunt,
Mrs. F. G. Fcgg at the Eastern
Maine General Hospital in Bangor.
Miss Ilda Bennett of North
Waldcboro was a caller Thursday
at the home of Mrs. H E. Wentworth.
Sumner Hancock, Douglas Rich
ards, Keith Winchenbach, Philip
Creamer and Thomas Lee returned
Friday from a trip to Washington,
D C.
Mr and Mrs. Leo Gould and Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Gould have taken
apartments in the Sanborn block.
Mrs. Vida Hysom and son, Stan
ley of Windsor and Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Surman of Palermo were
guests Sunday of Mrs. Jennie Ben
ner.
Donald Nutter of Portland was a
visitor in town Saturday.
The Lincoln County Union of
Women’s Chibs will meet May 13 at
the Congregational Church in Wis
casset.
Corp. George Kuhn of Fort Wil
liams spent the weekend at the
home of his mother, Mrs. Bessie
Kuhn.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Johnson who
spent the Winter with Mrs. Cora
Johnson have returned to Man
chester, N. H.
Mr. and Mrs. James Waltz visi
ted Friday in Portland.
Mrs. Emima Hagerman is guest
of her daughter, Mrs. Horace
Morse in Bath.
Guy Waltz has been a recent
Portland' visitor.
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Becker and
son "Billy” of Portland were week
end guests of Mr. and Mrs. William
Flint.
Mrs. Verna Orff of North Nobleboro was guest Thursday of Mrs.
H. E. Wentworth.
Walter Cotton who is employed
in St. Petersburg, Va., is spending
a few days at his home here.
Everett Welt of Boston passed
the weekend with his parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Osborne Welt.
Miss Grace Simmons has re
turned from a visit in Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Stenger
who have visited in Philadelphia
and Richmond, Va.. have returned
to their Main street home.
The Waldoboro Handicraft Co
operative met Monday afternoon in
the Assessors Office. Ralph Has
kell of Augusta, Supervisor of
Maine Craft, addressed the meet
ing.
Rev. and Mrs. O. G. Barnard
leave Wednesday for Caribou to
attend the Maine Methodist Con
ference.
Mrs. Hannah Jackson of Boston
was calling Sunday on friends
here.
Mrs. Henry K. Crowell will en
tertain the Susannah Wesley So
ciety Thursday afternoon at her
Main street home.
The Castner Homestead was the
scene of a happy get-together the
past weekend when the entire fam
ily returned to visit with one an
other and with their mother Mrs.
Anthony Castner. Those present
were Merle Castner, Mrs. Olive
Leavitt of Hyde Park, Mass., Her
man Castner and son, Mr, and
Mrs. Walter Castner and daughter
of Milford, Mass., Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Chantal of Cambridge.
Mass., the Stacy Castners of Nobleboro. Mr. and Mrs. Richard Cast
ner, Mr. ana Mrs. Herbert Leavitt
of Wilton, N. H, Other guests at
the home were Miss Hilma Kulja
and John Kulju of Long Cove and
Mrs. William Grover and son, Ken-
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Mrs. Maxine Heath, Union teach
er, sends two group pictures of her
pupils, who helped entertain at the
last meeting of the Community
Club.
Upper picture—Front row, left to
right, Joan Brown, Priscilla Alden,
Ruth McKinley and Christine Wil
liams; second row, Priscilfa Hawes,

Norma Hawes, Charlotte Young,
Carolyn Merrifield and Joan Hall.
Lower picture—Vera Wentworth,
Bebe Brown, Marilyn Payson, Elea
nor Thomas, Dirk Brown, Herman
Esancy, Nehemiah Ames. Second
row, Barbara Calderwood, Madeline
King, Gerald Clark, Bobby Day,
and Walter Calderwood

dall of West Waldcboro.
Miss I aura Gardiner of Caribou
is visiting her sister. Mrs. Kenneth
Weston.
Benjamin Glidden of Melrose
was a weekend visitor at his home
here.
Mrs. Laila Blanchard is sub
stituting as bookkeeper at Roland
Genthner’s Filling Station while
Leland Winchenbach is on vaca
tion.
Wilson Heath of Dorchester,
Mass.; and Miss Virginia Rowe
were united in marriage Saturday
afternoon by Rev. Harold W. Nut
ter at the home of the bride’s par
ents. Mr and Mrs. Charles Ro^e
of Jefferson street. The couffle
were attended by Miss Leona
Hodge and Charles Rowe Jr . and
the single ring service was used.

Called To Union

Mrs. Edith Spear is chairman of
E. A. Starrett Auxiliary dinner
Wednesday.
Open house from 1 o'clock on will
be held Wednesday for Mrs. Wililam
Stickney at her home, in observance
of her birthday anniversary.
The supper committee Friday of
Crescent Temple, P S., will be Mrs.
Shirley Bowley and Miss Doris
Bowley.
Naomi Chapter, O.E.S., of Ten
ant's Harbor, and Orient Chapter,
have been invited to a special meet
ing of Ivy Chapter Wednesday,
with supper at 6.30. The supper
This new Philco MAH "
committee is Mrs. Willis Vinal. Mrs.
offers new modern serv
William Barrett and Mrs. Fred
ices . . . yours only in
a Philco!
Mathews; the reception committee
chairman, Mrs Dana H. Smith, S''.
• CONSERVADOR
These from here who attended
Patented, exclusive
the Knox-Lincoln Association of
shelf-lined Inntr Door
that ^ives 26% More
Past Grands and Past Noble
quickly usable space.
Grands held Wednesday at Miriam
Rebekah Lodge were Mr. and Mrs.
• FROZEN FOOD
COMPARTMENT
Fred Mathews, Mr. and Mrs. Edwin
Gammcn, Mrs. Earle Moore, Mrs.
Giant-size, separate
Compartment for all
P. D. Starrett and Mrs. Fred Star
modern frozen storage
rett.
• BOTH DRY COID
Misses Joyce Halligan and Beth
AND MOIST COLD
Robinson rode last Tuesday to
Rockland on their bicycles, where
Dry Cold for normal
storage . , . Moist Cold
they visited Mrs. Peter Edwards,
to keep foods fresh and
aunt of Miss Halligan. They also
tasty without covers.
called on Miss Robinson’s grand
father, Melzer Studley in Thomas
PHILCO SUPER POWER SYSTEM
ton.
/) A marvel of dependability, eth
The meeting cf the Woman’s
ciency and trouble-free service'
Club study unit has been postponed
y plus Meat Storage and Crisper
Including 5-Year Protection Plan
Drawers, Storage Bin, eh.
to May 15 and will be held at the
home of Mrs. Lula Cunningham.
Many Other Models, $114.75 and up
Over 153 attended the supper and
v/z
ladies’
night observance
held
< ■<-. < '
Thursday at the Congregational
chapel and church by the Men’s
Brotherhood.
Tlie speaker was
Everett Greaton, executive secre
In this column not
tary of the Maine Development toAdvertisements
FURNISHED apartment to i«t ,t
exceed three lines inserted once foi
Mum St
V. F STUDIJiY. 'l,i
Commission, who showed several 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad 283
1154
oi Tel 330.___________________ 48 - f
lines five ceDts each for onr
reels of colored moving pictures ditional
time. 10 cents for three times. Five
MODERN 4 or g-rootn rent
of Maine. Mi'. Greaton explained small words to a line.
garden, garage; one partly furnished
that the purpose of the Develop
Call 19 CrREEN ST. Thomaston 47*52
ment Commission is to develop the
TWO-room furnished apartment to
let Hot water, gas, use of ba’h 23
State agriculturally, industrially
Cedar St.. TEI. 865-J___________ 47’49
and recreationally. The evening
FURNISHED 3-room apartment with
WIRE-halred terrier lost April 15.
meeting was opened with a com
black end white. Reward MRS E M sun porch to let at 5 Grove St.; also 7munity sing led by George W. WCODRUF 17 Warren St_______ 48> 11 room house and garage at 27 Chestnut
St. ISADORE GORDON. Tel 299-W
Walker, and with Raymond Payson
NOTICE Is hereby given of the loss _________ b__________________________43-tf
at the piano. President Willis R. of deposit book numbered 1558 and
SEVERAL tenements to let. largthe owner of said book asks for du- and small. Call at C M BLAKE Wall
Vinal introduced the speaker.
pllrate ln accordance with the pro
Paper Store, 662 Main St., Northend.
Mrs. William Teague of Canaan. vision of the State I.aw
KNOX Rockland.______
43-tf
COUNTY TRUST CO . by I endon JackConn., and Miss Lucy Teague of son.
FOUR-room heated apt to let. auto
Treas., Rockland, Me., April 7.
Cranford, N J., have returned after 1941______________________________42-T 48 matic hot water At 15 Summer St
H M FROST, Tel. 318-W_______ 39-if
being guests for a few days at the
BROWN and white shaggy male
apartment to let at
home of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin puppy lost Thursday noon Call 835 1 (X>FURNISHED
Uuton St LEOLA ROSE
41-lf
or notify ELMER NEWMAN. 9 Wl'tow
Teague.
HEATED apartment to let. 4 rm n.St.
47*49
and bath Apply 7 ELLIOT ST . Thom
Raychel Emerson attended the
aston. Tel. 24 or 5.
40 tf
banquet Friday night at Green
OFFg'E to let. centrally locates
Gables .Camden with 20 members
steam heated, low rental. TEI. 133
of the Rubinstein Club, following
40-51
STRAWBERRY plants for -ale. at
FOUR unfurnished rooms to le'
which the group met in Rockland
Olencc’-e W C. LUFKIN. It D. Rock witli sun porch and toilet. Inquire
with Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost.
31 tf
land. Tel. 44 3___________________ 48250 12 Knox St.. TEL. 156-W
Fred Folsom returned Friday to
ROOM to let~atTlT Grove St _ MRS
DARK loam for sale, first class, de39-tf
Auburn after spending several days ,1’PrPd RICHARD MAKIE. Tel 553-M FLORA COLLINS TeL 579-W
5-TtVx,M tenement with bath to let
in South Warren with his sister West Meadow^Jtd.________________ 48*59
Newly renovated Opposite Maine Cen
and brother-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
ELECTRIC range for sale; also 2 tral Station. Rent reasonable. Inquire
mattresses,
one
new.
one
used
and
a
Oliver Libby.
M. ARMATA, The Men’s Shop, Main
$30 linoleum border at 1-3 cost Apply
39-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Libby and ANZALONE BARBER SHOP. 477 Main & Park Sts., Rockland.
or 3-room furnished apt t"
daughter Jane returned Saturday St., City.__________________________ 22*24 letTWO
on Warren St Inquire at 12 WAR
to Belmont, Mass., after passing a
39-tf
ROUND oak white enamel wood or REN or 11 JAMES ST.
stove for sale, electric plates on |
lew days with Mr. and Mrs. O B coal
end. Call after 6 p m WWk d*Va i
Libby.
P A SIMMONS. 32 Shaw Ave . Rock- I
48-50
Mr. and Mrs. William Morrison land. Me.
NUMBER 2 Frank'in Stove for uile.
and son Richard of Portland passed
48-lt
PLACE to board child warted Ca”
the weekend as guests cf Mr. and good condition. TEL 301-J
afternoon or evening.
TEI, 10O9-J
IRON
Age
Potato
Planter
for
sale;
48-5(1
Mrs. Cornelius Overlock.
Mrs. also harne-s and other farming tools 108 North Main St
MALE. Instruction. Ambitious men
Ethel Griffin of this town, who had M__ LOFMAN. Rockville Me____ 48'50
who would like to become expert Weld
been spending a few days in Port
We will train you quickly in
DINING room set of table. 6 chairs, ers
land, motored home with them. buffet and server for sale. O E HOL spare hours to hours to qualify for
48 lt Jobs In Aircraft. Shipbuilding and
Grand Chancellor W. C. Doane BROOK, Tenants Harbor
other essential Industries Men trained
1937 FORD coupe for sale, good con ln "as nnd arc wt lding have stead 1
Candage and Mrs. Candage of Seal
dition. not used for 2 years A real work, top wages Training includes
Harbor, were supper guests Friday buy only $210. TEL Warren 3 41 48 tf actual *hop practice Free placement
service Write for farts.
UTILITIES
at the home(of Mr. and Mrs. George
A hydraulic dump and a mechani
48*50
Gray, enroute to Saco to attend cal dump. SAMUEL ARCHER Spruce INST . care Courler-Oazette
COOK wanted, estate; housekeeper
Head.
__________
47*49
the Pythian Jubilee held Saturday
chauffeur. $150. family one MRS HAW
38-ACRE farm In East Warren for LEY. 780 High. Bath, Tel 725
48 lt.
in Saco. Mr. and Mrs. George Gray sale,
also plough, seeder, fertilizer,
TWO
men
wanted
at
once
for
eand Mrs. Abbie Stickney also at hlller. digger. AUSTIN SNOW. R F D
1. Thomaston.
47*49 tablisned grocery routes ln Rockland
tended the Jubilee
Average earnings $25 weekly.
Write
Hereford Yearling hull I MR EDDIE. Box 367. Newark N J
Mr. and Mrs. Weston Petrie and -REGISTERED
and Hereford steers
EUGENE FEY■
48'D
daughter Dorothy of Portland were I.ER, R D 2, Waldoboro________ 47M9
, PART time housework wanted from
visitors Saturday at the home of
FILLING station and grocery store 2 o'clock on, BOX 622. City
47*4»
sale, on Route 1. TEL 8187 or
Mr. and Mrs. John Marshall and for
MIDDLE
aged
woman
wanted
to
953-W_________
47*49
care for elderly woman ln Warren vi:Mrs. Augusta Moon-.
NEW process enamel gas range for

$219.95

In Everybody’s Column TO LET

LOST AND FOUND

CLARK ISLAND

Charles Butler has moved to the
house here owned by James Wil
liams of South Thomaston.
Mrs. William Wiggins and Mis.
Rev. Lloyd G. Gordon
Elizabeth Richards of Rockland
visited Thursday with their sistar Rev Lloyd G. Gordon, who hes
Mrs. Jennie Wright.
'served as pastor of the Church of
Richard Richards has returned J the Nazarene, Milo, for the past
home after passing the Winter with (year, has accepted a call to be the
his sister, Mrs. Mabel Blethen of pastor of the Church of the Na
Rockland.
zarene, of Union.
Kenneth Malmstrom has returned
Mr. Gordon, a native of Skowhe
from visiting in Connecticut.
gan and a graduate of Skowhegan
Mrs. Herbert Lewis and daughter High School, class '35. received his
Barbara of Braintree, Mass., have college education at Eastern Na
been visiting Mrs. Lewis' parents, zarene College, where he majored
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Johnson. Mr. in Theology. He is married to Har
Lewis returned.
riet Austin Gordon, formerly of
Miss Alice Caven, daughter of Portland, who also attended EastMr. and Mrs. James Caven, is slow eren Nazarene College.
ly recovering at Knox Hospital.
Mr. Gordon is well known to the
Mrs. Helen Magnuson of Hing Union Church, having conducted a
ham. Mass., is visiting her mother, successful Revival there in the SumMrs. Victor Blomberg.
mei of 1938. He will assume his
Mrs. Elizabeth Caven of Rockland new duties May 4
visited at her home here Sunday.
Recent callers on Mr. a.nd Mrs. ton, Mrs. Helen Magnuson of Hing
James Harrison were: Joseph Baum ham. Mass., and mother, Mrs. Vic
Sr., and Mrs. Edward Hopkins of tor Blomberg. and Mr. and Mrs.
South Thomaston. Mrs. Mary Row Alexander Morrison.
land, Mrs. Emma Kinney and Wil
fred Robinson of Wiley's Corner,
Mrs. William Wiggins and Mrs. HOPE
Clifton Robbins met with a pain
Elizabeth Richards of Rockland,
Mrs. Raymond McLeod of Thomas- ful accident recently when his hand
came in contact with a circular saw,
inflicting a severe cut across the
back. It is healing satisfactorily.
Mrs. Helen Wentworth is in Cin
cinnati to attend the wedding of a
niece. Her sister, Miss Corinne
White of Allston, Mass., joined her
in Boston. Mrs. Wentworth will
also visit in Columbus, Ohio and
Pittsburgh, Pa., James Wentworth
and brother Philip Wentworth will
spend next week's vacation with
their grandparents in Denmark.
John Wilson Jr. went Monday to
Boston and thence to South Caro
lina for a year's military duty.
The Farm Bureau held a meeting
Thursday to study “Better Living
from the Farm.” County Agent
Ralph C. Wentworth and Miss Lu
cinda Rich, home demonstration
agent, were present. Dinner was
served by Mrs. Agnes Eugley, Mrs.
Grace Hunt and Mrs. Evelyn Brown.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Brown and
son Alan, Winthrop Hawley of Wal
tham, Mass., and David Brown of
Portland were weekend guests of
the Ralph Browns.
Mrs. Florence Brown is in Wal
tham. Mass., on a short vacation.
An orchard meeting of the Farm
Bureau will be held Wednesday
with Wallace Robbins.
Harold Brown spent Saturday
with Karl Crawford in Camden.
Miss Katherine True was home
from Portland for the weekend
A Penny Carnival will be held at
the Grange hall Thursday under
the auspices of the Junior Degree
team of the Grange, with Velma
Errors like this cost employers and the Government time and
Dennison, Wilfred Hobbs and Fred
erick Brownell in charge.
money. If the employer's social security tax return does not

ACCURACY SAVES MUCH TIME

include each employee's social security account number or has
the number incorrect, the Government must ask the employer
to check back oo his pay roil records to correct the error.

fjTRfl. O0CAR O.
Oarreaponde.

Government oil fields in Argen
tina increased production of crude
petroleum 22 percent last year.

Robert Teele, was he
weekend from Rock lan
is attending school.
Capt- John Wentwor
Saturday from Portlan
“ gtpphen Small ol Ca
rived Saturday to viMrs Charles Chilles
W. Y. (Fossett retur
from Rockland.
Mrs. James Hanley ai
Nina, of Rcckland, an
Mrs Hanley's parents. \
Harvard Burgess.
Fred Chilles and nr
Chilles returned Sat
Whitinsville. Mass.
yr.’ and Mrs. Fret'
»ho have been in tow
lW0 weeks, returned
Belfast.
Wyman Guilford r< ■
tirda.v from Whitlnsvil!
Capt. Eugene Loud
Mrs. Harvard Burges
Beatrice Burgess we
visJors Saturday.
Mr and Mrs. Malco
and son Paul, who have
0( Mrs. Hopkins paren
Mrs. Ij. W Sunboi i
Monday to Worcester.
Ruth Brown, who lt
three weeks vacation v.
ents, Mr. and Mrs. R
returned Saturday to \
resume teaching
Rebecca Arey is
Bingham to pass a v
tier parents, Mr. and
Arey. She is accomp
friend.
Union Church Circh
supper at the vestry ’
5 30. The housekeepei •
Calderwood, Annie Pair
Arey and Isabelle Calc
Rev. and Mrs. Kennel
daughter Lois-Marie
to attend Methodist C(
Caribou. They will reti
Mrs. Eleanor L. G
trict deputy grand m.,
Eastern Star, uttende*
fleers’ Night Saturday
She wa.s weekend guest
Mrs. Raymond I.. Wat
land.
( lass Leaders Announc
Honor parts of the
class have been awai
dictory, Helen Asialn
Olga MacDonald; ho
Stephen Hamilton. Dor
Elective parts are
Mary Maker; gifts. Ml
will, Mont Roberts; ml
man Johnson.

FOR SALE

WANTED

Fifteen minute rest periods w
introduced morning and aftern
in one Pennsylvania mill. The w
day was shortened a half hour
production went up 20 percent.

DOUGHNUTS
“WOTTON’S”
HOME MADE
Be sure to get them when you
want them. Order ahead at
O. S» Duncan's
Billy Hemingway's
Community Store, 49 Union St
Willow Street Market
Maynard Havener’s
Northend Market
J. A. Jameson's
W. E. Graves*
Butman’s Service Station
Bob Heald, West Rockport
Post Office, Glen Cove

46*1
CALIFORNIA INSURANCE CO:
San Francisco, Calif.
ASSETS. DEC 31, 1940
Real Estate,
$801 282 12
Mortgage Lonns.
140 073 52
Stocks and Bonds.
3.452.965 24
Cash ln Office and Bank.
440 549 22
Agents’ Balances,
236.061 31
Bills Receivable,
8 301 89
Interest and Rents.
26.161 91
All other Assets,
84 385 46

Gross Assets,
$5,189 780 67
Deduct Items not admitted
66.361 31
Admitted.
$5,123 419 36
LIABILITIES, DEC 31. 1940
Net Unpaid Losses.
$i36 482 00
Unearned Premiums,
1.466.962 61
All other Liabilities,
157.756 10
Cash Capital.
1.000 000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities. 2 362.218 65
Total Liabilities and
Surplus,

5.123 419 36

47. 48 ft 51

sale, top shelf, like new. $10. MRS.
FRED COLLINS. West Rockport. 46*48
RICH dark loam for sale for flower
gardens and lawns. Delivered. Small
amount of loam can be bought at
residence for house plants WILLIAM
ANDERSON West Meadow Rd., Rock
land. Tel, 1245___________________ 46-tf
MOTOR boat. 18 ft. for sale; also
skiff; 60 lobsters traps; two cars. H.
KIMBALL, Rockport, Tel. Camden 762.
____________________________________ 47*49
16-FT. power boat for sale, $35 TEL
347-W,_____________________________ 46^48
FARM 41'
acres for sale. 7-room
house, ham. garage, good well, elec
tric pump and lights, gravel pit, fine
wood lot. same lumber 20 acres, blue
berries. fine buildings
Price, $2)00.
V F STUDLEY 283 Main St.. Tel.
1154 or 330________________________ 45-tf
KITCHEN cabinet and three-burner
Glenwood, gray enameled vas stove
for sale, good condition. TEL 301-J.
____________________________________ 46 46
40-ACRE farm for sale ln Washing
ton, wood and lumber Would exchange
for property In Thomaston or Rock
land
C M OVERLOCK. 135 Holmes
St.. Tel. 774-M.____________________ 44-tf
BIRD houses Buv now! Big assort
ment, all prices. RAVES CRAFT SHOP
14 Prescott St.______________
43*48
Hard wooa per root, fitted. $150;
Sawed $1 40; long, $1 30 M. B. ft C O
PERRY, Tel. 487,__________________ 39-tf
D. St H hard coal, egg. stove, nut
$14.50 per ton, del. Household soft coal
$8 per ton. del. Nut size New River soft,
not screened $9 ton del. M. B & C.
O PERRY. 519 Main St.. Tel 487. 39-tf

TIIE. MFKCANTII.E INSURANCE
COMPANY OE AMERICA
New York, N. Y.
ASSETS. DEC 31, 1940
Stocks and Bonds.
$6,404 991 93
Cash ln Office and Bank.
698 231 51
Agents' Balances.
354 761 43
Bills Receivable.
9 366 28
Interest and Rents,
41,595’ 39
All other Assets.
6,407 90

Clt v
47'49
THRU upright pianos wauled t
once Must be in good condition THE
RADIO SHOP. Tel. 844. at 517 Main
St., Rockland
46-48
SECOND hand car wanted Will pa\
cash for, car ln excellent condition
with low mileage. Need not be late
lage.

model

Call at 154 SO MAIN ST

Address: "W

R

N." care C-

ra-r-Gazette.
46 48
Opportunity For The Future
We will hire several men between
the ages of 24 and 29 to learn the
Small ’Loan Business salary and c»r
allowance
Must be H. S. Graduate
willing K> move anywhere ln New Eng
land
Both single and married men
considered
Many opportunities L i
future advancement Olve age, heli h'
we.ght and previous experience an'l
schooling.
Write "K W L.” ' 'f
Courler-qiazette.
46*43
UPRIGHT piano In good conditi n
wanted, plain case preferred. MAIN1'MU8IC CO Tel 708
________ 44- f
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
called for and delivered. T. J FLEM
ING. 19 Birch St.. Tel 212-W.
34-tf

Eggs And Chicks
CLEMENTS Red Chicks and Ciemcross pullet chicks are available mr
shipment during April and May Win'
not hdve the most profitable strain
at rea-jphable prices? Hatched In i1*
best eaulpped sanitary hatcherv ni
the State. Personal attention to r'- v
order. Send a postal card for free : li
pase Illustrated catalog and price 11
Tel Winterport 39-24 collect for r i- >
orders.
CLEMENTS BROS, FARM*
Winterport. Me.
41-5*

MISCELLANEOUS

SEWING machines oiled and ad
justed >1
Rebuilding a speci-UH
BOX 254, Rockport.______________ 47'49
BRA IMS) ruga-—Various sizes and
Gross Assets,
$7,515,354 44 color- MRS O W CURRIER App';
Deduct Items not admitted.
13.978 62 1 ton. Ma._________________________ 46*48
Admitted.
$7,501,375 82 I -MEN. Women! Want Vlm'> Stinv I ants In Ostrex Tonic Tablets pep ui>
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1940
bodies lacking V.tamln B-1. Iron Ca 
Net Unpaid Losses,
$162 958 00 elum, Phosphorus. Introductory »•>*
Unearned Premiums,
2.056.881 93 only 35c
Call. write C. H MOOR «
All other Liabilities,
210.282 19 CO . and all other good drug store39* 5 >
Cash Capital,
1.000.000 00
Surplus over all Liabilities. 4 071.253 70
Total Liabilities and
Surplus,

$7,501,375 82
47. 48
U

it

You can now buy Nylon thread
in 40 colors on 50-yard spools.

ARTH

FIRE,
UNITED STATES
TIIE PALATINE IS
COMPANY, I
ASSETS. DEC
Mortgage Loans. Partlcli
tlon Certificates,
Stocks and Bonds.
Oa*h ln Office and Bat
Agents' Balances,
Bills Receivable.
Interest and Rents,
All other Assets.

Gross Assets.
Deduct Items not admit
Admitted.
LIABILITIES I)E
Net Unpaid Losses.
Unearned Premiums.
All other Liabilities.
Statutory Deposit
Surplus over all Ltabll

Total LlablUtle
Surplus.
national si reti

New York
ASSETS DEC
Heal Estate.
Mortgage Loans
Stocks and Bonds.
Cash ln Office and Ban
Agents' Balances.
Interest and Rents.
All other Assets.

Oross Assets,
Deduct I tc ms not adtn

Admitted.
LIABILITIES. DI
Unpaid Losses.
arned Premiums,
other Liabilities,
l Capital,
)lus over all Liablll
Total Liability
Surplu-.

IMPERIAL ASSI RAM
ASSETS DEC'
Stocks and Bonds
Cash ln Office and Ban
Agents' Balances.
Bills Receivable.
Interest and Rents.
Ali other Assets.
Oross Assets.
Deduct items not adtn

Admitted.
LIABILITIES. DF
Net Unpaid Losses,
unearned Premiums.
VI other Liabilities.
Cash Capital.
Surplus over all I.labll
Total Liabilities an
Surplus.

NEW YORK UNDI
INSURANCE
90 .lohn St.. New 1
ASSETS. DEC
Mortgage Loans.
Stocks and Bonds.
Cash in Office and Bai
Agents’ Balances.
Sills Receivable
interest and Rents,
All other Assets.

Oro<s Assets.
Deduct Items not adnu
Admitted.
UABIIJTIES. DEi
het Unpaid Losses,
unearned Premiums,
All other Liabilities.
Cash Capital.
Blirplua over all Liablll

Total Liabilities ai

Burplut,
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VINALHAVEN

Recalled To Pulpit
Rev. Kenneth Cook of
Vinalhaven Union Church
Enters Fourth Year

Robert Teele, was home for the
The annual meeting of Union
weekend from Rockland, where he
Church Society was held Friday in
, attending school.
Capt John Wentworth returned the vestry. David Duncan was
chosen moderator, Beulah Gilchrist
eatuTday from Portland.
Stephen Small ol California ar,.eci Saturday to visit Mr. and
rlea Chilles.
W v Fossett returned Friday
,.oW Rockland.

c

• CONSERVADOR

James Hanley and daughter
s.'rn ■ Rcckland, are guests of
.. Hanley's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ljrvard Burgess.
•
prt- Chilles and nephew John
i eturned Saturday from
viile. Mass.
..nd Mrs. Frederick Jones
.o i-ave been in town the past
,-0 w ' Its. returned Saturday to
Belfast.
W, i . n Guilford returned Sat
urn Whitinsville, Mass.
Cap' Eugene Loud, daughter

Patented, exclusive
shelf lint tl Inner Dior
that gives 26% mote

Harvard Burgess and Miss
L.. c Burgess were Rockland
, ..t:
Saturday.

r Sefiarate <
for

This new Philco MAH-7
offers new modem serv
ices . . . yours only in

»
H

nuttil) usable space.
• frozen food

■|

KF

,li and Mrs. Malcolm Hopkins
Paul, who have been guests
M: Hopkins parents. Mr. sand
I, W. Sanborn, returned
j . . to Worcester. Mass.
Brown, who has passed a

COMPARTMENT
Giant-size, separate
Compartment for all
modern frozen storage.

• BOTH DBV COLD

i, weeks vacation with her par-

Mr and Mrs. Ralph Brown,
ad Saturday to Waterford to
r. i:ne teaching.
Rebecca Arey is home from
Bto pass a vacation with
a ents, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
VShe is accompanied by a

AND MOIST COLO
Dty Cold for normal
storage
Moist Cold
to keep foods fresh and
tasty without covers.

tgj

HILCO SUPER POWER SYSTEM
nurvel of dependability, effin, v and trouble free service!
yS Meat Storage anti Crisper
Drawers, Storage Bin, etc.

5114.75 and up

4 or C-room rent to let.
one partly furnished
. GREEN ST. Thomaston. 47*52

5-n m furnished apartment to
o' watt r ga*-, use of bath
23
St . TEI. 865-J_____________ 47*49
tMSHFD 3 room apartment with
< ■rove St.: also 7' il-.- uid garage at 27 Chestnut
IKJRE CORDON. Tel 299-W
43-tf
ERAL tenements to let. larg»
Call at C M BLAKE Wall
•I • 662 Main St., Northend.
43-tf
t-rr.'i i heated apt. to let. autotn < water
At 15 Summer St
FROST Tel. 318-W
39-tf
T.THED apartment to let at
utun St LEOLA ROSE
41-tf
rtment to let. 4 rooms
Apply 7 ELLIOT ST., Thom.

Union Church Circle will serve
-id at the vestry Thursday at
; Tlie housekeepers are Louise
Calderwood, Annie Patrick. Rebecca
.VO .ind Isabelle Calderwood.
Re. and Mrs. Kenneth Cook and
. „. liter Lois-Marie left Monday
attend Methodist Conference in
They will return April 29.
Vlt EJ anor L. Gregory, dLs«t deputy grand matron of the
EjU-'h Star, intended Orand Of: tr Night Saturday in Union.
S:.e was weekend guest of Mr. and
Mi Raymond L. Watts of Rockleaders Announced
Kon r parts of the graduating
.is have been awarded: Valed.ctory Helen Asiala; salutatory,
O'ga MacDonald; honor essays,
Stephen Hamilton, Doris Eisner.
Elective parts are:
Prophecy,
M r Maker; gifts, Marion Webb;
?,fcnt Roberts; marshal, Nor
man Johnson.
(lass

'■ 5_________________ 40 tt

.' ii E to lPt. centrally located
i J.< ..ted, low rental. TEL. 133
40-51

unfurnished rooms

I'R

to let
- n p >r< h and toilet. Inquire
ILL 156-W
31 tf
k>H
let at 15 Grove St
MRS
#A COLLINS Tel. 579-W
39-tf
kkim tenement with bath to let.
ited Opposite Maine Ceo
s' i m Rent reasonable. Inquire
kRMATA. The Men's Shop. Main
,rk Sts.. Rockland
39-tf
fO or 3 room furnished apt to
:i Warren St Inquire at 12 W(Ror 11 JAMES ST.
39-tf

■ard child warted
n or evening.
TEL
North Main St
ILK In truetlon
Ambitious men
to become expert WeldWc will train you quickly in
) hours to hours to qualify for
l'i A.r-raft. Shipbuilding and
entla industries Men trained
old arc wrlding have steady
Training includes
shop practice Free placement
Write for facts.
UTILITIES
’ care Courler-Oazette.
48*50
p >K wanted estate; housekeeper.
" .r 4150. family one MRS HAW’
tee High Bath. Tel 725
48’lt
wanted at once for M
■ i gr .eery routes In Rockland
nlngs $25 weekly.
Write
1 -DIT Box 367. Newark. N J
48*49
IM work wanted, friutt
■ on_BOX 622, City.
47’4?
DDLE aged woman wanted to
'
• clcrlv woman In Warren vil(
at 154 SO MAIN ST., Cltw
47*49
KFE upright pianos wanted
M . • be in good condition
IO SHOP Tel. 844. at 517 5
RiKkland___________________4
'OND hand car wanted. Will
to. car in excellent condt
low mileage
Need not be
■1 Address
W R N ' care <

I MTU) STATES BRANCH
till PALATINE INSURANCE
COMPANY, LTD
ASSETS. DEC. 31
'I r’-age Loans. Partlclpa
tton Certificates,
$34,525
ks and Bonds.
2.910 981
' j-Ii tn Ofliee and Bank,
270.629
Agents' Balances.
143 008
Bills Receivable.
6.521
Inure-t and Rents,
17.625
A-1 other Assets.
18.579

Ciro«s Assets.
' ' items not admitted

Admitted.
LIABILITIES. DEC
Unpaid Losses.
.earned Premiums.

3

other Liabilities,
itutory Deposit.

'piii- over all Liabilities

AlllONAL SURETY CORPORATION
New York. N. Y.
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1940
I 1 ' ate.
$6." 3 934 2
1 ' tage Loans,
201.484 0<
k- and Bonds.
23 724.905 8'
2 161.722 7!
l m Office and Bank
■ '•tits' Balances,
1 433.976 4:
115 350 6!
'rist and Rents,
157.701 11
' liter Assets,

ss Assets.
$28.429 075 14
' lt» ms not admitted. 2.228 555 04
Admitted,
LIABILITIES. DEC 1
' Unpaid Losses.
tied Premiums,
ther Liabilities,
'-li Capital,
over all Liabilities

a...

: t.,1 Liabilities and

Lirpiu?,

I'H’I RIAL ASSURANCE COMPANY
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1940
$3 629.0(0 I
and Bonds.
364.512 I
■i in Office and Bank.
113.533 I
fats' Balances,
720 I
Receivable.
29.158 I
• *t and Rents,
90.893 '
' her Assets.
'ss Assets,
Items not admitted

BROS.

M.W YORK UNDERWRITERS
INSURANCE CO.

John St.. New York, N. Y.
ASSETS, DEC 31. 1940
• Loans.
510.33
Ss and Bonds.
6 743.9‘«
iti Office and Bank,
1.622.16'
Balances.
585.10
1 s Receivable.
32.16
est and Rents.
39.32
"th»r Assets,
349.43

SCELLANEOUS
td

$1
Rebuilding a
^47-49
254. Rockport____________ _____

tAIDED rugs -Various -f",z'e"A.-.Sie*
MRS O W CURRIER

Me.___________
__ -—
SN Women’. Want Vim? ^’"',',0
- in Ostiex Tonic Tablets P v
ss lacking V.tainln B-l, lf“
,17e
i. Phosphorus. Introduct<’
_ g.
35e Call, write C. H ^°ttore’
and all other good drug 39*5)

ou can now buy Nylon tnu

ui colorb on SQ-yard spo015.

.

C.ro-s Assets.
$9 382.097 56
iet items not admitted, 225.283 47
Admitted.
$9,156,814 09
LIABILITIES. DEC. 31. 1940
Unpaid Losses.
$236,699 49
’•>1 ned Premiums.
1 094.917 00

Total Liabilities and
Surplus.

Gross Assets.
Deduct items not admitted

1 1 Capital.
2 000.000 00
plus over all Liabilities, 5.306.161 68

Total Liabilities and
. —
bur plug,
18,156.814 09

Total Liabilities and
Surplus,

519.035 92

$7,529. ■ 38

CAMBRIDGE MUTUAL FIRF.
INSURANCE COMPANY
Andover, Mass.
ASSETS. DBC. 31.
$8,900
Real Estate.
67.134
Mortgage Loans.
532 304
Stocks and Bonds.
244.275
Cash tn Office and Bank.
73,847
Agents' Balances.
4.680
Interest and R?nts,

Admitted.
LIABILITIES. DEC 3
Net Unpaid Losses.
Unearned Premiums.
All other Liabilities
Surplus over all Liabilities,

ther Liabilities.

6 058.80
1.195.88
335.15
1 87
29.61
5..(7

Admitted Assets.
$7 539 738
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. l»I0
Net Unpaid Losses.
$198,583
Unearned Premiums,
1.124.763
All other L'abtliUes.
M7
Cash Capital.
J
Surplus over all Liabilities. 5.128 n63

L a! Liabilities and
irplus.

FARM'.,

Stocks and Bonds.
Cash In Office andBanks,
Agents' Balances.
Bills Receivable.
Interest and Rents.
All other Assets.

Gross Assets.
$<*<
Deduct items not admitted, i

Admitted.
I LABILITIES. DEC. 3
Unpaid Losses.
■ ned Premiums.
her Liabilities.
1 C. pltal.
- over all Liabilities

unable prices? Hatched in “■
• tulpppd sanitary hatchery
Hate Personal attention to e •
Send a postal card for jr£e . ,
illustrated catalog and price Winterport 39-24 collect
CLEMENTS

clerk. H A. Townsend auditor, and
M E. Smith treasurer.
Grace
Lawry was elected to serve on the
board of trustees with the pastor.
The remaining trustees are to be
selected at a later meeting. Veta
Johnson. Beulah Gilchrist and David
Duncan being chosen as a nominat
ing committee.
A vote of thanks was given to Rev.
and Mrs Kenneth Cook for their
efficient leadership during the past
year. In the hardest financial year
that Vinalhaven has ever faced, the
church financial report showed that
all bills are paid including many
which are usually carried over until
the financial campaign in July, and
that there is a small balance in the
treasury.
Rev. Mr. Cook was given a unani
mous call to return for the fourth
year.
All departments of the
church are well organized and a deep
spiritual tone is felt throughout the
organization.
Minor repairs have been made on
the church and parsonage buildings MONHEGAN
and 225 new hymnals have been
Basil Day and Michael Carney of
bought for the auditorium. With no Thomaston were guests last Tuesday
of Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Day. They
returned home Thursday.
Dwight Stanley and son Alfred
are visiting in Friendship and
Thomaston.
Harry Richardson, who has been
visiting his grandparents, Mr. and
Mrs. Ernest Wincapaw. has returned
to Rockland.
Edmund Mortimer has returned to
his home in Medfield. Mass.
Capt. Raymond Chadwick and
Lewis Day went to New Harbor re
cently. They returned to the island
45T51
in the Phyllis L. Capt. Chadwick
is new getting the boat in order for
PROVIDENCE WASHINGTON INS. CO
the seining season The Phyllis L.
PROVIDENCE. R. I.
is cne of the few boats which has
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1940
Real Estate.
$100,000 0C been launched here. The craft was
Stocks and Bonds.
12 813.160 71 built by Chadwick and launched
Cash in Office and Ban*.
1.789 0’2 2C
Agents' Balances.
1.156,864 94 from the Southern Beach.
Interest and Rents.
26.397 78
All other Assets.
147.104 33
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Day are visit
ing
Mr. Day's parents in Thom
Oross Assets.
$16 032,590 02
Deduct items not admitted, 326.728 49 aston.
Mr. and Mrs. William Farrell have
Admitted.
$15,705,861 53
returned to their home in Troy. N Y
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1940
Net Unpaid Losses.
$1,015,508 63
Mrs. Maynard Orne and son
Unearned Premiums,
4.879.583 66
Thcmas
went to Rockland Satur
All other Liabilities.
625.234 36
Cash Capital.
3O9OO$°9S day. They will motor to Portland
Surplus over all Liabilities, 6,185.534 88
and Boston Mrs. Orne will visit
her daughter, Mrs. Alan Katelle, in
Hudson, Mass.
Miss Ida Proper returned home
AMERICAN EAGLE FIRE
INSURANCE CO.
Thursday from Washington, D. C.,
Maiden Lane, New York City, N.
where she has been employed the
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1940
past Winter.
al E-Rate,
$3,054,384
rtgage Loans.
16 500
Mrs. Vinal Ross and daughter
►cks and Bonds.
12.484.106
Jeanette and Mrs. Geraldine Given
<h in office and Bank,
1 878 946
nits' Balances.
left the island Friday In one of the
Is Receivable,
6 300
Burnt Island Coast Guard boats
erest and Rents.
27.179
other Assets.
25.650
They motored to Farmington where
they called for Mrs. Given's daugh
Gross Assets.
$
Deduct items not admitted
ter. Constance, returning here Sat
urday.
Admitted.
$
LIABILITIES. DBC 3:
John R. Perkins of Wayne. State
Net Unpaid Losses.
auditor,
was on the island last week
Unearned Premiums.
auditing the Plantation books
All other Liabilities,
Cash Capital.
While here he was guest at The
Surplus over all Liabilities.
Trailing Yew.
Total Liabilities and
Mrs. Frank Fillmore has returned
Surplus,
$
to New Harbor.
EQUITABLE FIRE A MARINE
Vernon Burton will be called *c
INSURANCE COMPANY
Wiscasset
April 23 for a physical
Providence, R. I.
examination. Mr. Burton received
ASSETS. DBC. 31, 1940
his Selective Service papers several
Mortgage Ldans.
$32 00

FIRE, LIFE AND CASUALTY

hire several men between
of 24 and 29 to learn tn«
Loan Business salary and
Must be H. 8. Graduate^
' .it.-. wh< re In New En.<Bnth single and married men
h'
Many opportunities for
• Give age. helgno
' and previous experience at>'
Write "K W. L.” '•
•-Gazette.
_____
HIGHT piano in good condTtGn
1, plain case preferred. MAin
zc m Tfi ?na
44-u
upholgt*/'
J FLEM34-tf
L

Island pastor. Rev. Kenneth Cook,
who is again called to serve Union
Church in Vinalhaven

employment in town for over two
years the parishioners feel thank
ful that the church is on a secure
financial footing and has been so
richly blessed in the ministry of
Rev. and Mrs. Cock.
The committees for the year
1941-42 are:
Spiritual—J. Whittington. L da
White. Laura Carney, Jennie Rob
ertson. Marguerite Cook.
Missionary—Mary Smith. Nellie
Nickerson, Alice Whittington. Car
rie Ginn. Marguerite Cook
Look-Out—Lizzie Greenlaw. Lurana Rossiter, Marlon I. Littlefield.
Rebecca Arey. Ruth B. Arey, Mary
Arey, Mary Noyes, Nina Burgess.
Margaret Cocmbs, Flora B. Erown,
Georgie Roberts, Ada Rogers, Vir
ginia Webster, Curtis Webster.
Flower—Dorothy Bennett. Pauline
Smith, Louise Calderwcod, Margaret
Bray, Mamie Fossett, Gladys Robin
son, Mary Kossuth, Rebecca Arey.
Kitty Webster. Corrine Greenleaf,
Betty Brown, Matia Rcbinson. Caro,
lyn Calderwood, Ruth Brown. Er
nestine Carver, Jean Strachan, Ma
rion M Littlefield, Jennie Webster.
Miriam Greenleaf. Avis Calderwood,
Lois Webster. Hazel Dyer, Marilyn
Carver. Barbara Fraser Isabelle
Calderwood.
Sunshine—Margaret Chilles, Mary
Ncyes, Vera Johnson, Estelle Brown,
Sadie Cobb, May Tolman, Clyde Mc
Intosh, Edna Coombs. Helen Haskell,
Marion Littlefield, Ruth B Arey.
Nina Burgess, Ida Libby. Theresa
Roberts, Mertie Dyer, Evie Henni
gar.
Music—Lecla Smith, Louise Bur
gess, Flora S. Brown, Ernest Arey.
Harry Coombs, Gladys Coombs, Eve
lyn Patrick. Blanche Kittredge, Cora
Peterson. Gertrude Sellers. May Tol
man, Dorothy Bennett. Ruth Brown.
Beulah Gilchrist, Hazel Roberts.
David Duncan, Virginia Whi'e. Eu
gene Burgess. Flavilla Anderson,
Gertrude Trefrey, Caroyn Dyer,
Eleanor Conway, Lois Webster.
Edith Erickson. Emily Winslow,
Malcolm Whittington, Florence
Erickson, Bertha Winslow, Helen
Haskell.
Visiting—Ada Regers, Mary Hol
brook, Grace Lawry, Frank Wins
low, Emma Winslow. William Ben
ner, Annie Benner, David Duncan,
Irma Holbrook, Annie Calderwood.
Social—Arlene White, Lida Ames,
Hazel Dyer, Helen Webb, Ka'ie
Greenleaf, Lucille Carver, Elsie
Ames, Ethel Doughty, Bertha Wins
low, Flavilla Anderson, Elizabeth
Kay, Lois Webster, Virginia White,
Isabelle Calderwood. Cora Peter
son, Lucy Cocmbs.

Davis returned home

Manchuria has established an
import monopoly fcr baby foods.

VINALHA VEN
& ROCKL ANO
STEAMBOA T CO.

ROCKLAND . ME.
Servk-e to:
Vinalhaven. North Haven. Stonington. Isle aw Hiant, Swan’s
Island and Frc nchborw

WINTER SEIKVICE
Subject to change w ithout notice.
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
M.
Mto Lr. Swan's Island. Ar. 6.00
10 Lv. Stonington.
Ar. 4.40
10 Lv. North Haven, Ar. 3.30
to Lt. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
10 Ar. Kockland.
Lv. 1J0
110-U

Teachers Have a Vacation of Their Own

\ RALLYING SONG
Here's a Chance to Win Cash
Prize and Help Defense Cause

"As part of the strong program
initiated by the national commit
tee. a nationwide competition fcr
a rallying song in order to agitate
L
'
fcr greater aid for the democracies
B
hes just been launched by the Wo
man's Division of the Committee
to Defend America,” said Robert
Hale, Portland, chairman cf the
Ma.ne Chapter. Committee to De
fend America by Aiding the Allies
in an interv.ew this afternoon,
"We in Maine want to be part
of this contest and a committee
w.ll shortly be appointed to take
charge cf it in tilts State," con
tinued Mr Hale
The contest epens immediately
and closes June 2, with winners
to be announced not later than
July 6. First prize will be $320:
second. >300: third, $100; fourth,
a Pilot Radio Phonograph Recor
der. The compcsers and authors
will likewise receive all the cus
tomary royalties from their songs.
All song writers of United States
The teachers of the Camden school system are soending the Easter vacation in Washington. In the above group are: Milford A. Payson, Mr.
citizenship
aie eligible to partici
and Mi.s. Charles E. Lord, Edith Arey, Vernita Colson. Mrs. Alice Howe, Mildred Oliver, Lucine Arau, Pearl Walden, Bertlia Cla*on, Jessie llosmtr.
Mildred Philbrook, Misses Sheldon, Earl Achorn, Mildred Graffam, Geneva Fuller, Richard Thomas, Mrs. Almon Cooper, Helen McCobb, Ethel pate. Necessary entry blanks with
complete rules and full informa
Oliver, Mrs Stanley Frye, Pauline True, Roger Calderwood, Elisha Richards, Marjorie Steen, Olson Johnson.
tion may be obtained by writing to
and Foy Brown; the snapdragons national headquarters, 8 West
marked: "Turn right ol the old NORTH HAVEN
and jonquils in memory of Mrs. 4Jtli street. New York City.
slave blcck”
There handsome Impressive Services
Frank Beverage. A large attend
hand-made bedspreads' in every
Easter Sunday was a great day ance was present to again greet TRIBUTE TO DADDY IIAWUS
color
slatted
in
the
breeze
in
front
Rockland Tourists and
This poem is to introduce W. C.
of wide plowed-up fields, fields for the Baptist Church. In the the acting pastor, Rev. H I Holt,
“White Fluff” Cross 13
Hawes,
better known as "Daddy
who
delivered
an
able
and
inspiring
morning
a
baptismal
service
was
plowed up in varied designs: tri
Hawes,"
superintendent of the Muitie
sermon
on
the
Resurrection.
A
States. Seeing Much
angular, diagonal, circular.
A held at which a mother and her
Children's Home Society of Augusta
straight row is rare in G“orgii. son, Mrs. Nellie Baird and Sherman, chorus choir of 25 voices sang beau
Of Interest
DADDY HAWKS
tiful
and
appropriate
music.
So. the pigs, mules, and men and John, the son of the Super’nTlie
church
was
well
filled
again
He's the ''Daddy'' of many children
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
turned their backs in their digging tendent of the Sunday School. Mrs.
like me,
Neighbors near 1212 Marianna, we crossed the Savanna River into Albert Beverage, were baptized. for the evening service and another A gentle and sweet Christian soul.
Hts
life
he devoted, a "Daddy' lo be.
inspiring sermon was preached by
Coral Gables, were in daily com South Carolina.
These were received into the church Rev. Mr. Holt. A cantata arrange He labored till he reached h's yoa
From babies to grown ups, he Is
Here aga’n we sped along at 55 at the morning service together with
fort, with the thermometer regis
"Daddy" to all,
ment was sung by the choir with a
miles an hour, now on superb Miss Taylor of Hartford, Conn.,
August of Nineteen O one,
group of men beautifully rendering Since
tering 82 degrees the morning we roads. In the fields four mules
And even before this, he answered the
who
united
by
letter.
call.
"The Old Rugged Cross.”
started for Maine. Some wore sun abreast plowed. Over the brow of
At the session of the Sunday
This task that he felt must be Cone
Those
who
listened
to
the
sermons
suits, some bathing suits. Some the road hills mules’ ears flapped School
When
they've grown up und married
105 were present, the largest
Interests the same
presented small bunches of fire a how-do-you-do. Last season's attendance of the year and sur delivered by Rev. Mr. Holt could Hts
He visits his flock twice a year.
cracker flowers or cathedral bells; cotton stalks stood ankle deep In passing the 100 mark for which the not fail to be deeply impressed by When placing a child in a new home,
he's worried.
the
fervor
and
earnestness
of
a
man
others brought baskets of tree- red dirt; sawdust piles bordered faithful superintendent had been
He calls, writes, and brings them good
who
had
a
deep
conviction
in
what
ripened fruit.
cheer
striving.
woodpiles.
he was preaching and his sermon So Ood bless our "Buddy'' and keep
In the car we glanced at the
The church was beautifully deco
hint well.
Spring caught up with us in
Miami Herald, to read the daily South Carolina, too, for men were rated with Easter lilies, potted made a profound impression on his For there Is no more like him you see!
I'm Just one of ills children who Is
announcement on one of its throwing seeds to the wind. We plants, and cut flowers The carna listeners.
anxious to tell.
Of what he lias meant to me.
pages: Thwaites. Believe it or not! wondered whether some seeds tions were given in memory of Mrs.
One of the Flock, Violet.
Nearly three million cases of as
Try our genuine Maine pure whole might enter the openings in the Hattie Duncan and Floyd Duncan,
paragus
are
canned
annually
in
lobsters, 95 cents. Shipments re barns. Every other board in all
During 1939 Canada consumed
ceived da ly from Rockland, Me.” barns was missing. Over hill and pale peach, with a deeper tone the U S. Census Bureau records
32,331.000 pounds of wool.
show.
With our farewells signalled we dale we followed pines. One hill- for her nose.
were off! Yes, we were leaving slope caught and held our atten
Over the hills we went, always
the beautiful garden with its sal tion: Mamma pig was leading her looking across at spires towering
via and goldenrod in full blossom. 12 little pigs in single
their cities. We paused at Kan
Then “down the road a piece” we greener grass.
napolis. the home of the cannon
passed the sign “Turkeyburgers or
towels. How significant with its
If Spring had come, men or
corndogs." and we knew we’re off. men might want to spray the tints of gingerbread soil. What
Up State farther we passed the white houses. Tints of the red was that? Oh. just another yel
Orange Box in favor of the Orange soil ve led the buildings! In one low truck jammed with bales of
Counter for “All the orange juice city where we stopped, a passerby cotton. Truck drivers are accus
you can drink for a dime.” Here «tocd and stared at our number tomed at hurrying past historic
young colored children on their plate, walked away mumbling: signs and perhaps too accustomed
way to school stopped to pick "Some foreign country.”
With at seeing Northerners stop to read.
purple violets for the teacher near this remark we slipped along to
Houses here had foundations
the spot where black p gs rooted the sister state.
that went close to the ground.
the ground. About the school
In North Carolina, too. the soft Pickaninnies in pens in the doorhouse hung Spanish moss, trying colored soils seep in! Here houses, yard sat, watched over by pig
to tag the tots.
cars, and trees are tinted. A full tailed sisters.
Bright blanketed surreys, with time business is washing cars.
Leah R Fuller
brighter decorated horses driven Fluff’s white fur coat was tinted
(To be concluded)
by colored gentlemen, wearing
high hats and smoking long cigars,
told us we had arrived in St. Au
gustine. What a thrill awaits each
passenger who rides in a surrey!
What a charming custom that re
veals the atmosphere cf this the
oldest of our cities! How the
birds trilled at our fun!
But we spared of glee when,
farther on. we read "Open Range,
Beware of cattle and hogs.’ On
these 20 to 33 mile level straight
ahead stretches the hurrying mo
torist forgets that- grazing ani
mals have no fear when the grass
looks greener in another pig’s
yard.
Near great groves of tall South
ern pines sat Tara Hall, for tour
ists. It marked the beginning of
calico-tinted tin roofs. At “Jax”
(Jacksonville) children went sniff
ing at the young peach blossoms,
while others went running through
brushfire smoke or looking at the
open fire frying sizzling steaks.
With cur sniffing the red-lined
roads shoved us over into Georgia.
Throughout Georgia small white
crosses beside the road read: "One
K lied Here.” And all alpng the
highways are many unpainted
houses, palaces cf the colored peo
ple. with door-like windows hav
ing no glass. These door windows
are closed at night, but they were
net the houses where the prisoners,
kept to work by a man with a gun
over his shoulder, rested at night.
Email blue-overailed boys rested
on the grass, untwisting Spanish
moss making eyes at larger girls
carrying home by a white cord a
cake of ice, pe.haps 6x12 inches.
To call attention to a nut hcuse
a slim colored bey did an indi
vidual dance which we named “the
merry willow ' cs he quickened
his snaking, faultless art. Over
his head hung paper bags full of
Georgia pecans. As for peanuts a
station service man at Baxley
said: “The planters here plant
peanuts for hog? to root.” Sure
enough, we could see a mother
heg with her family cf brown,
grey, black and white little pigs
COMPARISON of prices will show
add the scores of other advantages Pontiac
rooting.
that the Pontiac De Luxe "Torpedo”
provides, plus the fact that Pontiac's great
With the speed law enforced at
reputation for dependability means it's worth
~
does cost a little more than the de luxe
55 miles per hour we had to hurry
models of the lowest-priced three. However, this
more to you at trade-in time, then you'll under
past the beginnings of hills, a
stand why more people are buying Pontiac this
difference itself is not important. In fact, it is
queer sensation after being on the
year than ever before. Why don't you see vour
so slight that owners say it’s hardly noticeable
level for abcut three months Be
Pontiac dealer today.
when spread over monthly payments.
yond the jonquil gardens mules
But the extra dependability this slight dif
★ PONTIAC PRICES BEGIN AT $S2H FOR THE
plowed the fields. In cur baste
ference buys IS important—and in our files are
DE LUXE “TORPEDO” SIX BUSINESS COUPE
we generalized that paint business
hundreds of letters from owners indicating
Delivered at Pontiac. Michigan. State tax, op
that the phrase—"Built to Last 100,000 Miles”
must be bad.
Even so, lt is the
tional
equipment, accessories — extra. Prices and
—only begins to describe Pontiac’s long life
fashion to put mattresses on front i
specifications subject to change without notice.
and
trouble-free
performance.
And
when
you
railings, quilts cn split fences, and
odd garments cn chopp ng olocks.
Hens and chickens scratched away
under the low-posted houses
KOCKLAND. MAIXE
712 MAIN STREET,
12 BAYVIEW STREET,
CAMDEN, MAINE

ijr $

The Homeward Trail

C. W. HOPKINS,

We

slowed up

at

the

corner

C. W. HOPKINS, INC
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THOMASTON
CffOZKLEY T. W tl J»TAMP
Correspondent
a
aa

Thomaston Drive
Report So Far “Quite
Satisfactory” To Salvation
Army—Clean-Up Is
Expected This Week

CARLENE YOUNG A HOSTESS

CAMDEN

Winthrop, Mass., spent the week

Lamont Higgins anfi Ray Thomas
will continue solicitation in con
nection with the Salvation Army’s
annual maintenance appeal in
Thomaston, ewing to the fact that
quite a large number of old friends
have not responded, and there are
a large group cf new friends still
to be called upon. The report so
far is quite favorable, and both in
dividuals and Industry have re
sponded quite liberally. Every effort
will be made this week to secure
the full quota.
It wculd be a great help to the
ccmmittee, as well as a time-saver
to the solicitors, if those friends
of the Salvation Army who have
not responded would mail in their
check to the local treasurer.
Majcr J. T. Seddon. public rela
tions secretary’ fcr the New Eng
land States says: "The Salvation
Anny needs were never greater in
all its history. At the p.esent
time, in addition to carrying an
immense program cf welfare, char
acter building, health and other
services, they’ are extending them
selves to give all aid possible to
evacuees, refugees and other war
services."

EALM OF

OOO

—r-

NAOMA MAYHEW

Music

Correspondent
TH. 713

Tel. 190

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Oxton of

Every-Other-Day'

Tne Ccngregatcnal Ladies’ Circle
wi'l meet at the Parish House WedInesday afternoon Co do Red Cross
i Work. Hospital coats are being
made.
I Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Bucklin spent
' the weekend in Portland with her
I sister, Mrs. Lester Withee.
I Mr. and Mrs. Leon Crockett and
.Mr and Mrs. John Tewksbury have
, returned from spending the week
end on a motcr trip to Ticonderoga,
N. Y.
A large party was given Satur
day n ght for Miss Doris Carver of
Lincolnville, by Malcolm Phillips
; and Altcn Horton at the Horton
1 Farm at Lincolnville Center. An
.
..
, ««
.
_
« <7
,
evening of games and dancing was
Carlene, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Forest Young of Broadway, cele* bv the voting enests
Bebrated her eighth birthday Saturday with a party which 14 youngsters
attended. The afternoon was spent in playing games and ended with sides the hosts, the guest of honor
refreshments served by the young hostess. Front row. left to right; John and the chaperones, Mr. and Mrs.
Benson, Edward Cullen, Geraldine Hannan, William Young. Second row: Albert Horton, there were present:
Glen ee Thompson, Jean Moran, Catfene Young the hostess holding June Lucy Arnold. Harold Arnold, HarBeal: Jacqueline Messer. Melvina Vinal. Back row: Warren Whitney, riet Arnold. Phyllis Arnold. Constance Bowden, Albert Horton, Jr .
Marv Cates, Beverly Chaples, Geraldine Dray, Dennis Young.
—Photo by Cullen.
Hilton Start. Nina Start, Bertha
Start and Mr. and Mrs. John HorMi s. E. B Crosby of Camden spent , ton, Ruth Heald of Bartlett, N. H ,
the weekend with Rev. and Mrs. G. G*ens Lermond of South Hope.
ROCKPORT
Walter Reed, Lincolnville, Alvin
Lou Pressey at Milo.
xs.
O
Rev. and Mrs. F. Ernest Smith Fisher and Homer Stanley, both of
X*N
and
Mrs. Charles Smith will leave Boston; Walter Annis, Irma Annis
UBA G. CHAMFNEY
Wednesday for Caribou to atttend and George Parker ofSimonton’s
Correspondent
Corner. Refreshments of ice cream
the Methodist Conference.
and birthday cake were served.
Mrs. Lila Allard of Spruce Head
Miss Vivian Hodson has returned
TeL 2229
is visiting her mother, Mrs. Nancy from Atlantic city where she
Turner
stopped on her way back from the
Mrs. Herbert Crockett and in
The Methodist Epworth League South, to visit her sister, Mrs. Eu
fant son. Charles Herbert, returned is invited to attend a get-together
gene Davis.
Saturday irom Camden Ccmmunit} Wednesday night with the Camden
Dr. and Mrs. Douglas Thom of
Hospital.
Epworh League. Many from here Boston spent the weekend at their
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Libby and are planning to attend,
cottage.
daughter Katherine are spending 1 charles Marston and family
Mr. and Mrs. Christopher Longthe week at their camp cn Ameo- mOved Saturday from the Murray worth of Portland were in town
bury street, arriving Saturday from house on Pleasant street to the Ella Sunday.
Manchester, N. H
Mills house on Spruce street.
Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge will
Major and Mrs. M. D. MacThe Methodist Ladies’ Aid will meet Wednesday night.
Laughlin and Mr. and Mrs. Earl hold an all-day session Wednesday
Mrs. Ruth Collemer and Mrs.
Piper of Brewer, were guests Sun at the vestry.
Howard Rollins are attending a
day of Mr. and Mrs. H. O. Heistad.
series of lectures for piano teachers,
by Jchn Thompson in Steinert Hall
Mr. and Mrs. Leman Oxton, Miss
Boston.
Marion Upham and Mrs. Louise SOUTH HOPE
Miss Faith Ludwig of Hope was
Capt. and Mrs. Swift, who have
Holbrock attended the stated meet
ing of Orient Chapter, O.E.S. at a recent visitor at the home of her been spending the Winter in the
Union when Grand Officers’ Night grandmother, Mrs. W. C. Wellman. South have returned to town.
Miss Merle Farnan of Billerica.
Andrew Sides of Boston was in
was observed.
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Pratt of Mass., has been guest recently of tewn over the weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Cary Bok are spend
Everett, Mass., spent the holiday her aunt, Mrs. H, A. Hart.
ing
a few days in Rockport and
weekend as guest of her sister ,Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Sherwcod Edwards
Camden.
Zadoc Knight.
of Easton. Conn., have visited Mr.
Mrs. Ed:th McCobb and Miss
Charles Collins and sons Arthur and Mrs. E. C. Hart recently.
Eleanor McCobb are passing a few
and Charles returned Sunday to
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Taylor at days in Beston. Mrs. McCobb is
Reading, Mass., after spending the
tended
the funeral of Mr. Taylor's enjoying a vacation from her du
holiday weekend with Mr. Collins’
sister,
Mrs.
Annie Orff in Jeffer ties at the Camden National Bank.
mother. Mrs. Leslie C. Deane.
son.
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Graichen of
Misses Nancy and Hope Cunning
ham are spending the school vaca
A party was given Thursday Springfield, Mass., and Miss Doris
tion with their grandparents. Mr. night at W. W. Lermcnd’s honor Graichen of Great Barrington,
and Mrs. Warren Cunningham, at ing the birthdays of Mrs. Irene Mass, were weekend guests of Mr.
Whitefield, while their parents, Pushaw and Mrs. Charlotte Ler- and Mrs. Jchn Campbell. Miss
Prin. and Mrs. George Cunning mend. Games were played and a Graichen will remain for a week.
Mrs. Myrtle Sherman spent the
ham, are on a trip to Washington, light repast added to the plea
D. C.
weekend
in Portland and Ft. Mc
sure of the occasion.
Donald Joyce left Monday on an
Mrs. Elmer C. Hart and son visi Kinley.
Mrs. Annie C. Thcmas will enter
extended fishing trip after spend ted the past week with her par
ing six weeks with his family while ents, Mr. and Mrs. Roy T. Jacobs tain the Methodist Ladies' Aid at
her home on Cross steet Wednes
his boat engine was undergoing re in Southwest Harbor.
pairs.
day at 2 o’clock. There will be no
Mrs. A. A. Clark of West Rock- services next Sunday due to the
The Easter pageant "He Lives"
which was presented at the Baptist pert was guest Thursday of her annual Maine Methodist Confer
Church was repeated Sunday night sister, Mrs. W. L. Taylor.
ence in Caribou. Rev. Weston P.
Mrs. Hatvey Will s is much im Holman will attend.
at the Baptist Church in Bath be
fore a large and appreciative au proved from a long illness, and is Lisle L. Leonard
dience. The members of the cast visiting relatives in Boston.
Lisle L. Leonard, 61, died Monday
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Taylor of
left here early in the afternoon, ar
riving there in time for rehearsal Massachusetts spent the weekend morn ng at his home on Washing
ton street after a long illness. He
and lunch which was served for at C. B. Taylor's.
was born in Montville, but had
Miss
Hattie
A.
Boggs
had
as
them at the church. In the group
been
a resident of this town for
visitors
Sunday.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Frank
were Mrs. Lina Joyce, Miss Althea
Joyce, Mrs. Alice Marston, Miss Maxey of Rcckland. Miss Alda Pay- man}- years, having been employed
Alice Miller, Mrs. Mabelle Crone, son. Miss Mabel Payson and Miss in the local mills.
. He is survived by his wife, AraMiss Norma Hoyle, Donald Welt. Mary Mutch of Camden.
bel
Light; three daughters, Mis.
Earle Deane, Frederick Quimby,
Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Monkhouse
Blanche
Secott, of Rumford; Mrs.
and Albert McPhail of Owl's Head. of Portland and Mr. and Mrs. Wen
Olive
Weaver
and Mrs. Madelle
Mr. and Mrs. Albert U. Rhodes dell Emery cf Rockland made a
Leonard
of
Camden;
one son, Ches
and daughter Judith were visitors visit Sunday at C. L. Dunbar's.
ter; a brother. Joseph Leonard and
Sunday at the home of Walter
Mrs. Harvey Willis is visiting in a sister, Mrs Jennie Davis of Fal
Campbell in South Portland.
Dorchester. Mass.
mouth Foreside; also several grand
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Sylves
A fine Easter concert w’as given
ter of Weymouth Heights, Mass., Sunday night at the Advent children.
Funeral srvices will be held from
were holiday visitors at the heme of Christian Church. The first part
the
Good Funeral Home Wednesday
Miss Hortense Bohndcll.
William Knight is substituting was presented by the South Hope at 2 o'clock. Burial will be in the
as clerk at the First National Store grade school pupils directed by family let in Mountain Cemetery.
during the absence of Maurice their teacher, Mrs. Olive Crockett
Marston, a member of the Senior of Camden; the second part by Conversation On Main Street
Class now on a trip to Washington, the South Thomaston Sunday
"It showed in the Community
School, conducted by Miss Hazel
D. C.
Building
twice but I didn't get a
MlSs Lillian Brann has returned Lane, director of rural religious
chance
to
see it. The first time
to Reading. Mass., to resume her education. Mrs. R. E. Robbins was
it
stormed
so hard and the last
teaching duties, after spending the organist.
time
my
mother
was sick, but I'm
William
Oculd
of
South
Union
school vacation at her home on 1
is visiting his grandparents, Mr. surely going up to the Camden
West street.
Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Payson and and Mrs. H. A. Hart while his Opera House April 24 and see it."
son Stanley of Waterveliet, N. Y. mother is in Massachusetts cn a What is she talking about? The
first person who sends in the cor
are visiting her parents, Mr. and visit.
rect answer to Box 35 Camden,
Mrs. H H. Rcbbns
Mrs. Mayme Carroll will be hos
Unhappiness is scarcely ever the w 11 be given a pass to "Knox
tess Wednesday afternoon to the lot of that mortal who has fully County On Parade."—adv.
Baptist Ladies' Circle.
determined to accept life as it is.
Mr. and Mrs. Cary Bek and Mr. make the most of it, and garner COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADle
and Mrs. Hanson returned Monday the best frem it.
WORK WONDERS
to Philadelphia after spending the
weekend at “Rosemary,’’ Russell
avenue.
<MEW)
Capt. and Mrs. Fred Wood and
Capt. and Mrs. William Eaton of
Orland, Mrs. Frank Eaton of Win• RESIST FADING!
terport and son Newell of Old Town
• RESIST MILDEW!
were weekend guests at the home
of Capt and Mrs. Ernest M. Torrey
• STAY BEAUTIFUL!
Mrs. Mabel Withee, with Mr. and

iy Gladyt St. Clair Heistad

j

One hundred New England Con
servatory scholarships, each for
$109, will be awarded by the New
England Conservatory of Music,
Boston.
a
scholarship
being
open to one qualified pupil
in this year's graduating class
of each high school in New
England.
The scholarship is
fcr enrollment in September, 1941.
in the fi:st year of the Ccnsevatcry four year course leading to
the degree of Bachelor of Music
or in the three year course lead
ing to the Diploma. The candi
date recommended for the scholar
ship must possess outstanding
ability in his or her particuar field,
must have a good scholastic record,
and must be in need of the finan
cial assistance the scholarship
affords. Candidates will be recom
mended by their principal or super
visor. Where more than one pupil
in a graduating class is recom
mended for the scholarship, ar
rangements will be made for a
competitive examination, either
locally or at the Conservatory.
Requests for further information
are to be made before May 1st
and addressed to the Director.
New England Conservator}’ of
Music, 290 Huntington avenue,
Boston, Mass.
A New England Conservatory of
Music student wins $1,200 award
for musical composition—.Arnold
A Chaitman of Dorchester, Mass.,
student
of
composition with
Quincy Porter at the ConservatoryHis prize is the Joseph H. Bearne
award, bestowed annually by Col
umbia University for the best mu
sical composition by an American
composer between 18 and 25 years.
The composition bears the title
of "Sinfonietta for Strings.” Mr.
Chaitman was awarded a diploma
with honors by the Conservatory
in 939, and since has continued his
studies in composition with Mr.
Porter. Dean of the Faculty of
the Conse.’va.tory*. His ccmposition "A Jazz Passacaglia," was
played at the Pop Concert in June,
1939. Mr. Chaitman pays the viola
and is a member of the viola sec
tion of the Conservator}- orchestra.
This year he has held a Carr
Scholarship and an Oliver Ditson
Scholarship at the Conservatory.
• • • •
Efrem Z.mbalist. who will direct
the Curtis Institute of Music after
June 1, has engaged MSeczysaw
Munz to teach piano at the school
beginning October 6. Mr. Munz.
who was born in Cracow, Poland,
and now lives in the United States,
will continue his concert activity.
He has toured extensively in the
United
States,
and'
Canada,
as well as in Europe, Aus
tralia and the Orient. He al
ready has been a member of the

faculty at the Institute—from 1939
to 1932. Under the present con
tract he will be associated in the
piano department with Rudolf Serkin. Mme. Isabelle Vengerova and
Jorge Bolet.
Leading male soloists for the
oratorio. "P lgrim’s Progress." to
be presented by a massed chorus
at the annual convention of tire
Maine Federation cf Music Clubs.
Tuesday, May 13. in Portland, in
clude William J. Cupp of Ban
gor as "Christian." Erie B. Ren
wick as "Apollyon" and Thcmas
Bean of Portland as "Shepherd
Boy." The Rev. G. Ernest Lynch,
pastor of the First Parish Unitar
ian Church of Portland’, will be
the narrator, having the part of
the “Dreamer" in the Prcicgue.
Mr. Cupp is a graduate of the East
man School of Mus c at Rochester.
N. Y., and has a baritone voice. He
is a voice instructor at Bangor. Mr.
Renwick has been a familiar
figure in Maine's concert circles
for some yea is. Thcmas Bean is
the boy soprano in the choir at
St. Luke’s Cathedral. Lucille Pot
ter Lavin will have the part of
the "Angel.’’ and Miss Georgia A
Thomas of Portland' that of Chris
tian's wife. But one part remains
to be assigned—that of "Evangel
ist," a tenor. The flrst and fourth
parts of the oratoric—"City of De
struction" and “Celestial City"—
are to be presented. Tliis is the
flrst time that the oratorio has
been given by a State Federation,
and Maine's chorus will be one of
the largest to sing the oratorio.
Dr. John Warren Erb cf New York
will be director, and Dr. Edgar
Stillman Kelley of Ohio, composer
of the oratorio, will be honor guest.
• • • •

ven's “Missa Solemnis.’ The for
mer will be performed as one of
tlie offerings to be featured in
commemoration of .the 150th an
niversary of Mozart's death. The
three series of concerts will be:
Series A: July 31, Aug. 2 and
Aug. 3.
Series B: Aug. 7-9-10.
Series C: Aug. 14-16-17.
Other composers to be represen
ted in the programs are Haydn.
Schubert. Mendelssohn, Brahni
Tschaikovsky. Sibelius, W’agner
Strauss, Debussy, and Berlioz, and
from the newer writers. Copland
Walter Piston. H ndemith, Sam
uel Barber, and Hcward Hanson.
• • • •
A choral concert ls to be given
at BcwdoiiuCollege Saturday nigh
April 26. at 8 o'clock—a joint one
by tire Wellesley College Choir and
the Bowd-cin Glee Club. Tlie pro
gram will consist cf the second
and third parts from the Messiah,
a group by the Wellesley College
Chapel
Choir
alone.
includ
ing a new composition called
"Tlie Waters of Babylon." The
Bowdoin College Chapel Choir will
sing the following group: Passion
Motet, Josquin des Pres; Christu.s
Factus
Est.
Anerio;
Cantate
Domino. Hassler; Souls of the
Righteous. Wiliam Byrd; Hospodi
Pclolui. Lvovsky. This should in
terest local music lovers—4t is a
comfortable ride to Brunswick, and
the bridge toll is new minus. An
added attraction is a dance in the
gymnasium after the concert, with
music by the Polar Boars.

end with Mr Oxton’s parents, Mr.
and Mrs Edward A Oxton. The
latter has been confined to bed
12 weeks as result of a fall.
Mrs. Bruno Mazzeo was weekend
guest of Mr and Mrs. N W. Mazzeo
in Rockland, while Bruna Mazzeo
was in Boston, an entrant in the
B AA. Marathon.
Mr. and Mrs. H D Crie arrived
Friday from San Diego. Calif., and
are guests of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar
Crie.
The annual meeting of the Gar
den Club will be held Thursday at
3 o'clock at the home of Mrs. J
Edward Elliot, Dunn street. There
will be reports of committees and
officers and election of officers.
Rev. and Mrs Donald F. Perron
were in town Sunday for a brief
visit with friends, returning to
Lowell. Mass Sunday night and to
Camp Dix Monday. Rev Mr. Per
ron will sail shortly for South
America for two years' army serv
ice.
Rep. and Mrs. Lee C. Good of
Monticello and Augusta, and Mr.
and Mis. Fred S. Kenniston of
Union were guests Sunday of Rep.
sale at Donaldson’s Store Tuesday
.and Mrs. William T. Smith.
At Ballard School
Jack, son of Lieut, and Mrs. J. afternoon. Mrs. Shirley Williams,
Edward Marks, celebrated his Mrs. Carrie Carroll and Mrs. Sadie
Ballard Business School held a
third birthday Saturday with a Chaples were appointed a nominat
party in the tower room of the
party at his home on Lawence Ave ing committee to report at the next
Community Building. Friday night.
nue The guests were John Ingalls meeting. Refreshments were served
Committees were: Program, chair
by
Mrs.
Emma
Kalloch
and
Mrs
and his mother. Mrs. Elmer In
man, Virginia Wyllie. assisted bv
galls, Donna Carroll and mother, Carrie Carroll.
Corinne Jordan and Burnell Mank;
Mrs. Lawrence Carrol 1, Arthur
Mr. and Mrs. Weston Young en
refreshments, chairman, Priscilla
Strout and mother, Mrs. Alfred tertained the Rook Club Saturday
Robinson
assisted by Nathalie
Strout, John Elliot and mother, night at a party in honor of the
Smith,
Doris
Boyd, and Doris
Mrs. Albert Elliot, David Stone birthday of Warren Knights. Prizes
Caven.
Being
the
month of birth
and Richard Feyler all of this town, at rook fell to Mrs. Albert Anderson
days. birthday cakes, ice cream and
Gary Witham and mother, Mrs. and Howard Cole of Rockland, for
soft drinks were served for refresh
Edwin Witham of Tenant's Harbor, highest scores, and to Mrs Cole and
ments. Miss Virginia Wyllie acted
and Cynthia Congdon and John Mr. Knights for lowest. Refresh
Gowell of Glen Cove. Refreshments ments included a birthday cake ln
as mistress of ceremonies, very ably
were served, the table appropriate honor cf the occasion.
carrying out the program of games,
NORTHERN APRIL
ly decorated with red, white and blue
stunts, and dancing which were en
The music of the earth, the lovely
The grand prize will be awarded
sound
and bearing a beautifully decorat tonight at the last of a series of
joyed
by all.
Of little brooks and rivulets and rills
ed birthday cake as its centerpiece. card parties sponsored by the Star
The chaperons were Mrs. Nellie
Flowing In bright skeins upon the
hills
Favors were presented the young circle, held in the Masonic ban
Ballard and Miss Virginia Richard
Rises above the sodden land; the
guests.
night
son
quet hall. Play will start at 7.30.
Comes with new beauty and the polar
• • • •
Mrs. Ella Hopkins who has been
star.
Mrs. William Sharpe of Minden,
residing here has gone to Swan's
Frederick
Collins.
Jr.. Ballard '41.
Flying above the wood
Nev., who has been visiting several
i Where vanishes the last, creviced
Island to make her home.
has
been
engaged
as
secretary to
remnant of the snows)
Mr and Mrs. E. C. J. Price of days with Mr. and Mrs. Donald P.
The geese return to Summer Harbor John Thompson, chief chemist at
age,
West Roxbury, Mass., were week George, left yesterday and was ac
A living arrow from the bow of Spring the Lawrence Portland Cement Co,
companied as far as Concord. N H..
end guests of Mrs. Scctt Young.
Henry Beston (Christian Science Thomaston. Maine.
• • • •
Friendship Temple, P. S will be by Mrs. W B D. Gray, who pro
Monitor).
• • • •
guests of Mayflower Temple Friday ceeded from Concord to Newton
Dominick P. Cuccinello. Jr., sec
John Barrymore will appear retary to John Newell, Brunswick,
night, preceded by supper at 6.15. Center, Mass., for a brief visit with
her
parents,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Charles
with
the Philadephia Orchestra un spent the weekend at his home in
A social hour will follow the busi
Copeland.
der Jose Iturbi at Robin Heed Dell Rockland.
ness meeting.
on July 17 in a program of poetic
* • • •
Mrs. John Carleton Mason and Beam Trawler Contract
and
dramatic
excerpts
with
musi

daughter Joan, of North Easton,
Richard Rising is enrolled at the
The Morse Boatbuilding Com
cal background.
Mass spent the weekend with her pany has been awarded a contract
Ballard Business School for a spe
• * • •
mother, Mrs. John Hanley.
cial course in shorthand.
for a 93-foot beam trawler, to be
The
program
of the 8th annual
• • • •
Leon Simmons is spending the buirt for L. C. McEwen of Glouces
Berkshire
Symphonic
Festival
to
school vacation at Glenmere with ter, Mass. It will be the largest
Daniel Munro has been engaged
be given by the Boston Symphony in the office of the Rockland-Rock
Miss Rosa. Teele and Miss Edith constructed in these yards since
Orchestra under Serge Kcusse- port Lime Company. Inc.
Harris.
the business started 35 years ago.
vitzky in August, at "Tanglewocd ’
Mrs. Harriet McDonald of Aina
Work, however, will not begin on
near Stockbridge. Mass., will in
was weekend guest of her cousin,
A firm biography of Simon Boli
this
trawler
for
another
few
weeks.
Frank Linikcn and Mrs. Liniken.
clude two major choral works— var. the Venezuelan patriot, is to
Nearly 70 attended the supper Another contract for a 92-fcot
Mozart's ‘'Requiem” and Beetho be made in Mexico.
fpensored by the Parent-Teacher trawler has been awarded this
Association Thursday at the Fed firm, the keel to be laid inside the
erated vestry Mrs. Bowdoin Graf shop within a few weeks. This
ton, Mrs. J. Russell Dav s and Mrs. craft w 11 be for Philip Curcuru of
Ray Spear were the committee. A Gloucester. Mass.
Meanwhile work is progressing
business meeting followed the sup
per and among business matters on a 94-foot trawler for Capt. John
was tlie appointing of a nominat G. Murley of Fairhaven. Mass.,
ing committee, Mrs. Guy Lermond, and a 9i-fcot beamer fcr William
GENERAL INSURANCE
Rev. H F. Leach and Mrs. Edwin Eldredge of New Bedford, both to
Mr. Lindsey are to report for the be launched next month. Also un
next month. Rev. Mr. Leach and der construction is a 92-fcot craft
Mr. Lindsey*! are to report for the of the same type for Joseph Ciare375 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
playground ccmmittee at the next metoro of Gloucester, Mass.
meeting. The eighth grade was
TELEPHONE 77
A 92-foot trawler, Ben and Jose
awarded the attendance banner.
phine, built for Benjamin Curcuru
42T48
At the meeting of the W C.T.U. of Gloucester, and launched last
held Friday at Mrs. Eleanor Clark's month, is at the Dunn and Elliot
MERCHANTS MUTUAL
MERCHANTS * FARMERS MUTUAL
home these delegates were chosen dock having her engine and part
CASUALTY CO.
EIRE INS. CO.
to attend the State convention to of the fishing gear installed. She
Buffalo, N. Y.
Worcester, Mass.
ASSETS. DEC 31, 1940
be held at Rockland May 19: Ex- will be ready for sea .in about
ASSETS. DEC 31. 1910
Real Estate,
*115.832 00
Mortgage Loans (first
officio delegates, Miss Margaret three weeks A 30-foot Friendship
Mortgage Loans,
673,763 93
Hens).
26 500 00
Crandon, Mrs. Clara Sawyer and sloop for Mr Morse is also under
Stocks and Bonds,
2 039 388 fil
Stocks and Bonds,
369.403 36
Cash
ln
Office
and
Bank,
1.171.157
54
Cash In Office and Eank.
107.617 93
Mrs. Eleanor Clark, delegate at
Ascents' Balances,
384.261 33
Agents' Balances.
37 907 41
large, Mrs. Nina I>each, delegates, construction.
Bills Receivable.
20,702 67
Interest
and
Rente.
3.733 56
Fourteen
men
have
been
added
Interest and Rents.
15.686 73
All other Assets,
867 25
Mrs. Lilia Clark, Miss Gladys Fer
nald and Mrs. Ora Woodcock, and to the Morse staff since last Fall,
Gross Assets.
$4 420.792 81
Gross Assets.
$546,030 04
Deduct Items not admitted. 620.450 10
alternates, Mrs. Edith Richards making a total of 49 men at the
Deduct Items not admitted.
2 681 14
present
time,
and
work
is
assured
Mrs. Ida Parks and Mrs. Ernest
Admitted,
$3.800 342 71
Admitted.
$543 348 90
up to next December.
Reed.
LIABILITIES, DEC 31. 1940
LIABILITIES. DEC 31, 1940
Net Unpaid Losses,
$1 896 662 43
Russell Young of Portsmouth was Church Visitors Present
Net Unpaid Losses.
$9,976 42
Unearned Premiums,
1 052.127 02
Unearned Premiums,
256 658 55
at home for the weekend.
All other Liabilities.
101.180 79
A deputation from Maine Chris
A',1 other Liabliltie-.
10 069 93
Mrs. Ellis Young gave a party tian Asscciation of the University
Surplus over all Liabilities,
750.372 47
Surplus over all Liabilities. 266.644 00
Saturday in observance of the ninth of Maine visited the Baptist and
Total Liabilities and
Total Liabilities aod
Surplus.
birthday of her daughter Joan A Federated Churches Sunday—con$3,800,342 71
Surplus.
$543,348 90
jolly afternoon of games was en oucting all services throughout the
SUN UNDERWRITERS INSURANCE
STANDARD ACCIDENT
UNITED STATES BRANCH
joyed, Donald Paulsen winning the day in a manner which was a credit
CO. OF NEW YORK
INSURANCE COMPANY
ROYAL EXCHANGE ASSURANCE
prize for guessing the number of to themselves and an inspiration
ASSETS, DEC 31, 1940
Detroit, Mirh.
OF LONDON
marbles in a jar. Cookies, punch to the large congregations in at
Stocks and Bonds.
$1,628,987 68
111 John St.. New York, N, V.
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1940
CasUHn
Office
and
Bank,
217.380
01
and ice cream were served, there tendance.
Agents' Balances,
92,607 44 Real Estate.
ASSETS. DEC. 31, 1940
$1 159 295 04
also being a pink and white birth
Interest and Rents,
6.565 69 Mortgage Loans,
At the Baptist Church. Miss Olive
1 110600 22 Stocks and Bonds,
All
other
Assets,
Cr.
3.896
49
$4,041,638 "6
day cake
The table centerpiece Rowell was in charge, Jchn P Web
Stocks and Bonds,
11,334 833 61 Ca-h tn Office and Bank
753 142 56
Cash
In
Office
and
Bank.
10.544
483
00
was a pink anrd white bunny from ster Jr. of Bangor gave the address,
Gross Assets.
$1,941,644 33
582 437 93
Balances.
Agents' Balances,
2.8G4.7O2 15 Agen«
Deduct
Items
not
admitted,
248.781
86
19.604 01
and Rents,
which tc all points of the table were and M ss Irene James of Woodland
Bills Receivable.
134.037 53 Interest
22.737 59
All other Assets.
Interest
and
Rents.
55.841
97
ga.ly colored streamers attached to was the soloist. Mrs. Grace M.
Admitted.
$1,692,862 47 All other Assets.
957.251 76
Grftss Assets.
$5,419,560 IS
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1940
favors concealed under the bunny Strout was organist.
$62,771 00
Gross Assets,
$28 161 050 28 Deduct Items n ,t admitted. 337.389 33
Net Unpaid Losses.
These invited were Irene Johnson.
Tire interest in the service was
457.064 57 Deduct Items not admitted. 1.207,67 5 08
Unearned Premiums,
Admitted,
$5 082.170 35
Fiank Hardy. Katherine Hardy. greatly augmented by the presence
All other Liabilities,
27.650 00
600
0000
00
Admitted.
$26,953,375
20
Cash
Capital.
LIABILITIES,
DEC.
31.
1940
Constance Knights, Rcbert Mac- of Rev. Den a Id F. Perron, who
545,376 90
Surplus over all Liabilities,
LIABILITIES.
DEC
31.
1940
Net
Unpaid
Losses.
$600
523 1
Farland. Irville Luce. Leon Sim peke briefly upon the outlock of
Unea$ned Premiums,
2.777,393 6.
Total Liabilities and
Net Unpaid Losses.
mons. Donald Paulsen. Diane Saw Christianity from the viewpoint of
$9 941.162 74 An other Liabilities.
282 737 17
$1,692,862 47 Unearned Premiums,
Surplus.
6 447 920 53 Capital. Depo lt
500 00c
yer, Edith Hunt. Virginia Saunders. an army chaplain.
AU other Liabilities.
1.634.041 43 Surplus over all Liabilities. 921.515
Audrey Yeung and Miss Charlotte
Cash
Capital.
1.759
380
00
GREAT
AMERICAN
INSURANCE
CO.
At the Federated Church John
Surplus over all Liabilities. 7.170 870 50
1 Liberty St., New York, N. Y.
Dyer, all of this town, and Jan'ce P Cullinan of Norway gave the
Total Liabilities and
In a class by themselves! Exclusive
$5,082,170
Surplus.
ASSEiS, DEC. 31, 1940
Mitchell of Waldcboro.
Total Liabilities and
t)L'LUX formula that resists fad
address,
M
ss
Barbara
Cole
of
BryStocks and Bonds.
42 419.451 82
Surplus.
«
x.
„
~
.
■
—
,.
Orono
directly
following
the
close
$26,953,375
20
High scores at the meeting of the ant Pend and Miss Syivia Belden cf tj,e dav
Cash in Office and Bank,
4,123.250 6»
ing and discoloring mildew. Four
THE EAGLE FIRE COMPANY
Agents Balances.
2.801.193 30
Contract Club last Friday after of Prentice, conducted the services,
OF NEW YORK
greens, brown and black. Look
Bills Receivable.
76.399 97
GREAT AMERICAN INDEMNITY CO.
noon were held by Miss Lucy Rokes and Kenneth Closson of Ellsworth Mrs. Susie E. Davis
Interest and Rents,
125,907 00
73 Maiden Lane, New York, N. Y.
better
—
last
longer.
$
,
53
q
,.
New
York,
N.
Y.
All other Assets,
1.387.340 50
and Mrs. Fred G. Campbell of was soloist
The Church choir
Funeral services will be . held
ASSETS. DEC. 31 1940
ASSETS. DEC. 31. 1940
Warren. This week's meeting will contributed an anthem.
Gross Assets.
$50,933,543 28 Stocks and Bonds.
Wednesday at 2 o’clock from 4 Me$13 141,570 90 Stocks and Bonds.
2.175.681 96
Deduct Items not admitt ed. 752.663 97 Cash ln Office and Bank.
be held at Miss Rckes' again.
281.570 8!
3.716.400 07 Cash In Office and Bank.
The "deputation” was present at chanic street fcr Mrs. Susie E. DaAgents' Balances.
49.233 60
1 892.615 72 Agents Balances.
Willlams-Brazier Auxiliary met a united meeting of Christian En- , vis, wno died Sunday. Mrs. Davis
•Admitted.
$50
180
879
31
A WORD TO HOME OWNERS!
Interest and Rents,
' 18.756 90
55 589 00 Interest and Rents,
Friday at tlie new Legion Rooms. deavor and Epworth League at the was bera May 4. 1866 at Cushing.
LIABILITIES, dec 31. 1940
AU other Assets,
48.791 64
814 019 65 All other Assets,
If you are planning to paint the exterior or re
Net Unpaid Losses.
It was voted to hold a cooked food Baptist vestry at 6 o'clock.
$1,675 824 03
,daughter cf Isaac and Phoebe
Gross
Assets.
$2,574,034
91
Gross
Assets.
$19
619
995
34
Unearned Premiums.
13.674.295 51
67 429 74
decorate the interior of your home, ask us for our
In the evening the churches unit- ! <Thompson* Weaver. She had re- I
All other Liabilities,
1.487.638 21 Deduct Items not admitted. 256.761 46 Deduct Items not admitted
Cash Capital.
2.150 000 00
ed in a candlelight sendee in the ' sided in this town the past 18 years.
Admitted.
$19,363,233 83
Admitted,
$2,508,605 17
•Surplus over all LiablllCOLOR SELECTOR AND STYLE BOOK.
“KNOX COUNTY
Baptist Church. Mr
Cullinan. 1 coming here fem Port Clyde. She
ties,
25.193.121 56
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1940
LIABILITIES. DEC 31. 1940
ON PARADE”
speaker. Miss Belden and Edmond was the widow of Raymond Davis.
Total Liabilities and
Net Unpaid Losses,
$59 758 H
$7,328,181 00 Net Unpaid Losses.
Cyr of Old Town assisted.
Surplus.
$50.180 879 31 Unearned Premiums,
4 5 20 367 87 Unearned Premiums.
624 088 06
Several nieces and nephews survive.
Will Be Shown At The
J.
A.
JAMESON
CO.
• On the basis of Dec. 31. 1940 mar- AU other Liabilities.
27.930 40
968.857 00 All other Liabilities.
Mr
Clcsson
and
Miss
James
were
Rev.
H.
F.
Leach
of
the
Federated
ket
quotations
for
all
bonds
and
1
ooo
ooo on
1
000
000
00
Cish
Capital,
Cash
Capital.
.Camden Opera House
soloists. Mr. Closson also played Church will officiate at the funeral
TCI
17 stocks owned, this Company’s total Surplus over all Liabilities. 5.947.828 01 Surplus over all Liabilities.
794 828 57
ROCKLAND, ME.
I
I I admitted assets would lx* increased to
Thursday Evg at 8.15
the organ prelude.
services, and interment will be in 743 MAIN STREET,
$50 571,659 31 and surplus to $25,583.Total Liabilities and
Total Liabilities and
The "deputation’’ returned to the Thomaston cemetery.
901.56.
Surplus,
82,506,605 17
819.363.233 88
Surplus,
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Every-Other-Dav

jvfr. and Mrs. Walter
guests of their son. E <
in Cincinnati, Ohio.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbi
spent the weekend in B
were accompanied bv
Brown, who visited frlei
ing. Mass.
Lieut. Commander
James A. Lewis and :r
Marion, Pa., accompai
latter's fiancee. Dr M.i
of Westbrook were gue:
of Mr. and Mrs. Hal,pi
Summer street.

Misses Catherine J(
Thompson, Doris Colta.
Coltart spent the week
ton.
Sgt. Richard Moore t
spent the weekend w.
ents Mr. and Mrs. Eve:

Mr. and Mrs. Daniel
returned from Palm
and are occupying
street home.

Mrs. Francis Orne ui
appendicitis operation
Knox Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilhaii
of Quincy. Mass., wt
guests of Mrs. Mayer's
E. L. Scarlott and fam

Mr. and Mrs. Mavnar
Bangor were weekend
home of Mr. and Mrs
Mrs.
William
B|
Phoenix, Arizona enro
heme in Pittsfield spen
end with Miss Laur:
Park street.

Miss Dorothy Law i
Mary Lawry return
Boston.
Mrs. Alvin Morse ano
rich of Auburndale,
weekend guests of Mr
A F. Russell.
Mr. and Mrs. Richai
dard entertained Satu
at a dinner party,
being Mr and Mrs. W
man of Portland, Dr
Charles Leach of Pc
and Mrs. John Stevens
ter Kay, Mr. and Mr^
Clair, (Mr. and Mrs
Allen and Mrs. Fred L|
Mr. and Mrs. Harr}

turned this morning
Island after a week's
city in the course of
Johnson received med
ment at Knox Hospital

Mrs. Fiar.k C. Hew
Main street is in Wmi
Andover visiting frier.c

Joann Rose, daughter
Mrs. Peter W. Edward
tess Friday afternoon
of young friends, celel
tenth birthday annlvr
dining rocm was attiae
triotic decorations, an
cake, ice cream and
served. Game prizes
ed to Janice Stanley ai
Wallace. Other guests
jorie Leeman. Elaine a
Christofferson, Barbara
Arlene Edwards. Gr<
Elizabeth Crozier. 'Bcvi
Corinne Edwards. Cai
holm and Evelyn Pei
received many lovely
visit Lucien K Gre
second floor, 16 School
Fellows Block, City, fo
fcoats and Cloth Coats,
prices.
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Mi. a Solemnis. " The for11
performed as one Of
I
to be featured in
|
cf .the 150th antv of Mozart’s death. The
pies of concerts will be:
A: July 31, Aug. 2 and

B: Aug. 7-9-10.
C: Aug. 14-16-17.
composers to be represenI
n»a 111s are Haydn,
I
Mendelaaohn, Brahm
Dv-ky,
Sibelius, Wagner
1)1 bus y. and Berlioz, and
lie newer writers, Copland
Piston, H ndemith. Sam
per. and Hcward Hanson.
•

0

0

o

,1 ecncert is to be given
C< Uege Saturday night
at 8 0 clock—a joint one
Wellesley College Choir and
Vdr .n Glee Club. Tlie prorill consist cf the second
id parts from the Messiah,
by the Wellesley College
Choir
alone,
includ
ing composition called
praters of Babylon." The
Ci liege Chapel Choir will
|e following group: Passion
loMjiiin dcs Pres; Christus
Est.
Anerio;
Cantate
Hassler; Sculs of the
I
Wiliam Byrd; Hospodi
•. ky. This should .nlocal music lovers—4t is a
I
> to Brunswick, and
live toll ls new minus. An
Ini action is a dance in the
Inin after the concert, with
I ; lie Polar Bears.
illard School

li Buiness School held a
| the tower room of the
pit} Building, Friday night,
tees were: Program, chairirginia Wyllie. assisted by

Jordan and Burnell Mank;
hents, chairman. Priscilla
n assisted by Nathalie
Doris Boyd, and Doris
Being the month of birthItlidav cakes, ice cream and
:ks were served for refreshM. s Virginia Wyllie acted
|
: ceremonies, very ably
out the program of games,
|n<! dancing which were enall.
|haperona were Mrs. Nellie
anti Miss Virginia Richard•

0

0

0

rick Collins, Jr., Ballard '41,
I:
itu'd as secretary to
]
pson, chief chemist at
Iren e Portland Cement Co,
I . Maine
0

0

0

0

Lik P Cuccinello, Jr., sec|o John Newell, Bruns* a
e weekend at his home in
Id.

0

0

0

0

pa Rising is enrolled at the
|
School for a 5pcse in shorthand.
a

0

0

0

Munro has been engaged
of the Rockland-Rock-

J:i

(ie Company, Inc.

biography of Simon BoliVenezuelan patriot, is to
in Mexico.

Ml IIAI,

|
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•49.976
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|lll> STATES BRANCH
EXCHANGE ASSURANCE
OF LONDON
|tm st,. New York, N. V.
iETS. DEC. 31. 1940
$4.041.638 '*
I
753 142 56
l>“ • 11. I Bank.
582 437 93
lalanfes
19.604 04
}
Hi:,' ,
22.737 59
A--ets.
I Asset*.
$5,419,560 18
|em» 11 t admitted. 337.389
$5 082 170 35

I . rl
I

ITUTIES. DEC. 31. 1940
•®22S st
Premiums.
l iabilities,

r? 47

282 7.B
epo »t
50° 00?
icr all Liabilities. 921.515 ”

Liabilities and

$5,082 170 35

I.E EIRE COMPANY
NEW YORK
Lane, New York, N.

rs. DEC 31, 1940
>nds.
2.175.681 96
and Bank.
281.5,0
re8'
1 is 756 90

**
tfi,nU-

is_791— 64

•t.s.
»2’5«}'«9 74
not admitted.
—■
$2,503,605 17
IBS. DEC. 31. 1940
$59.758 14
624 088 06
27 930 J?

isses.
nlums,
litles,
11 Liabilities.

Ulties and

794J8* .
|2 5Oe,6O5 tf

White Ribboners

Page Seven

Blackinton - Howard Nuptials

Rubinstein Club

Important Coming Events
Announced At Friday’s
W. C. T. U. Session

Annual Banquet Held At
Green Gables-Miss Mabel
Spring Elected President

jlr and Mrs. Walter C. Ladd are
Tlie WC.T.U. met Friday An in
Richard Knowlton, who has been
;P,t of their son. E. Clifford Ladd employed ln Palm Beach, Fla., dur vitation was extended to all mem
rt Cincinnati, Ohio.
bers and friends to attend the In
ing the Winter, has returned.
stitute to be held at the Baptist
jjr and Mrs. Wilbur F. Senter
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene E. Stod Church, Thomaston, Friday, morn
jpint the weekend in Boston. They dard spent the weekend with ing and afternoon sessions and bas
fPre accompanied by Mrs. Touise their daughter, Mrs. William ket lunch at noon.
Notice was given that the Knox
grown, who visited friends in Read- Parker in East Hampton, Mass
County
Convention would be held
iag. Mass.
They are getting very busy in
•n Rockland. May 19. Miss Grace
•Mr. and Mrs. Harold E. Jackson Leigh Scott. National WC.T.U.
South Africa and extending air
Lieut. Commander
and Mrs. and son. Neil, were weekend guests
services to the delight of all classes.
lecturer and director, will be the
A
Lewis
and
son
James of at Hotel Statler.
• • • •
jamfspeaker.
garion, Pa., accompanied by the j
Because its streets have such a
A letter from the* State presi
■jtte:-v fiancee. Dr. Mary B. Hiller,
large number of the colorful trees,
Mr.
and
Mrs. E. W. Monkhou.se dent, Augusta Christie, urged mem
.< Westbrook were guests Saturday I
bers to write their Senator to sup
Morgantown, N C.. is known as the
jj Mr and Mrs. Ralph A. Smith, of Portland were Sunday guests of
Mimcsa C.ty, Too bad that beau
Mr. and Mrs. Wendell Emery, port bill S. 860 and their Represen
jammer street.
tative to support bill H-4000—both
State street.
tiful trees will not thrive in the
_____
pertaining
to
ccntrcl
of
sales
of
North. But there is a great variety
Slices Catherine Jordan, Vera
Mr. and Mrs. Edmund P. Walk- liquer in and about the urmy trainof lovely trees here and they
ftiomp on, Doris Coltart and Helen
ng camps; also prostitution.
should be guarded.
Coltart spent the weekend in Bos er of Portland spent the holiday
• • 0 •
Mrs. Mary Perry Rich conducted
weekend with Mr. and Mrs , Philip
ton.
Howard, Summer street. Mr . Walk- the program on Citizenship, giving
The Island of Barbados is one of
the most densely populated in the
Sgt Richard Moore of Fort Levett er, a former Vinalhaven boy, is a short address cn Our Freedom,
stating that there were five great
world.
Lpent the weekend with his par chief clerk of the Federal Bureau
documents of liberty. First was
• 0 • •
of
Marine
Inspection
and
Navients Mr- and Mrs. Everett Condon.
Magna Charter, granted to the
gation.
The world has come to the point
Engish people in 1215, securing to
Mr and Mrs. Daniel Paulitz have
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Blackinton (Dorothy How ard l and their attendants at their wedding Saturday after
the common man the right of trial noon. Left to right: Fred Harden, Jr., best man; Mr. and Mrs. Blackinton, Miss Nancy Howard, bridesmaid. of finding more serpents in this
I returned from Palm Beach, Fla., Dr. and Mrs. H. J. Weisman and by
earth than those that glide through
jury. Second the Mayflower
Ijnd are occupying their Beech Mrs. Edwin L. Scarlott spent the Compact,
stillnesses.
signed by 100 members
At a three o clock ceremony Sat her sister. Miss Nancy Hcward, used fcr house decorations, and re- the grass and• earthy
• • •
holiday weekend in Boston. Mrs.
h.reet home.
Scarlott's mother, Mrs. Firth, has of the Mayflower Company, 1620. urday aftenoon, in the presence cf locked most attractive in a gewn freshments were served by the
Dorothy Thompson has just been
the Declaration of Indepen a few relatives and intimate of navy blue crepe, with an Eliza bride's aunt. Fred C. Black, assist
Mrs Francis Orne underwent an recently returned from a visit in Third,
dence, 1776 Fourth, the Consti friends, at her mother's heme cn bethan cellar and cuffs of cm- ed toy Miss Victoria Anastasia. fined over in Vermont for careless
I appendicitis operation yesterday in Gardiner.
tution cf the United States, 1789. Rankin
street,
Miss Dorothy bro dered organdy, and shoulder M ss Inez Bowley. Miss Carolyn and negligent driving last Septem
|xncx Hospital.
Fifth, the Emancipation Proclama Hcward. daughter of Mrs. Esther corsage cf crchids. sweet peas and Hcward and Miss Earlene Perry. ber. Let's see; that was just about
Miss Lucy Ball and Miss Mildred
the time she was reversing herself
Mr and Mrs. William C. Mayers Sweeney are spending a week's tion, 1863 The rights of freedom Perry Howard and Dr. Emery B roses. Her hat was navy blue The guests were received at the on Willkie. She was fined for that
attained
under
these
documents
are
with
gardenias
!
door
by
Master
Emery
Howard,
Hcward,
and.
Ernest
R.
Blackin

straw
trimmed
I Quincy, Mass., were weekend vacation in Washington, D. C. the right cf free speech, a free
bit of typewriter driving, too; fined
i *^rciiests cf Mrs Mayer's brother. Dr. They were joined- in Lewiston by press, free religious worship, right ton. son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles and a face veil.
by
the pecple the major pot tion
Mrs. Blackinton was graduated
Tlie bridesmaid wore a jacket
r l Scarlott and family.
Miss Ball's niece, Miss Lucille of free assembly and right of peti W. Blackinton, were united in
of
her
popularity —Exchange
Pinette and another Millinocket tion. In no other country can these marriage. Rev. J Charles Mac dress of pewder blue crepe with frem Rockland High School in
• • • •
Donald officiated, using the single a pink flcwer hat, and shoulder 1939. Mr. Blackinton, who was
Mr and Mrs. Maynard Wiggin of teacher.
be
enjoyed
as
in
America
today.
Ralph Waldo Emerson gave
ring service.
I?,,:... r were weekend guests at the
corsage of pink roses and sweet graduated in 1931 from Rockland
The
18th
Amendment
was
not
a
sound
advice to the youth of this
Lome of Mr. and Mrs. John Post.
Preceeding the ceremony. Mrs. peas. The bride's mother's gown High Schocl, is now on the staff
Miss Agnes Flanagan spent the failure as generally considered, but
nation that still holds its excel
Hcward
sang
“
At
Dawning.
”
ac

was
cf
purple
crepe
and
her
corof
the
Bangor
Commercial.
weekend in Boston.
a great success, as proved by sta
Mrs.
William
Bigelow
of
After a weekend trip, the couple lence. He said, "Obey your heart
companied bj' Miss Ruth Seabury, cage was red roses,
tistics.
Ipiicenix. Arizona enroute to her
who also played the wedding
The greem was attended by Fred go. with the best wishes of many and be the nobility of this land in
Mr. and Mrs. A. Elliott Small.
fi lends, to make their heme in every age of the wo: Id."
..erne in Pittsfield spent the week Jr., of Portland were the weekend
Harden. Jr., as best man.
Mrs G. B. Rollins and daughter march.
0 • • •
end with Miss Laura Richards, guests of Mr. and Mrs. Roland G. Arlene are spending the week with
Tlie bride, who was attended by
Bouquets of Spring flewers were Bangor.
Luncheon guest: "What a big
Park street.
Ware, Talbot avenue.
Mrs. Rollins’ sister, Mrs. W. L.
girl
you have grown to be Mollie,
BIRD-FRENCH
Adams, in Old Town.
Liked Miss Snow
Union Stars Shine
dear. Now what do ycu propose
Muss Dorothy Lawry and Miss
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Hurley and
Miss Esther Marion French, to do when you grow up as big as
I Mary Lawry return today from daughter Patricia came from Au
Mrs. Joseph Jaseph of Fitchburg,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Willard your mother?”
I Boston.
burn to spend the weekend with Mass., is guest of Mrs. Edith Fol
Rockland Girl, Soon To Be
Orient Chapter Entertains B French of Turner, became the Mollie: “Diet;’
Mrs. Hurley's parents, Mr. and lansbee, Mascnic street.
0 0 0 0
Mrs Alvin Morse and Paul Hen- Mrs. D. J. Dorgan, Mrs. Hurley
Wedded. Retires From
bride of Richard Philbrock Bird,
Grand Officers Who
nch of Auburndale. Mass., were and Patricia to remain for two
i son of Mrs. Ella Bird and the
Here is a fine thought for this
Blue Hill _____
Library
Confer the Degree
George Rcbishaw Ls guest of his
!
| rrfkend guests of Mr. and Mrs. weeks. Also gues'ts for a week at uncle,
j
late
Sidney
M.
Bird,
Friday
night
country
to emulate. Tlie President
Harry Rob:shaw, in Roxbury,
A F Russell.
The
Blue
Hill
correspondent
of
of
the
Automobile
Association of
Officers
of
the
Grand
Chapter
of
:
in
a
quiet
ceremony
at
the
Unithe Dorgan home are Mrs. Her Mass.
Dr. John Rhodesia has appealed to members
the Bangor News writes:
Maine O.E.S. as guests cf Union, vcrsalis't parsonage.
man Carr and children of Machias.
Mr and Mrs. Richard S. Stod“Blue Hill has lost a librarian conferred the degree Saturdav on Smith Lcwe read the double ring to g ve lifts to all soldiers met on
Arthur P. Wardwell, who has been
l u: entertained Saturday night
the roads when possible. Friendly,
Valentine Chisholm is a patient
who in her years' stay has made Linwood
Hilt, Mrs. Evelyn Hilt, service.
it a d nner party, their guests in Pratt Diagnostic Hospital in spending the Winter with his ; many friends for the Ladies' Social Schuyler Hawes and Mrs. Juanita
The
bride
wore
an
attractive
en

kindly,
heartful. Christian.
• • • •
:■ 1.1 Mr and Mrs. William Hol- Boston. He was accompanied by daughter, Mrs. Charles Clement in Library'because cf her pleasing per. Hawes.
semble of wood viclet crepe with
Lowell
has returned home.
111 of Portland. Dr. and Mrs. Mrs. Edward Chisholm who will
matching
accessoiies.
and
her
It
was
not
until the year 1874
sonality and efficient service. Miss [i With the cxception cf a few subCharles Leach of Pcwnal. Capt. care for him while there. Mrs.
was
cf
crchids.
Her
that
day
schools
for girls were in
Eleanor
Snow,
whose
resignation
be(
s
titutions
in
the
ranks
of
the
Grand
)
ccrsa
6
e
First Lieut. Everett K. Mills of
and Mrs. John Stevens and daugh- Chisholm's daughter, Carolyn and
bridesmaid. Miss Doris Coltart. stituted.
came
effective
April
1,
came
to
.
c
fg
cers
those
in
the
chairs
during
Fort Williams spent the weekend at
0 0 0 0
ter Kay, Mr. and Mrs. George St. Joanne, are guests meanwhile of his heme.
Blue Hill a year ago. She is a i! the conferring of the degree were, were a beige dress and matching
accessories,
ani
carried
a
bouquet
Clair. Mr and Mrs. Amory B. Mrs. Chisholm s parents, in Whit
graduate of the Schcol of Libiaij j worthy grand matron, Alice L.
During, 1939 Canada's exports cf
.Allen and Mrs. Fred Leach.
Mr. and Mrs. L E. AylwarH are Science of Simmons College and Qraves Of Brownville Junction; of red roses. Hany Odem was best lumber exceeded 2,000 OOO.OCO feet.
man, Mass.
There they go in the billions again.
vacationing at Riviera Hotel, Day had for M years held libiary^posi- j wo-thy grand patron, Henry A man.
tions in New York State. During Dyer of Portland; associate grand
0 0 0 0
Mr and Mrs. Harry Johnson reGuests were the bride’s parents.
Emil Hunker cf Charlestcwn, tona, Fla.
this time she was for two years a matron Ella F. Fickett, Portland; Mr. and Mrs. F.ench. the groem's
I turned this morning to Swans Mass., was a holday and weekend
The Lewiston Blcachcry Mill has
Kami after a week’s stay in the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wilson re librarian in the Children’s depart associate grand patron, Lester M. mother, Mrs. Ella Bird, Mr. a fine contract fcr sheets for the
city in the course of which Mrs. Ogilvie. Limercck street. A fish turned to Criehaven today after ment of the Brooklyn. New York Bragdon of York; grand secretary. and Mrs. William French and Government, 19.760 of them in
Johnson received medical treat ing trip at Stonington featured spending a week with Mrs. Wilson's Public ’Library, and for eight years Mabel DeShon of Portland; grand daughter Betty Ann cf Auburn. fact at a cost of $14919. Tliis is
brother Ray Andersen, Talbot ave was a member of the library staff treasurer. Gertrude B. McTeer of Mr. and Mrs. Robert W. Hudson a good problem fcr the school
ment at Knox Hospital.
the visit.
cf White Plains Public Library.
nue.
Damariscotta; grand conductress, of Augusta. Mr. and Mrs. Elmer
“While at Blue Hill, Miss- Snow Lulu Morse cf Bangor; associate S. Bird 2d, and Mrs. Elmer S. children to find out just how much
Mrs. Fiar.k C. Hcwe of North
Mrs. George Davis, Mrs. Roy
the government is charged per
recatalcgued the Childrens
,
, .
_ „
Miss Ruth Marston has returned has
I Main street is in Winchester and Estes. Donald Estes and David
. ,
, , * ,, , l grand conductress, Dolly Dyer o f Bird. A reception l’cllcwed the sheet.
books, given many book talks to x
_______
Andover visiting friends.
• • • •
Bicknell attended open house at from a visit with her aunt, Mrs. Har various organizations in Blue Hill Pcrtland, substituting for Hortense ceremony, at the heme of the
Universiity cf Maine Saturday, as riet Levensaler, in Cambridge, Mass. and vicinity, and has made the Stevens of Lewiston; grand chap grooms mether.
Mrs. William H. Pouch was nom
Joann Rose, daughter of Mr. and guests of Mrs. Davis’ son, Grant
After a brief wedding trip, the inated without opposition fcr the
lain. Blanche E. Chase of Brown
Saturday
morning
story
hour
an
Mrs. John M. Richardson enter
Mrs Peter W. Edwards, was hos- Davis.
ville Junction; grand marshal. Eu couple wifi reside at the Spear office of President General of the
tained TH E. Club last night at her event for the children. In addition nice Larrabee of Belfast; past grand apartments.
:ess Friday afternoon to a group
to these activities, she conducted
D A R. for the next three years.
of young friends, celebrating her
Staff Sgt. Richard C. Anderson home on Granite street, for cards classes in library use and methods 1 matron, acting for Cora Scacole of
Mr. Bird graduated from Rock Her home Is in New York city.
and
refreshments.
Bridge
awards
tenth birthday anniversary. The returned to Fort McKinley Sunday
0 0 0 0
in co-operation with the schools. Augusta; grand organist. Blanche land High Schocl and University
dining rocm was attractive ln pa night, after being called home by went to Mrs. E. C» Boody, Mrs. Sher Under her direction the book club Lermond of Thomaston, acting for of Maine, and is connected with
Don'ts—Don't always serve eggs
man Rokes and Mrs. Daniel Paulitz.
triotic decorations, and birthday the death of his grandmother.
composed of Academy pupils has Pauline Smith of Portland; grand the Atlant’c Spice Co. Mrs. Bird boiled cr fried cr scrambled. It is
I ake. ice cream and cookies were
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Huntley of carried cn its activities. This club Adah, Marguueritc Payson, Wash graduated from Leavitt Institute estimated by scientific cocks that
Miss Rose Flanagan ls spending
served. Game prizes were award
Attleboro, Mass , were holiday guests met weekly at the library, learning ington and Union; grand Ruth. June and Farmington No mal Schocl. there are 742367 different ways in
ed to Janice Stanley and Margaret a few days in New York.
of IMr. and Mrs. Austin Huntley, and discussing library methods and Dodge of Strong; grand Esther, and is principal of Tyler School, which to serve eggs.
Wallace. Other guests were Mar
procedure. Several thousand bocks Gladys Palmer of Sangerville; grand Warren street.
0 0 0 0
Mr .and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike, Limerock street.
jorie Leeman. Elaine and Dorothy enroute North from a Winter s so
were added, to the library during Martha, Lois H. Frye of Machias;
Think of this. A 50-pcur.d lynx
Christofferson. Barbara Goldsmith, journ in Florida, are guests of Mrs
Miss Elizabeth Till of Boston and the year and under Miss Snow’s grand Electa. Dorothy A. Jardine of ed candles in red, white and blue, was rectntly shot near Waterville
Washburn;
grand
warder.
Josephine
Arlene Edwards, Greta Nelson, D E. Woolley and Mr. and Mrs. A. Clarkson Earle of North Andover, direction they were distributed to
the colors repeated in the napkins,
Elizabeth Crozier. Beverly Fickett, W. Spear in Mount Vernon N. Y. Mass., are visiting Miss Till's mother, many sections of the town and also D. Mccre of Orland; grand sentinel, which alternated,’ and in the dainty and if j’cu please, th.s big cat was
at the tima
Harlan E. Irish of Portland
Corinne Edwards. Carolyn Chis
Mrs. Walter Drinkwater in Spruce to the Ellsworth jail.
place cards, the names of the grand s alking live stock
0 V 0 0
Corsages of sweet peas and car officers and the officers of the en“While Miss Snow's numerous
holm and Evelyn Perry- Joann Mrs. Mary Dinsmore will be chair Head.
The Bible is the learned man's
nations
were presented the grand <e:fjaining chapter being printed
friends
are
sorry
to
lose
the
daily
received many lovely gifts.
man of the supper Saturday night
masterpiece,
the ignorant man's
officers
by
Mrs.
Gladys
Cramer,
Monday Niters were entertained association cf a friend they are
inside.
at St. Peter's Undercroft, and shl
dictionary,
and
the wise man's diworthy
matron
of
the
hostess
Chap

congratulating
her
upon
her
ap

The guest book was in charge of
visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s will be assisted by Mrs. Ella Hy last night at the home of Mrs. John
lecto
’
w.
This
was
md by Mary
proaching
marriage
to
William
D
ter.
Mills.
High
scores
went
to
Mrs.
O.
Dr. Mlton M. Stephenson, Mrs.
second floor, 16 School street, Odd land .Miss Margaret Buttomer and
An additional gift in the form of Christine Barker and Mrs. Gladys Baker Eddy and with truth.
Rounds,
of
the
legal
department
of
B.
Brown.
Mrs.
Forest
Hatch,
Mrs.
Fellows Block, City, for Furs. Fur Mrs. Mason. Miss Georgia Stevens
0 0 0 0
William Hooper and Mrs. Clarence the Canal National Bank of Port individual pencils bearing the Star Cramer were committee on decora
| Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate will direct the dining room, and
Husband:
“
My
dear, why did you
land.
Miss
Snow
is
with
her
paremblem
was
also
found
by
each
Knowlton; Mrs. (Mildred Achorn re
tions and supper was served under
1 prices.
9-tf tickets are in charge of Mrs. Davis. ceiving consolation and Mrs. Hatch ents in Rockland
grand officer as he or she took the the direction of Mrs. Nan Burns, step dealing wuth the Smith mar
station.
the travel prize. The meeting next j
Mrsv Hattie Leach, Mrs. Carolyn ket? That man owes me and I
The meeting was opened and Williams, Mrs. Henrietta Harding. can t collect a cent.’
week will be with Mrs. Austin COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
closed by the officers of Orient Mi's. Marion Alden. Mrs Marie But
Yeung wife: "I don't like him.
WORK WONDERS
Huntley.
Chapter, with the worthy matron, ler, Mrs. Carrie Abbott, Mrs. Gen I brought a chiJkcn from him the
Gladys Cramer, presiding.
eva Prescott. Mrs. Alice Williams, other day and there wasn't one
Two hundred and fifty attended Mrs. Mary Payson.
bit of stuff.ng in it. That's why.”
TODAY,
0 0 0 0
the meeting, 175 of them visitors.
Among the visiters were Mrs. Eu
Noticing
what
young writers on
One Ohio firm tried rest periods
WED.-THURS.
HOC KLAMO
nice Larrabee cf Belfast, and Mrs. and increased production 12 per cocking have to say on foods for
Elizabeth Libby of Portland, both cent while shortening the work day- the ycung prevekes this question:
past grand matrons, cf the Grand g.66 percent.
Why when they give a recipe fcr
Chapter of Maine, and Mrs. Elea
gingerbread
do they think all the
f A
nor Gregory of Vinalhaven, district
spices in the world of condiments
deputy grand matron of District 12
TWO BIG FEATURES
have to be used? An “Old fash
Wednesday-Thursday
Thirty-nine chapters were repre
• w
ioned gingerbread' it was called,
sented. as follows: Icna. Corner
probably as much as three years
Stone and Deering Chapters of
old. Had both soda and baking
Portland, Orient of Union, Garripewder, w.th molasses and sugar—
sen Hill of Wiscasset. Machias cf
fc- the screen's greatest
ve Gee's and little fishes—five
Machias, Jephthali cf Southwest
character since “Stella Dallas '
kinds cf .< pices. Poor children, and
and “The Old Maid”
Haibor, Riverside of O.land, Fond-—from Loko
one
might alto say, poor l.tile
Placid to Miami
du-lac of Washington, Rose of
Richard
A.
Rowland
tummies.
..in o sparkling,
Shatcn cf Augusta,. Fadette of
0 0 0 0
top h itticotod
Ycik.
Felicity
cf
Buck'port.
Echo
of
comedy romanco
Canada simply can't afford to
Brcwnviile. Oppalunski of Strong.
guaranteed to
let
her people <pcnd money in the
Tuscan of Banger. Sus e Carr cf
make you glow I
United States until this war has
Sangerville, Coldvale cf Washburn,
been conquered, and this country
Seaside of Camden, Lakeview of
will be glad to go there and spend
Jeffescn, Marguerite of Vinalhaven,
the needed cash that wdll help her
Nacmi of Tenant's Harbcr, Harbor
in the heroic effort to hold fast;
Light cf Rockport, Anchor cf Sears
MARTHA
WH.UAM
• Store With Us.
and enjoy themselves at the same
port. Crystal. Damariscottta. Golden
SCOn
GARGAN
time in vacations.
Rod of Rcckland. Ivy of Warren.
• Store in our Cold, Dry Air Storage.
• • • •
Lily cf the Valley cf China. Grace
Added
It was the immoital bard who
The most modern method known to
cf Thcmastcn. Oakland cf Oakland.
Latest March of Time
said. “Ccwards die many times be
Rosewood of.Searsmnt. Primrose cf
“AUSTRALIA AT WAR”
sciepce.
fore their death. The valiant
Belfast. Beach cf L ncolnville. Beth
TODAY
never taste of death but once.”
i
any cf Stockton, Forget-me-Not of
• Just Phone 541—we do the rest.
0 0 0 0
5‘TOBACCO ROAD”
South Thomaston. P ne Cone of
The
remarkably
fast develop
Auburn. Jonathan Hunt of Hermcn.
She’s "The-womanTieerDOKELlirtWIIHlfR
ment of the new air base in Ban
Rubie
cf
Winter
Harbor,
Wiwurfia
that's -always-paid"
gor which is the nearest continof Waldoboro, Somerset cf Flag
CONSTANCE MOOK* ML KCAN
tal base to Europe, is a splendid
staff.
JAMES ELLISON • MILDRED
BETH BAEWEA -LILLIAN CORNELL
accomplishment, with Colonel Carl
Supper was served, table decora
furriers
W Connell the commander of this
kCOLES * NIGEL BRUCE
tions taking a patriotic note. The
VIMINIA DALE * BED DONAHUE
Week Days,
2.M, 8.30, 849
16 SCHOOL STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
Z i
base. He has had tiO years Army
rustic
wooden
ceuterph'.-e
fcr
each
MARGARET HAMILTON
Sunday*.
3.90. 6.39. K.39
48-49
table, acted as a holder for light- j
Air experience.
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MISS BISHOP

I

Let Your Fur Coat

CHEERS FUR
MISS BISHOP

LIVE a Little Longer!

mems

LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON

Strand

The Rubinstein Club annual ban
quet was held at Green Gables Fri
day night. Five tables were filled
with members for the year's ending
of a more than usually fine study of
1 music season and a great inspira
tion to those who love real and
artistic performances.
After a delightful dinner the club
members adjourned to the home of
Mrs. A. J. Bird, Camden street,
where the business meeting was fol
lowed by a delightful program.
Punch and cakes were enjoyed, with
Mrs. Kate Derry at the punch bowl
and Mrs. Netti? Bird Frost and Mrs.
Dora Bird serving
Miss Mabel Spring was elected
president. Miss Dorothy Lawry vice
president Mrs. Muruiel Crie treas
urer, and Miss Margaret Simmons
secretary.
LUNT-STAPLES

Miss Mary E. Staples became tlie
bride of Grover C. Lunt April 15,
at the Baptist parsonage, Rev. J.
Charles MacDcnald reading the
double ring service. Tlie couple
were attended by Mrs. Kathleen
Bond, cousin of the bride, nnd Theo
dore Simpson of Fienchboro.
Tlie bride was attired in navy
blue and she wore a corsage of
American Beauty roses and white
sweet peas. Mrs. Bond was aqua
blue with a corsage cf roses. A re
ception was held at the home ol the
bride's sister, Mrs Perley Niles,
with 40 guests present.
Mrs Lunt is the daughter of Mrs.
Maude Staples and the late William
Staples. Mr. Lunt is a native of
Frenehboro, and is employed at McLoon Lobster Company.

MARTINSVILLE
Miss Myra H. A Marshall and
Mi's. Chester Marshall of Somer
ville, Mass., spent the past week
end at Mss Marshall’s Summer
home Mars-Hall.
Mrs. F. H. Pierson has returned
frem visiting her daughter Miss
Alvalene Pierson in New York City.
Hcrebert Turner lias returned
from spending the Winter in Wal
tham. Mass.
Fred Hooper who has employ
ment in South Portland spent tlie
weekend with his family here.
Mr. and Mrs Leroy Hupper are
much improved from recent at
tack cf grippe.
Miss Lavinia DavJs is making
her home with Mis. Harold1 Hup
per.
Mr. and Mrs. William Cock and
Mrs Holls Chadwick have re
turned from visiting their son W.
Sherwood in New Ycik City.
Mr. and M:s. James Verrier are
spending several days at their Ar
lington, N. J heme.
Mr. and Mis. G. N. Bachelder
spent Sunday in Augusta and
Waterville.
Harold Cliaples Is convalescing
from an injured foot sustained in
a bicycle accident.
Mrs. Mary Lou'se Holden of
Newton, Mass, is guest of Mrs.
Harold Hupper.
Mr and Mis. Harold Hupper
called Friday on Mrs Joel Hupper
and daughter Marjorie in Banger
Miss Caroline Alden of Allred, N
Y.. was also their guest that day.
Wallace Jackson Wsll of Au
gusta spent several days recently
with his gandparents Mr. and Mrs.
Wallace Watts.
Mr and Mrs. Earl Barter and
daughter Ruth of Portsmouth. N.
H., spent the weekend at their
home he,e.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank A. Wheeler
have returned from Massachusetts,
where they spent the holiday week
end at the home pf Mr. and Mrs.
Edward Wheaton and Miss Mildred
Gillette in Lexington.

Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Lovejoy,
daughter Priscilla and Mr. Lovejoy’s
mother, Mrs. Flora Lovejoy, spent
the weekend with Mrs. John Oattl
in Lebanon, Conn.
Lovely,picture post cards of Win
ter Haven, Fla . have been re
ceived by friends of the H Nelson
McDougalls of Portland and Peckland, who are spending a few weeks
there prior to attending the Bank
ers convention at Hot Springs, Va.

Mrs. Jane W. Bird and Mrs. Doro
thy Bird Snow have retuurned to
Trenton N. J., after their stay in
Coral Gables, Fla.

CAMDEN

Doris Mae Hopkins, Patricia Wail
and Robert Bishop will appear
April 23 at the Belfast dance re
cital given by Doris Heald School
of Dancing.
A fire at the Knox Woolen Co
in 1'. at 2 o'clock this morning caused
by ovei heated machinery caused
much excitement but slight damage
due to the efficient sprinkler
system.
CUURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADS
WORK WONDERS

-FOR WOMENONLYf
It fidgety nerve*, reaties* night# and
other din tress caused by functional
monthly disturbances keep you from
having run at such times—take Lydia
E Pinkham'a Vegetable Compoundfamous for over 60 years In relieving
weak, nervous feelings of women's
------------"dtfllcult days 1 WORTH TRYINOI
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WASHINGTON-AND YOU
By Margaret Chase Smith
Washington, April 21 — Legisla who work for and with their
tion, restricting the right to str.ke interests.
The Maine Congressional dele
may coir.-? before the House. I
gation.
under the chairmanship of
cannot say in advance what my
Senator
White.
is
discussing
vote w.ll te until I see the fcrm
of the proposal and know the cir means of easing the adverse effect
cumstances which ex'si when it of Canadian restrictions cn their
ccmes up My general principle is citizens ccmir.g here which are
agiiriJt rfsti Acting the right to hurting Maine business. We all
s‘r.ke. But many rights which are realize that Canada is under great
taken as a matter of course in pressure because of the war but
peace time, must be subordinated
in time of war. The national wel we hope that something mutually
fare comes before the right of any agTeeabl? can be worked out.
ir.d vidual or g oup. Should the 'which will make the effect on cur
rational defence reach a point Maine tourist and hotel business
which makes war-time regulation
necessary, then all groups must less disastrous than it has been.
The Business Men's Association
bow to that need—labor and man
agement al.ke, taxpayers and of Old Orchard Beach, and citizens
cf my District, have written me
young men of service age.
'
Such a situation might become abcut this, and I am working with
so serious as to involve an absolute ! the other members of the delegaprohibition on the right to strike ' tion and with Government agenon defense industries. There seems I cies here. The Old Orchard Assoto be no such urgent necessity yet. I eiation said that Veimont and
The proposals before us provide Mane have suffered materially.
for a coollr.g-off pe. iod before a , Their slcgan, "Playground of Two
sir.ke can be called. That may Nations,-’ has created goodwill
which is an asset in the mutual
be necessary.
At present I ain standing with need for defense and solidarity and
those officials in both Executive every effort should be made to con
and Legislative branches who tinue this close relationship, tlie
think we should try every method Association points cut. Natural inof mediation ar.d co-operation be i tercourse and travel help., the defore resorting to legislation which ' fense effort, they say. Present re
may be inflexible, time-consuming, strictions should be modified to
and may result in antagonisms in permit normal inter-travel in their
tlie industrial structure when opinion. The Lewiston Journal
what we need most is cord.al unity had a fine editorial cn this subject
fcr enthusiastic and efficient pro recently.
9 ♦ ♦ *
duction. I believ» tin* the Media
Hendricks Harbor and Isle au
tion ric.nd. chcsen from among our
most thoughtful and patriotic citi Haut river and harbor improve
zens. should have lull opportunity ments will both be in the omnibus
to see what they can do. It has rivers and harbo s bill which the
Hcuse will pass as an authoriza
been verv successful io date.
9 • • 9
tion socn. Funds for actual work
Many High School students have will be delayed unt:l after tlie need
been it re for the Spring vacation fcr spending so much money on
On»> dav j3 Lewiston High Semurs defense parses. The Hendrick's
and 'riends were here in charge Harbor project, estimated at $6,000
of Supt. and Mrs Alden Wood- would provide an entrance channel.
worth and Principal ind Mrs. Jin- 30 ft. wide and 9 feet deep. The
wood K-.lly. They went over to Isle au Haut project calls fcr an
the Senate to shake hands with appropriation cf $28 CO and an anSenator White and then came to ar.nual maintenance fund of $500
my office fcr ginger ale. grapejuice this will provide a channel 75 ft.
and cookies. It was a record hot wide, 6 ft. deep and 12C3 ft. leng
day for the middle of April and through shoal at easterly end.
all enjoyed the cool drink. A. L.
Tcfbey, a Skowhegan man, here Franklin D. Lamb
with the Canada Dry firm, refused
to accept pay fcr the ginger ale
when he found it was home folks.
Death of Former Rockland
Most of all, the students enjoyed
Business Man Who Retired
read.r.g tlie hometown papers
Three
Years Ago
which I always keep on an office
table.
Death came early Sunday morn
That same day the Belgrade
ing
to one cf Rockland's oldest
Hivli School Principal, Rodney
residents.
Franklin D. Lamb, who
Wyman, and Mrs. Wyman, with
observed
hts
89th birthday Jan 23.
three teachers, Mary Jules. Esther
He
had
been
failing gradually for
Kempton, and Marguerite Yeaton,
a
number
of
months.
lunched with me in the House res
The deceased was a native of
taurant w.th Mr. and MTs. Kelly
Lincolnville,
and irke many other
and Mr and Mrs. Woodworth, also
boy-5
in
that
town
lie went to Cam
in the group were Sumner Han
den
to
seek
employment,
which
cock. assistant principal of Waldo
he
found
in
Kncwlton
Brothers'
boro High School, and four young
men from that town. Philip Cream oakum mill. He was only 16 when
er. Thcmas Lee, Douglas Richards he came to Rockland to learn the
trade of tin-knocking at Walter
and Keith Winchelbach.
J. Wood s hardware store. In 1881
• • • •
That morning before 8 o’clock, he formed a partnership with the
while the morning mist was still late Samuel A. Burpee and they
lying over the Capitol City, the engaged in the clothing business
Daughters of the American Revo in Ulmer block nearly opposite the
lution from my Second District foot of Spring street under the
came to breakfast with me in the firm style of the New England
House restaurant. The Capitol is Clothing Hcuse. In 1898, under
built on a hill, called Capitol Hill, the firm name of Burpee & Lamb
and cne can look down over the they moved to the store at the
city from the terraces on the West corner of Main and School streets
Front. Being early in the day. it where their 50th anniversary was
was still cool and beautiful and one of the city’s important business
the Maine Daughters enjoyed the events. The partnership Pasted
unusualness of having breakfast until Aug. 8. 1927. when Mr. Bur
at the Capitol. Miss Margaret pee warned by the condition of his
Em.lv McIlroy. Maine State Re health retired from business. He
gent. is from Lewiston, and I was died June 14. 1928.
Mr. Lamb completed his mer
an alternate this year freon my
Skowhegan
Chapter.
Beverly cantile career three years ago,
Epaulding. of Caratunk. who was when his retirement was a mat
the Maine Good Citizenship Pil- ter of deep regret in business
g.im. visited at my home after she circles where he had long before
had finished the week's trip as a established a reputation for square
Pilgrim. A di'egate is chosen by dealing and courteous attention to
tiie Maine D A.R. each year for the trade.
He belonged to no organization,
a Wash ngton visit. Because of
sem* extra sightseeing with Ann his entire life having been cen
M lliken. of Pittsfield, who was tered upon two objectives—busi
also visiting me with her mother, ness and his heme life. He was a
Beverly missed the lunch*»ou given staunch Republican, but had never
lor all the Maine Daughters by held political office. His congenial
Senators White and Brewster of nature liked nothing better than
Maine and their wives. We were reminiscence and he was able to
sorry that Mrs. White, who is re- relate incidents of the city's life
cuperat ng from an illness, was which occurred six or seven decades
ago. Into his long and busy career
not able to be there
there
entered no enemy; he was
I w.ll leave here April 25 to
a
friend
to everybody, and every
speak on the following day in
body
was
a friend to him
Buffalo at the annual luncheon
Mr. Lamb is survived by his wife
sponsored by the Republican Busi
ness and Professional Women's 'Addie P. Kennedy) to whom he
Club oi that city. Several ether was married in January 1877; a
Uepubl can Women’s clubs will daughter. Miss Mabel Lamb; a son
participate. The invitation came Arthur F. Lamb; and a grandson.
f cm Miss Louise C. Gerry. Vice Joseph Lamb.
The funeral services will be held
Ciiairman of the Erie County Republ.can Committee, whose heme at Mr. Lamb’s late residence on
is in Rcb nsten. Me. My subject Limerock street at 2 o'clock this
afternoon. Rev. Dr. John Smith
will be "Women in Defense'.
I attended the opening session Lowe officiating
of the National Convention of
Chapter Delegates of the Ameri CUSHING
can Red Cross in the famous D A R
James Seavey and Leslie Young
cr Constitution Hall. I was glad are to build a weir at Gay's Island
to s-c Mrs. Guy Snowe, of Lcwls- Cove as scon as Mr. Seavey recovers
t-n-Auturn Red Cress, and Pris from illness.
cilla Maitole. cr Edward Little High
Charles Rivers and daughters of
School. Auburn who were here as Washington were visitors in town
delegates.
Sunday.
April 30 the New England Ccun
Mrs. Lucille Barnes went Satur
cil w 13 give a buffet supper at day to Boston fcr a few days’ visit
Hotel Washington for members of with Mr. Barnes.
the New England Ceng essional
delegations and newspaper corres
When placed on an isolated
pondents. This is an annual event, plane, a snail will crawl to the
officers of the Council getting to

gether with the Washington folks

r

highest point. It never goes to the
lowest.

He Sat On A Log

WEST ROCKPORT

MATINICUS

£)o You Hear That Sardine Whistle?

Mrs Frank Ames is visiting tier
daughter Mrs. Edward Clark in
Indiana.
Mrs. Fred Philbrook has returned
from visiting relatives in Quincy,
Mass., and Westbrook.
Milton
Philbrook and family of
..
.

But Log Was a Snake,
the Cave Was Its Mouth
and the Tree Was An
Elephant’s Trunk
28 Material Squadron.
Clark Field,
Pampanga, P I.,
April 3.
Editor of Tlie Courier-Gazette:—
Since leaving Fort Slocum. New
York. Jan. 4, we have seen varied
and beautiful sights, but truthfully
nothing that will compare with the
view of the Rockland hills from the
Island of North Haven.
The trip through the Panama
Canal was by far the most interest
ing and to those who have never
seen it, I can' only say, they are
missing one great experience. As
we had the privilege of stopping on
both the Atlantic and Pacific side,
we had the pleasure of looking
around for a couple of hours.
During our brief stay on the Pa
cific side, we met an old school
chum of ours, Paul Brown, who is
stationed in the 3C6 Signal Corps
at Albrook Field. As implied in your
paper by one of our North Haven
correspondents about a month ago,
we did have a swell time and did
quite a bit of talking.
Our next stop was Fort McDowell,
Calif., which we didn’t like so well
because of very rainy weather. How
ever as we left there four days later,
it was with aching hearts that we
said goodbye to our American shores i
:
for two years or more.
Due to an exploded cylinder head J
we were stationed at Hickam Field
in Hawaii for four days. This place
we all liked very much except the
city of Honolulu which seemed to
belong pretty much to the Navy
boys (lucky guys).
Our next stop was Guam and here
we all went ashore again. However
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The younger members of the sun.
day school under direction ot th*»
superintendent of their department
Mrs. Bernice Crockett, gave a dem
onstration of their worship service
and a concert Sunday. Followin';
this program several motored ; >

Established

Attende\

Rockport to attend the pageaiv
Westbrock are spending a few nays
____ ».
__
the Baptist Church,
There was
here.

The whistle is blowing again at the Ramsdell Packing Company’s sardine plant—merry music for many
women operatives, and a very harmonious sound for bu dness circles in general. No herring have invaded these
waters yet, and so “Mahomet went to the meuntain’’—cr in plain English Alvin C. Ramsdell, the proprietor
sent his sardine boats to Machias Bay, and they are arriving at the rate of one a day with full fare-. There's
enough fish ahead to last two or three weeks, and by that time there may be a further abundance.

startled the snake so that he woke down again and lit a cigarette, tryup and opened his mouth in a wide i ing to figure out a way.
Well. I didn't have much success
gap. Not knowing that the log was
until
I dropped my cigarette, und
a snake as yet, I thought that the
snake's mouth was a big cave, so believe me, lt was then that the
I headed for it full tilt. Into it I .fireworks popped. The door opened
ran, and woe is me, the door all right and I was thrown several
hundred feet through the air to land
slammed behind me.
Well, says I to myself, “I guess in an ant hill.
As I picked myself up I happened
I'm safe for a while.” so I sat down
on a bench (I presume the snake's to look up and for the first time I
tongue) and waited. After waiting saw that the log I was sitting on was
for several hours I tried to get out. a snake and the cave the snake's
Try as I might I couldn't, so I sat mouth.

Maybe I wasn’t long in trying to
get away from there, with the snake
after me. Well, the snake kept gain
ing so I decided to climb tlie first
tree I came to. Finally I saw what
I thought was a pretty good one just
ahead of me. so I headed for it as
fast as I could and gave a mighty
jump. I landed about midway be
tween the top and the trunk, just in
time to let the snake go by.
As I was sitting in a rather pre
carious position. I began to look
around to see if I could find a bet

a
large
attendance
at
the
mormni
Miss Henrietta Ames, who spent
service also.
the Winter in Quincy, Mass., has re
Robert Nutt arrived home Tin ,
turned to her home here.
day
from Palm Beach. In company
The Seacoast Mission boat Sun
beam was here over the weekend. with his two daughters, Mrs. Bernu >
Mr. Bowsfield showed moving pic Crcckett and Miss Hazel Nutt >
tures Saturday at the church, and spent Saturday at Fairfield w. i
Sunday night Mr. Williams held Mrs. Nutt,
Mr. and Mrs Paige and
services at the church.
Frank Ames recently made a busi Charles of Lynn, Mass., and Mr uij
Mrs. L bby of Calais spent
ness trip to Rockland
Mrs. Annette Keighley of Middl£ weekend at their Mirror Lake
I Haddam, Conn., is visiting her: rage,
daughter Mrs. Dorian Ames.
Miss Hazel Parker and r.ie-e
Mr. and Mrs. Emery Philbrook Gladys Parker motored Saturda-.
recently spent a few days in Friend- j Fairfield where they were oven-.r
ship.
guests of Mrs. Bernice Cushman.
Several large flocks of wild geese j Sunday they visited another --,t
have been seen flying on their way Mrs. Amy Nutt.
Several relatives and inten i
north.
friends from this village were <,n
rj-ll. i i if
ter place, when the tree began vo hand at Rockport Fiiday moi!:. ..
“to see the Seniors off on their t j
move quite briskly.
Oh me! what a blunder I had to 'Washington. D C. Anion •
made. I had climbed the trunk of group from tilts part of town t.i.; :.
an elephant and he was beginning the trip are Miss Carolyn Andrew,
valedictorian of the class, ami M.
to get annoyed at my presence.
Dorothy
Keller, an honor .stuck: Weil, there wasn't much for me
Tiie
Tuesday
Club will meet
to do just then but hang on and
pray for dear life. After a while tlie week with Mrs. Bernice Crocket:
The annual meeting of tlie chin i
elephant went back to sleep, and
as the snake had crawled away. I will be held April 30, following the
slid down and headed back to camp midweek prayer meeting
Needless to say I made it all right, church will entertain the Lincoln
for otherwise I couldn't have writ- Baptist Association May 5.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hainin
ten this letter. However, I must say
I am still quite shaky and if you Bath and Mr. and Mrs. W D H<
have any trouble reading the writ- and son Charles of Camden
ing, blame it on that.
' among the relatives entertained
Private Hugh Parsons.
Sunday by Mr. and Mrs. J F Heald
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Bangor. E W
toms Agency, Po
Carthey. U S C

as cur stay was so brief, we missed

quite a bit. I will say one thing
about tlie place though, and that is
we all will remember it long after
we have forgotten others.
Finally Manila Ehy came into
view after 47 days of sailing. Were
we glad! As we docked the Philip
pine band was there playing "God
Bless America." and many other of
our American band pieces. It really
seemed as if we were coming home
instead of just reaching foreign
shores.
Since then we have been stationed
at Nichols’ Field, Rizal. P. I., and
eight days later Clark's Field, where
we expect to stay the remainder of
cur next two years.
During our entire journey by sea
from New York to here, we never
encountered a sea that the old
steamer ‘North Haven" couldn’t
wallow through. The three island
boys, Harold Morrison, Charles
Baird and Arthur Calderwood. who
started the journey with me, are
stationed here in the same tent
with me.
I consider the latter a remarkable
feat, as there were about 700 of us
air corps boys shipped here and
only 40 of us were chosen for Clark
Field.
I was walking through the Jungle
next to the camp area several days
ago and due to the denser under
brush I soon became tired, so I sat
down on a log or what I thought
was a log. Do you want to
know what it was? Well, believe it
or not, it was a small snake about
100 feet long and no less than three
feet and a half through. I didn't
realize it was a snake until I felt
a movement under me and began
to look around it a bit. Well, what
did I see but a tiny flea about the
size of a teakettle crawling towards
me. Not being used to such sights
I jumped up and started running,
and just then the excitement began.
You see when I jumped up I

E Comodoro Hotel ia cen

trally located just a whisper
frcn.aU activity Rates Horn

$2 50 single. $400 double.

with tub and shower bath.
Modem aircooled coilee

.hop oilers the hr.es, lood a»
moderate pncee

Popular

cocktail lounge.

Under the
Personal Direction

Joseph H. Adam*
Manager

Sport Clothe]
priced for tl
men who m<

called any dj

Is this the great gasoline
discovery of our time?

Don't let a low n
draft slop you ft
these sport clothes
we have just as lot
you have.

It wasn’t an acrid
sport clolties price*,
put ourselves in vn

decided that we co
protect the young i
going to protect Ar

FROM TEXAS CITY COMES NEWS THAT MAY REVOLUTIONIZE

SPORT SI
$25.00 to

PRESENT THEORIES OF GASOLINE CHEMISTRY

SPORT JAC
$7.65 to $'

American Oil Company pioneers entirely new way of making gasoline! World’s first commercial
Hydro-forming unit now in production! Flame Control tested with remarkable results.
The people of Texas City, Texas, are proud of the American Oil
Company’s great refinery there. It includes the two biggest refining
units in the world. Seven hundred and forty acres of Wonderland! They
point to it as one of the show places of the state.

But one day a new structure began to take shape. People wondered
. ,i. what was this feverish activity . . . why these swarms of hulking
trucks ... why these hundreds of men working?

new power that gets more out of the potential energy of gasoline —that
cushions it, harnesses it—put it to work! This is a new kind of power
—a different kind of power.

Engines now turn in a soft gentle purr, when idling, or when running
all out. There is new s-m-o-o-t-h-n-e-s-s, because violent explosive
shock is greatly reduced. Bearings and moving parts receive less de
structive pounding.

SPORT SL^
$4.00 to S|
SLEEVELESS S’
$1.00 to
NEW HOSI
NEW HA’

NEW SHI

GREGOJ

Revolutionizes Old Theories of Oetane!
Here were these great modern refining units—yet they were adding
more equipment! What was going on? Then the news came out . . .
it was the revolutionary new Hydro-forming unit!

For months the petroleum industry buzzed with the news of the
discovery of this entirely new way of making gasoline ... a process that
may revolutionize all previous theories of gasoline chemistry. Chemical
engineers call it Hydro-forming ... a method of build
ing new and important qualities into gasoline ... a
way that was impossible before the American Oil
Company pioneered this wonderful process.

Because of the different way it is refined, Hydro formed American
Gas is more volatile than ever before—more aromatic—more easily
vaporized. Its knock-arresting constituents do not remain in liquid state,
as in the average conventional gas, but become vaporized—
distributed to all cylinders more evenly and impartially. Thus in
Hydro-formed American Gas, anti knock is far more efficient.

Gains Octane on the Road!

n

Official results of extensive road tests by Industry
Committees show that conventional gasolines, on
the average, lose octane numbers on the road. But
from the super-volatility of Hydro-formed American
Gas—from its greater aromacity-from Flame Con
trol and Cushioned Power—comes ROAD OCTANE
that actually surpasses laboratory figures. And it's
ROAD OCTANE that counts—not laboratory
ratings!

What Does This Great Discovery Mean?
Burning gasoline is the source of engine power. Un
controlled, combustion is violent, with a detonating,
explosive shock that wastes energy. There was one
best way to cut this shock down—by controlling the
flame—and this has been the goal of chemists for
decades!

Mr

Er

Here, then, is the new Hydro-formed American
Gas. Radically new from start to finish. Point for
point the finest American Gas that ever left our
refinery! Yet it still sells at regular gas price!

Now-Flame Control-Combustion Control!
Now, in the revolutionary, new Hydro-formed
American Gas, FLAME CONTROL has been ac
complished! From this amazing refining process comes
a new, super-volatile, highly aromatic gasoline that
burns more rapidly. Yet shock is greatly reduced—
combustion is con trolled—and more usable power
is at last attained.

• •
*
*•
\
Flame Control Means Cushioned Power!
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Famous AMOCO-GAS Now Hydro-formed,Too!

w

The new Hydro-forming process has also been
applied to Amoco-Gas, the original special motor
fuel, which likewise moves forward and upward to
an all-time high in quality and efficiency.

As FLAME CONTROL cuts shock, CUSHIOr&D

POWER comes into being—sustained, increasing,
e-x-p-a-n-d-i-n-g pressure that drives the piston down,
through its full course. Now we have new thrust—

New Hydro-form l»f Unit of The American Oil
Company. Now In Operation in Texas City.Texaa.

Hydro-forming is the latest triumph of gasoline
science the newest demonstration of the enormous
power that lies in gasoline—new, dramatic proof
of how much work per drop it can perform!

GOV. SUMNER

EDWI

Now try the latest triumph of gasoline science-
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New Hydro-firmed AMERICAN GAS
Q American

■ another discovery pioneered by the American Oil

OU Ccmpany

Co.
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All Patriot!

